


EDITOR’S

Home, But Not Alone INK
Curtis Franklin, Jr.

I f you listen closely, you can almost hear it. Around most of
us, systems, devices, and people are communicating at an un-
precedented rate. Wires and fibers are filled to bandwidth limit
and the air is saturated with infrared and radio-frequency trans-
missions. In most of the places we spend our time-home,  office,
factory, car, or store-communications have become  so en-
trenched in the routine of daily life that they fade into the back-
ground. As the companies which provide us with information
and data carriers compete to offer more complete and more com-
plex services, the odds are overwhelmingly in favor of commu-
nications playing an increasing role in our professional and
personal lives.

One  of the technologies looming on the horizon is Integrated
Services Digital Network, or ISDN. To be sure, ISDN has been
looming on that horizon for nearly ten years now, but pieces arc
falling into place for its eventual availability in most offices and
homes. If roadways are appropriate analogies for data channels,
residential ISDN is rather like have an eight-lane expressway
running out of your garage. There will be sufficient bandwidth
for applications such as video conferencing to move out of high-
priced satellite centers and into the living room. (Whether resi-
dential customers will want video telephones and the like is a
totally separate and utterly unresolved issue.) Entertainment,
education, and centralized security are among the application
areasthatareunderexplorationfortheday whenbandwidthwill
not be the limiting factor in residential communications. Tcle-
phones revolutionized the way individuals lead their private
lives: It is not a great stretch to imagine that the next ten to fifteen
years will seecommunication development that will haveat least
as much impact as the original telephone.

When you start looking at the implications of increasingly
capable residential communications, it’s hard to avoid the topic
of home automation. After competing with one another for small
niches for years, the manufacturers of home automation prod-
ucts learned a lesson from the small computer and home  cntcr-
tainment industries: Market size and standards a& related.
Customers are so repulsed by the notion of buying a proprietary
system which might be orphaned that they will choose to buy
nothing rather than take that risk. A good standard removes the
risk, and with it a high barrier to customer outlay. EIA’s CEBus
standard has sufficient weight and support to throw home auto-
mation into a period of tremendous growth. According to a study
by Rose Associates, home automation systems (of some sort) are
now in two percent of U.S. homes.They predict that the percent-

age will rise to 15% by 2000, and hit 50% in twenty years. As i‘ney
also estimate the current home automation market at nearly 1.5
billion dollars a year, you can see the potential for market growth
in sheer dollar terms. While I won‘t deny the importance of self-
contained stand-alone machine intelligence, the potential avail-
able to fully communicating dwellings begins to stagger the
imagination.

One of the important social ramifications of the trends  I’ve
been discussing is that they make where you are much less
important than how you’re connected. Obviously, there are
hundreds of jobs that require face-to-face human interaction, but
many industries have already found that workers can be as pro-
ductive (or more productive) in their own environment as they
are in the office. In areas such as Southern California, air quality
regulations are adding a governmental component to the trend
toward keeping as many people as possible away from the office.
Social trends having nothing to do with computers may also act
on the “urge to stay home” with a resulting reliance on commu-
nications channels. During the recent war, a number of compa-
nies turned to videoconferencing as a replacement for interna-
tional travel. When thecapabilityexists for at-homevideoconfer-
encing...

AN UNABASHED PLUG

During the last couple of years, we’ve received moreproject-
based articles than we can get into print. In addition, we’ve
printed a few articles that, because of space limitations, had to be
severely reduced from their original length. In order to get more
articles (and more of the articles) into your hands, we’re publish-
ing the first in a series of books: Circuit Cellar Project File, Volume
I. This book has twelve projects featuring hardware and software
and is available with a companion disk containing all the soft-
ware. There’s an ad on page 36 that tells you how to order the
book. We hope you’ll enjoy it and will write telling us what you’d
like to see in Volume 11.
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S-ARTnet-A Powerful Controller Network
Designing a Low-cost Network Around the S-ART
by John Dybowski
SART devices provide a simple, cost-effective method for distributed control network-
ing. In the first of two parts, we show you the hardware for an example control
network.

Software  at the Hardware Level
Programming TSRs for Interrupt Handling
by Chris Ciarcia
Terminate and Stay Resident programs can do far more than just intercept keystrokes.
Here’s how to begin writing your own ‘background” programs for utility and control.

A Simple RS-485 Network:
Exploit the Nine-Bit Serial Communication Modes of the 805 I, 8096BH,
68HC I 7, 68HC05,  and Z 180 Microcontroller Families
by Jim Bofler
RS-485 is a perfect standard for networking controllers. A solid strategy for network
design makes the job easier, and the result more powerful.

Interfacing Microsoft’s Flash File System
Using Flash Memory Under MS-DOS
by Markus  Levy
Intel’s Flash memory is gaining ground in system designs. Microsoft’s Flash extensions
make it easy to turn a Flash memory board into a nonvolatile RAM disk for a
desktop computer.

Touch-Tone Interactive Monitor
A Watchdog in Every Home
by Steve Ciarcia
Dr. Doolittle talked to the animals Steve Ciarcia proves that having your house talk to
you can be fascinating and useful.

CEBus Update: More Physical Details Available
by Ken Davidsan

CEBus  continues to pick up steam in home automation. The latest in our series on
the EIA Home Automation Standard features new information on physical layers
and implementation news.

Echelon’s Local Operating Network
The Year of the LON?
by Ken Davidsan
New developments keep showing up in home automation. Echelon’s Local Operat-
ing Network (LON)  promises easier implementation and faster development for
advanced building automation applications.
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1 READER’S 1

Letters to the Editor

THE FUNGUS AMONG US

This letter is in reply to the letter published in C~~curr
CELLAR INK #18 from Mr. Andrew Mancey of Guyana.

I study in Manipal, situated on the west coast of India.
The weather is hot and sunny for eight months of the year,
but during the remaining four months it rains cats and
dogs. We have a total of over 200 PC systems here and most
of us engineering students use and have floppy disks.

During the rainy season we have the problem of fun-
gus and mildew. I’ve been able, for the last four years, to
keep my floppy disks going by doing the following:

Put a small packet of silica gel (in an active state, i.e.,
deep blue color) in each box of floppies. The silica gel
changes to white as it absorbs moisture. To activate it
again, simply bake it until it turns blue.

Bury the floppy disks, when storing them, under
clothesin a cupboard which hasa50-60-watt  bulb switched
on 24 hours a day.

Follow these two tricks and you can say goodbye to
fungus and mildew. I hope these techniques can help
another reader keep their floppy disks and data intact.

J.N. Kumar
Coimbatore, India

STANDARD DEVIATIONS

I have some comments on the article “Adjusting Stan-
dard Deviation to Sample Size” by Charles I’. Boegli in
CIRCUIT CELLAR INK #20. The flaw in his discussion of
standard deviations is that he fails to distinguish between
the standard deviation of a population and that of a sample
drawn from that population. Likewise,a distinction should
be made between the population mean and the sample
mean (he uses X for both). The sample mean is the average
of the observations comprising the sample, and the sample
standard deviation is a measure of the dispersion of just
those observations about that average.

Mr. Boegli states that “some texts recommend, in
certain cases, dividing by n-l instead of n.. .,” implying

thatthispracticemaynotbewidelyaccepted;Alltextsthat
I’ve consulted follow this practice. (Meyer, “Data Analysis
for Scientists and Engineers,” Wiley 1975, gives both for-
mulas, stating that “For most cases of interest, there is no
significant difference between s and o, and either may be
used.” I would disagree, especially for small samples.)
Here we are considering the sample statistics, and the
Roman s is used for the standard deviation in order to
distinguish it from the standard deviation of the popula-
tion, denoted by the Greek cr. So, why n-l? Well, the proper
divisor is the “degrees of freedom” associated with that
sample, and where a single parameter (here the mean
value of the population) is estimated, this is one less than
the sample size. (More generally, it is n-p, where p is the
number of parametersbeing fitted.) For example, consider
a sample size of 10 with average, say, 5. We can arbitrarily
change any nine of the observations without changing the
average; the tenth can then be calculated, and so cannot
also be given an arbitrary value. Remember we are dealing
with estimates based solely on the sample taken.

For the standard deviation of the population, the
proper divisor is n, and Mr. Boegli’s equation (1) would be
correct if the sample mean, X, is replaced by the population
mean (commonly denoted by the Greek q). Dividing by rl
is also proper for the sample standard deviation if the
sample mean is replaced by the population mean, which
may be known (or accurately estimated) from prior infor-
mation. Since information not obtained from the sample is
used, the constraint on degrees of freedom is removed.

Mr. Boegli’s absurdurn is not really absurd at all. For a
sample size of 1, the average is the observation itself, and
the standard deviation becomes O/O, which is indetermi-
nate and not necessarily infinite. This simply tells us that
a single observation per se tells us nothing about the
distribution of the population.

I don’t know how the correction factor table cited in
the article was derived, and would be curious to learn. Is
there a mathematical statistician in the house? It leads to
more pessimistic (i.e., larger) estimates of standard devia-
tion than does using n-l. I’ve no idea, though, as to why it
differs from the conventional approach, and inclined to
view it with suspicion. For a sample size of 1, Mr. Boegli’s
equation (3) estimates the standard deviation as zero,
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implying that the population mean is always estimated
exactly by a single observation!

Norman F. Stanley
Rocklan, ME

A PENNY SAVED...

I just wanted to thank CIRCUS  CELLAR INK for recently
publishing an article by J. Conrad Hubert, “Running VGA
on an IBM Professional Graphics Display.”

As owner of an automation consulting firm, I know
that it pays to have more information than the competition.
For those of you who may not agree, Mr. Hubert’s article
allowed my firm to save approximately $10,000.

Based on his work, I purchased several surplus Mit-
subishi 19”analogmonitors.  With his circuit, we now have
800 x 600 VGA monitors for our CAD stations.

There is one snag, however. This setup is not a multis-
ync. When the software kicks the video into a different
(lower) frequency, you are stuck.

The best solution would have been to find a way to
“force” the card to stay in the higher resolution (something
akin to DOS MODE, perhaps?). Unfortunately, we weren’t
able to do that.

Our solution was to purchase 12” mono VGA monitors
and daisy-chain them to the fixed-frequency 19” monitors.
For about $100 per unit, the combination makes for a very
workable and good solution.

Gary Kuelzow
Navesink, NJ

A TSR FIX

I have found that the ability of transferring the seg-
ment and offset address of the TSR location to the new
keyboard interrupt vector seems to fail on some assem-
blers. The sequence

mov dx,offset  new kb vet- _
m0" a1,16h
m0" ah,25h
int 27h

seems to read the proper vector but fails to set the vector
properly. So a quick “universal” fix is possible by making
the following changes in the code:

1. In the beginning of the code, just below the title, add:

TITLE expand
ABSO segment at 0

erg 4*16h
kb int dd ?
ABSO

;BIOS keyboard interrupt
end
;

TSR_ segment

2. and change the INIT procedure too:

init:
sub ax,ax ;make  0
mov es,ax ;point  to beginning of mem

*set up no seg overrides,
assume cs: TSR,ds: TSR,es:ABSO
mov ax,woFd ptr kL_int -get
mov bx,word ptr kb_int+Z'

orig int handler

mov word ptr old_kb vec,ax ;save  old int vect
mov word ptr old kb-vec+Z,bx
mov word ptr kb ?nt, offset new_kb_vec
mov word ptr kb-int+Z,cs_

mov dx,offset int
int 27h

Christopher Ciarcia
Los Alamos,  NM

We Want to Hear From You!

Write letters of praise, condemnation, or suggestion to
the editors of Circuit Cellar INK at:

Circuit Cellar INK
letters to the Editor
4 Park Street
Vernon, CT 06066
Tel (203)  875-2 199

_

Fax: (203) 872-2204 I

Circuit Cellar BBS: ‘editor’
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kernel tuned to each
supported MCU -- and
that includes full
on chip serial I/O
and timer support.

m Designed for Embedded Systems, Byte-BOS Real-Time
Multitasking Operating System is complete and well tested. With over
80 robust functions, much of the development is done for you.

m BOS. -. : 4 Fast Pre-emptive Scheduling
is enhanced and tested 4 Direct Inter-Task Communication
with your favorite “C” J Multiple Event SynchronizaGon
development systems. Just J Timer Services t Auto Sampling

ouen the box and start J Resource Management
I

coding your application. J Asynchronous Communication
J Fixed Block Memory Management

m Written in “C”,
4 Low Power Management

BOS has an assembly

-4 BOS code writtenc ~;;;ice  Code
and tested on the PC transfers
directly to any BOS target. Just
recompile, link, load, and go.
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NEWPRODUCTNEWSNEl#PRODUCTNEWS
HOME AUTOMATION
CONTROL CENTER

A home automation
system that allows remote
control of essential home
functions without retrofitting
or hard wiring has been
announced by Group Three
Technologies Inc. SAMAN-
THA, an acronym for
Security And M ANagement
Through Home Automation,
is a microprocessor-based
system featuring keyboards/
keypads, touchtone phones,
and remote sensory inputs. It
utilizes both digitally
generated and prerecorded
voice, as well as digital
display outputs. SAMAN-
THA is a “plug and play”
system in that major compo-
nents communicate with each
other through existing wire

harnesses (power and
telephone) and radio fre-
quency signals. It is both FCC
and UL approved.

SAMANTHA comes
with a Personal Home
Director (PHD) that is the
nerve center of the system. It
contains an emergency dialer,
battery back-up, backlit
liquid crystal display, voice
synthesized help, LED status
indicators, 64 programmable
macro sequences, and full
electronic controls. SAMAN-
THA also includes Room
Directors to allow remote
control of its functions from
up to fifteen rooms by trans-
mitting commands over
existing phone wires. It
contains a speaker and
microphone for audio/voice
communications, a keypad
for entering commands, and

an optional temperature
sensor.

Some of the features
offered by the unit include:
heating and cooling manage-
ment, lighting and appliance
control, telephone answering
device, personal emergency
response, selective control
intercom, personal memos/
time management, and a full-
featured security system.

The basic SAMANTHA
package is priced at $1495.
The advanced system begins
at $1995.

Group Three Technologies,
Inc.
2125-B Madera  Rd.
Simi  Valley, CA 93065
(805) 5824410
Fax: (805) 582-4412

Reader Service #504

VIRTUAL UART
COMMUNICATIONS
PACKET CONTROLLER

A device that enables the
serial port of a personal com-
puter to accept virtually any
synchronous or asynchro-
nous communications
protocol has been announced
by Silicon Systems Inc. The
SSI 73111650 SK Serial
Packet Controller employs a
novel virtual UART technol-
ogy to achieve this flexibility.

The personal computer
sees the “650” chip as a com-
mon 5%type  asynchronous
UART, but to a device com-
municating with it, the 650
can emulate virtually
anything, including an 8350-
type synchronous UART. The
650 features Manchester
encode/decode capability so
it can even be used with
fiber-optic links. NRZ, NRZI,
and FM encoding are also
supported.

Applications for the 650
include: input/output control
for any PC or workstation
(regardless of operating
system), an emulator for
prototyping communications
links, a packet controller for
LAN and WAN applications,
and multitasking operations.

The 650 includes a
power-down mode to extend
battery life when used in
portable applications, and 32-
bit CRC error checking for
full V.42 capability.

The SSI 73M650  SPC sells
for $15 in quantities of 100.

Silicon Systems, Inc.
14351 Myford  Rd.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 731-7110
Fax: (714) 669-8814

Reader Service #505
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/VHA/PRODUCTNEWSNElh’PRODUCTNEWS  -
MINIATURE SOLID-STATE CCD CAMERA

A series of
ultra compact,
highly versatile
CCD cameras has
been introduced by
CCTV Corp. The
cameras are unique,
not only because of
their small size (3”
x 2” x l”), but in the
fact that while
utilizing a solid-
state imager, the
camera does not
require an autoiris.
Their design allows

1.

for full-range light )
compensat ion and ?
superior handling _
of backlit situations.

The present +
family consists of
six models, all using <
identical electron- i.
its, and come
standard with a 4mm lens for a 78degree field of view. They
operate with 7 to 12 volts DC and include an AC power
module and mating video connector. Full video is achieved
with light levels as low as 2 lux. The electronic shutter has a
speed from l/60 to l/15,000  second and there is no geometric
distortion. A minimum of 10 shades of gray scale can be
resolved.

The Model CD-100, $495, camera (shown) is designed to
be mounted in any door. It comes with the electronics attached
to a steel front plate that is mounted on the outside of the door
and a matching back plate for the inside of the door. These
plates are clamped across a rectangular hole cut into the door.

The Model IW-100, $495, is designed to be installed flush
in any wall in a standard single gang electrical box; the SM-
100, $495, is similar but comes with a surface-mounted Wire-
Mold-compatible box.

The PC-100, $525, can be discreetly concealed within a 5”
x 7” picture frame, and the IS-100, $525, camera is hidden
within a working intercom speaker. The CCD-100, $475, is
ideal for general-purpose surveillance.

CCTV Corp.
315 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013
(212) 989-4433
Fax: (212) 463-9758

HIGH-CAPACITY
ROM DISK AND
DRIVE EMULATOR

The ROMDISK PCF
from Curtis Inc. is a versatile
solid-state peripheral storage
device for PC/XT/AT and
EISA computers. It can be
used in most portable,
desktop, and industrial
computers to provide low-
power, nonvolatile, solid-
state memory without me-
chanical floppy and hard disk
drives. The PCF is up to 20
times more reliable and many
times higher in performance
than mechanical systems.

The PCF can emulate a
single high-capacity data
disk, or dual disks to provide
auto-booting from a diskette
image, as well as providing
high-capacity data storage.
One SIMM can emulate a
bootable diskette. The
remaining six SIMMs must be
Flash Memory for a Flash File
System or SRAM for a read/
write disk. SIMMs provide
up to 14 MB total data
storage by using seven l-MB
or 2-MB Flash Memory mod-
ules or I-MB SRAM modules.
A proprietary Flash gate
array and microcontroller
provide the core architecture
that allows high-speed
erasure and programming of
Flash independent of the
computer system’s CPU.

The PCF provides a
dramatic enhancement of
disk read performance as
well as “instant-on” capabili-
ties. Using Flash technology
and the Microsoft Flash File
System, the PCF operates as a
Write Once Read Many

(WORM) device that can add
data to the Flash memory
until full. Full memory can be
bulk erased and reprogram-
med. The PCF can bulk erase
Flash Memories at a rate of 4
MB in ten seconds and
program Flash at a data
transfer rate of up to 100 KB
per second.

The ROMDISK PCF uses

high-density surface-mount,
low-power CMOS digital
logic, a gate array, and
microcontroller. Standby
power consumption is less
than 0.03 watts and the bus
interface is 8-bit compatible.

The price for the
ROMDISK PCF is $895
including one Flash SIMM or
$995 including one SRAM
SIMM. Additional SIMM
prices are $395 for Flash
SIMMs and 5495 for SRAM
SIMMs.

Curtis, Inc.
2837 North Fairview  Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55113
(612) 631-9512
Fax: (612) 63 l-9508

Reader Service #501

Reader Service #500
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NEVVPRODUCTNEWS/VHM’RODUCTNEWS
PORTABLE VIDEO FRAME GRABBER

An easy, affordable way to capture gray-scale images from live
video sources is available from Portable Technologies. The PFG-1
Portable Video Frame Grabber is a battery-powered unit that can
digitize and store a video frame in l/60 second. The resultant image
has a resolution of 320 x 200 pixels with 64 levels of gray. Square
pixels are obtained with standard NTSC or R!+170  video signals
from video cameras, camcorders, VCRs, or TV monitors.

The PFG-1  can operate without being connected to a computer,
and keeps its captured image in internal memory until overwritten
by another frame grab. The stored image can be transferred to any
computer equipped with a standard RS-232 serial interface, with
selectable data rates of 4800-38.4k  bps. The image readout time is 14
seconds at 38.4k bps. Frame grabbing can also be initiated under
computer control through the serial interface.

The 4.2” x 1.5” x 5.5” unit is able to operate for up to 10 years,
or more than 100,000 frame grabs and readouts from a single g-volt
lithium battery. The unit is powered continuously and is therefore
ready for image capture at any time.

The PFG-1  comes with PGRAB software which runs on IBM PC
and compatible computers with either CGA, EGA, or VGA graphics
and at least 128K of RAM. PGRAB controls both the frame grabbing
process and readout of the frame grabber. The image can be displayed on screen, adjusted for
brightness and contrast, and printed directly to an HP LaserJet II and compatible printers. Portable Technologies
Images can be saved as linear files for quick recall or as TIFF files which can be imported to P.O. Box 20763
most desktop publishing applications. Castro Valley, CA 94546

The PFG-1  is shipped with the g-volt  lithium battery installed, and includes, in addition to 415) 537-4954
the PGRAB software, a DB-9 serial cable, DB-9-to-DB-25 adapter, and an RCA video cable. The
PFG-1 sells for $269.00. Reader Service #502

Complete
Paradigm has the complete solution for

embedded system software development.

decision. Make vour  choice and rest easv

in hardware development tools will also appreciate
the ability of Paradigm LOCATE to generate complete
Intel OMF for use with popular in-circuit emulators.

8 because  only Paradigm  LOCATE has the ability
to work with both of these powerful software

Relax
development environments. With comprehensive

Your application  is rlnnp  in rpmrrl  time  heranw___._ . . . ______  . . . . __ I-_ __-_
startup, run-time library and floating point initiali-

you made the corn:ct choice of software develop-
- -  .l.ll _~_..__1~  ~~ __~~  ._ _I~

zation code, Paradigm LOCATE frees you to con-
ment tools. If you’re suu a[ruggung,  now IS me

centrate on the details of the application.
time to experience the power, flexibility and com-

Locate
pleteness of Paradigm LOCATE.
Call or write us today for more information on

Paradigm LOCATE provides a full spectrum of state-of-the-art embedded system solutionsfrom
options for controlling the locate process. Bind Paradigm  for Intel 8Ox86andNEC V-Series
physical addresses to code and data, automatically microprocessors.
handle initialized data or generate optional EPROM
and documentation files. Intel 80186088  users

Specific questions about what Paradigm LOCATE can do
for you? Call toll-free info-line I-800-582-0864

will appreciate how Paradigm LOCATE uniquely
eliminates the hassles of memory chip select

OdPl  lile rormab b&V3 emu%or
Ti&loelXl&Y@Z

initialization. And Paradigm LOCATE is
much faster than your current tools,

large applications with full
debug information in just seconds.

Without complete debugging information,
getting a grip on a recalcitrant application can be
no easy matter. Paradigm LOCATE is ahead of the
pack with complete support for the award-winning

1 Turbo Debugger. Those with significant investments
3301 Country Club Road, Suite 2214 l Endwell. NY 13760
To order: (600) 537.5043 l (607) 746-5966 (FAX)

a lrademark  “fsorland lntemltl”nal ParadlgmLOCATE,ralrademarlr”fRradlgmSy\tem\
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NEVVPRODUCTNEWSNEVVPRODUCTNEWS
PC BUS DATA ACQUISITION INTERFACE

A short-slot, PC-compatible card offering 12-bit  A/D
conversion, 1Zbit  D/A conversion, digital I/O, and timing
capability has been announced by Real Time Devices Inc. The
ADA2100 incorporates six-layer construction and sample-and-
hold circuitry to ensure low-noise performance and accurate
digitization of dynamic signals. The A/D converter is the
industry standard HI-574 that converts an analog signal into
its digital equivalent in under 20 microseconds.

The ADA2100 supports eight singleended or four differ-
ential high-impedance analog input channels. Input ranges of
5 volts or 10 volts are supported, and a programmable gain
amplifier provides software-selectable input gains of 2,4,8,
and 16.

Two fast-settling, closely matched D/A converters are
provided to generate analog output signals. The output ranges
are jumper-selectable for unipolar or bipolar operation and can
be configured for 5- or IO-volt output ranges.

Timing and counting functions are provided by three 5-
MHz timer/counters based on the popular 8254 chip. The
board also includes 16 digital I/O lines from an 8255 chip that
can be configured as digital input or digital output.

Included with each card is a disk with sample programs
illustrating control in BASIC, Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, and
assembly language. The ADA2100 is compatible with the
Atlantis series data acquisition software from Real Time
Devices.

The ADA2100 sells for $395.

Real Time Devices, Inc.
820 N. University Dr.
P.O. Box 906
State College, PA 16804-0906
(814)234-8087
Fax: (814) 234-5218

Reader Service #!506

ControC
Take complete control with Paradigm
LOCATE, TDREM and the Turbo Debugger.

Don’t settle for anything less than the best. To get Au 6
the complete story, call, fax or write today to learn I
how Paradigm LOCATE, TDREM and the Turbo
Debugger can improve your Intel 80x86 and NEC
V-Series annlications.

Total Visibility
Paradigm LOCATE, TDREM and the award-
winning Turbo Debugger are the ultimate weapons
in the tight against system blindness. Acting as a
window into the target system, the Turbo Debugger
gives unprecedented control over an embedded
application. Debugging in the dark? Use the power
and capabilities of the Turbo Debugger to identify
and isolate even the most insidious bugs!

Unrivaled Productivity
The same Turbo Debugger that is unrivaled for the
debugging of PC applications can also train its
guns on embedded applications. Conditional
breakpoints with pass counts, execution history,. ^.

Call our toll&e info-line z I-800-582-0864

Inspectors, watches, macros and a host of other
capabilities offer an unparalleled picture of the
inner workings of your application, even in a real-
time multi-tasking environment.

$S/$~ PARqD,~M
$~fl

Borland / Microsoft / Intel ‘- Paradigm  Systems
Compatibility 3301 Country Club Road, Suite 2214

Endwell.  NY 13760
Paradigm LOCATE and the Turbo Debugger are to order: (800) 537-5043 l (FAX) (607) 748-5968
compatible with Borland, Microsoft and Intel com-
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DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM

A low-cost microcom-
puter development system for
the Motorola MC68HC05
family of microcomputer
chips has been announced by
The Engineers Collaborative
Inc. The MCPM-3 is a
complete PC-based develop-
ment system to design, test,
debug, and program the
MC68HC05  family. It
supports the MC68HC705C8
and MC68HC805C4  versions
and others with optional
adapters, and requires only
an IBM PC or compatible
computer, text editor, and RS-
232 cable to create a complete
system.

The MCPM-3 accepts
standard text source code
files and offers stand-alone
programming capability.
Each system includes a cross-
assembler, simulator/

debugger, programmer, and
driver program.

The TASM05 cross-
assembler creates object code
files from standard text input.
Either Motorola S-record or
Intel hex output formats may
be selected. Extensive error
checking and descriptive
error messages are provided
to help avoid bugs.

The SIMHC05 simula-
tor/debugger allows the
simulation and verification of
program logic before
programming the microcom-
puter EPROM. A full-screen
display of the microcom-
puter’s memory, registers,
l/O ports, and special-
purpose pins is provided.
Single step and breakpoint
features are included.

The PROG05 program-
mer driver software provides
a menu-driven environment
for programming the micro-
computers. The software
downloads files to a nonvola-

tile RAM chip in the pro-
grammer, and the RAM chip,
in turn, programs the micro-
computer. The PC environ-
ment is initially used to set
up the RAM. Removing the
programmer’s RS-232
connection to the PC allows
the unit to function in a
stand-alone mode. A wall-
mounted transformer
provides all power to the pro-
grammer.

The MCPM-3 base
system sells for $495. Pro-
grammers with driver
program only are $395.

The Engineers
Collaborative, Inc.
Route 3, Box 8C
Barton, VT 05822
(802) 525-3458
Fax: (802) 5253451

Reader Service #503

The MICON-196KC “16-BIT Personal Controller”m
COMPLETE DIGITAL CONTROL SOLUTION - BARDWARE & SOFTWARE  DEVELOPMENT KIT

MICON-196KC “18BIT  PERSONAL CONTROLLER’h
comprises of two parts (kits)

1. The HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT contains:
- CPU MODULE (3.5k3.5”) with 8OC196KC  prooessor  (16 MHz)  has 8 ADC channels lOBit resolution.

3 Pulse-Width-Modulated outpub (DAC),  one DMA ohsnoel, 6 High-Speed Output channels.
4 High-Speed Capture Input ohannels,  40 Digital I/O ports, one full duplex RS-232 serial port;

- MEMORY MODULE @.5”x3”)  with 64K Memory space RAM and/or EPROM;
- 2-Connectors  BUS MODULE;
- PROTO MODULE (3&x3.6”) with a 3-Conneators  Bus  Module;
- POWER SUPPLY & 6IV RS-232 COMMUNICATION CABLE.

2. The SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT KIT contains:
- PC based SYSMON - System Monitor for software development phase;
- 89C196 Machine Language Assembler;
- User’s Guide with HARDWARE  SCHEMATICS and APPLICATION DEMO PROGRAMS.

COMPARE US AGAINST THE COMPETITION

FEATURES: MICON-196KC COMPETITION
MODULAR ARCHITECTlJRE YES NO
PROTOTYPING MODULES YES NO

MICONA Corporation COMPACT FOOTPRINT YES N O

MICON Division 8OC196 Assembler, SYSMON (system  Monitor) INCLUDED PAY EXTRA
Power Supply & Communication Cable INCLUDED PAY EXTRA

1885 Surveyor Ave. Bldg. 102
SIMI VALLEY, CA 93063 THERE IS NO COMPARISON !

TEL: (805)  522-9444 The MICON-196KC “l&BIT PERSONAL CONTROLLER’W  sells for: $435.00
FAXz  (805) 522-9779

Quantity & students discount. P.O., Visa & MC accepted. Immediate delivery.
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HOME AUTOMATION
CATALOG

Heath Company, a
leader in high-quality
electronics for over forty
years, launches the premier
issue of Home Automation
by Heath, an all-new journey
into innovative home
electronic products.

Home automation
encompasses a broad scope of
consumer products designed
for safety, security, conven-
ience, entertainment, and
energy management. These
products are designed to
create a home that is a safer
and easier place to live.

The premier issue of
Home Automation by Heath
is a 36-page, full-color catalog
that is highly consumer
oriented, aimed at the do-it-
yourselfer home enthusiast,
as we!1 as the electronics in-
novator. Products include
whole-house automation and

inform and educate
the consumer. It
provides valuable
information on the
various types of
technology used in
the products, and
how these technolo-
gies make the prod-
ucts work. The con-
sumer will learn
about topics such as
X-10 products and
how they work,
passive infrared
technology, and
how to install a
wireless security
system.

security systems, motion- . . ..-
sensing lighting controls,
wall switches, security
cameras, portable security
alarms, energy-saving
thermostats, automatic lawn
sprinklers, and more.

Home Automation by
Heath is a catalog that will

neatn company
Dept. 350-056
Benton  Harbor, MI 49022
(800) 444-3284
(616) 982-5950
Fax: (616) 9824577

Reader Service X507

HOW TO AUTOMATE
YOUR HOME

Home Automation USA
announces their new book
entitled “How to Automate
Your Home.” Aimed at the
do-it-yourselfer, the book
covers all aspects of home
automation including light
and appliance control,
security, entertainment, com-
munications, energy manage-
ment, and more.

“How to Automate Your
Home” contains 128 pages
and 115 illustrations that are
designed to make it easy to
understand and install
various levels of automation
systems in new or existing
homes. Itsells  for $29.95.

Home Automation, USA
P.O. Box 22536
Oklahoma City, OK 73123
(405) 840-4751
Fax: (405) 842-3419

Reader Service ELI8

REMOTE CONTROLMODULE _ ~ _] ELECTRONICS DIGITAL VOICE RECORDER
1 z 5
A DIVISION OF MING E&P.  INC.

1. Exclusive items at good prices.
2. Unique items at better prices.
3. Popular ttems at the best prices.

I - 8 0 0 - 6 6 9 - 4 4 0 6
(ORDER DESK ONLY)

1. Prices are subject to change
without notice.

2. VISA, MASTER CARD and
COD(add $3) accepted. DVR-120M $149.95

* Tiny size, only 1” X l.S’, powered by 12VDC. 3. Freight charge adds $5 UPS
* 4096 possible codes. 100-200  line-of-sight distance Ground, $8 UPS Blue, $15
RE-01 $19.95 UPS Red.

* 4 Mb DRAM, up to 2 minutes recording time.
* 16 variable-length messages each w/ d i r e c t  t r i g g e r

terminal.

* Small size, 1.25”  X 2.75”, powered by SVDC.
* Single channel RF receiver. 977 S. Meridian Ave.

RE-99 $19.95 Alhambra, CA 91803

* Same as RE-01, except it’s a multi-channel RF TEL: (818) 281465
receiver. FAX: (818) 576-8748

* 8 bit address codes, 4 bit data codes.
RC-01 Combination of TX-88 & RI501 $29.95 (ROM/SRAM  DISK CARD1

-99 Combination of TX-88 & RE-99
( Above items are board-level products only

* Very low standby current, only 8 ti!
* VOX on/off switch. REPEAT mode available.
l Built-in back-up system to prevent memory loss.
* “ENDLESS” feature for continuous recording.
* Completed product w/ dynamic MIC &AC adapter

TALKING ALARM TIMED MESSAGE DEVICE
VERBAL  NOTEPAD GUIDANCE SYSIT%
HAh4  OPERATION TALKING COMPAS!

RDG512  (0 KB) $179.95
RDC-1024 (0 KB) $199.95
NEW UPDATED VERSION

boot from SRAM (RDC512 REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
Erase EPROM in only 5 seconds * The best way to prevent‘“Computer  &us”.

IEE-9088 $14g*g5 * Put DOS & app. files in EPROM or SRAM ZEMCO SA-432
* Vibration, dust and humidity proof. Only $49.95

June/July 199 1 13



FEATURE
ARTICLES

S-ARTnet-A Powerful
Controller Network

Software at the
Hardware level

A Simple RS-485
Network

~

F
prrge  44

Interfacing Microsoft’s
Flash File System

ontrolling and monitoring
dispersed locations can be accom-
plished in several ways. Typically, you
would use either a central control unit
or distributed controllers, multidrop-
ped on an RS-485 network. If all we
want to do is monitor and control
some binary points, these configura-
tions may not be the optimal solution.
The drawbacks of the centrally con-
trolled system is the need to run mul-
tiple cable bundles from the sense/
control devices back to the control
unit. In the distributed approach, a
protocol must be devised for the con-
trollers to communicate with one
another and perhaps to some central
device. Powering the controllers may
also be a problem. Power can be car-
ried on extra wires in the communica-
tions cabling or local power can be
supplied if a source is available.

The S-ARTnet  offers a solution to
these problems. The S-ARTnet con-
sists of two elements: a network con-
troller that operates under control of
stored programs and multiple SART
satellite modules. Each S-ART satel-
lite supports two sense inputs and
two control outputs; up to 30 satellites
can be daisy chained on a single wire
pair. Cablingconstraintsare eased due
to the fact that the satellites use a
single wire pair not only as the signal-
ing medium but for power as well.
The controller can be adapted to func-
tion as a translator for a PC-based

control system via a serial RS-232 link
or can operate in a stand-alone fash-
ion without the need for any central
intelligence. I’ll cover the satellites and
S-ART network controller in detail,
then we will look at applying the sys-
tem. First, let’s get familiar with S-
ARTS.

S-ARTS

S-ART: Serial, Addressable, Re-
ceive/Transmitter. This part, also
known as a Cherry CS-212, is a 16-pin
circuit designed for data transmission
on a two-lead cable. The CS-212 is an
PL/Linear  IC consisting of approxi-
mately 275 gates, 100 bipolar transis-
tors, and 40 resistors. The circuit is
specially developed for alarm systems
where it is desired to identify each de-
tector individually. There can be up to
30 S-ART circuits on the same two-
lead cable. This cable carries informa-
tion both to and from the S-ART and
provides power to the S-ART.

The S-ART works on the principle
where a packet with an address header
is sent out over the common cable.
When an S-ART on the cable recog- ’
nizes its address in the header, it car-” ’
riesout the command contained inkhe
packet. The command can byne of
two things:

1. Transmit data from the line cable
to the S-ART’s two outputs OUT0  and
OuTl.

14 ClRCUlTCELLAR  INK



S-ARTnet-A Powerful
Controller Network
Designing a low-cost Network Around the S-ART

ARTICLE
Part 1
John Dybowski

2. Answer the S-ART controller
with the condition of inputs IN0 and
INI.

The signal on the line is divided
into three states in order to give a time
signal for synchronizing and a data
signal containing addresses, com-
mands, and so on. Typical signal lev-
els for the three states would be 15 V,
7.5 V, and 0 V.

NETWORK CONTROLLER

Conceptually, the S-ARTnct  con-
troller can be thought of in two parts:
the microcontroller module and the
interface adapter. For the microcon-
troller, we will use an 8031 with an
address latch, EPROM, and a serial
RS-232 port. In order not to belabor

this standard configuration, we will
simply think of this as a component of
our system. A standard module exists
that satisfies the requirements: the
Cottage Resources Control-R I. Figure
1 shows the circuitry on the Control-R
I. We will proceed by structuring the
interface adapter to be plug compat-
ible with the Control-R I expansion
header.

The interfaceadapter provides the
15-V S-ART power and the interface
circuitry to communicate to the satcl-
litc modules and is shown in Figure 2.
The configuration described contains
the power supply and drive circuitry
forasingle-cables-ARTnetwork.This
compact,low-costarrangementallows
monitoring up to 60 sense points and
driving up to 60 control points.

S-ART power is derived from the
logic +5 volts and is stepped up to 15
volts with a National Semiconductor
LM2577-15.0  switch mode regulator
(shown in Figure 2a). Requiring a
minimum number of external compo-
nents, the LM2577 is inexpensive and
simple to use. Included on the chip is
a 3-amp NPN switch and its associ-
atedprotectioncircuitry,consistingof
current and thermal limiting and
undervoltage lockout. Other features
include a 52-kHz  fixed-frequency
oscillator that requires no external
components, a soft start mode to re-
duce in-rush current during startup,
and a fixed internal voltage reference.

The cable interface in Figure 2b
consists of four saturation mode tran-
sistors wired to provide switching of

POWER TFlBLE
IC +5u CND

3 48 a
28 10

Figure 1 -The Control-R I processor board provides the brains for the network controller.
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Figure Pa-An LM2577-  15.0 provides power for the network

+15u 1
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0 0 7.5u
0 1 0U
1 0 15u

*1 1 0u

(N 02 Inhlblta Ql When +15u =
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r N E T

*

L

Figure Sb-The  network interface is capable of asserting 0 V, 7.5 V, or 15 V.

to Ql when Q4 is on to safeguard the
drivers during power up initializa-
tion and in the event of loss of soft-
warecontrol.Thisinhibitspowerfrom
being applied to the network until the
controller is ready to initialize the
satellites to their default states. Line
monitoring is accomplished via an
LM311 comparator wired to trip at
approximately 5 volts.

Thecontrollerinterfaceuses three
processor pins: two for signal switch-
ing and one for line monitoring.

S-ART SATELUTES

The two-lead bidirectional cable
that carries that signaling to the S-
ARTS also provides power to the sat-

(shown in Figure 3).
The line signal is rectified and filtered
via a blocking diode, Dl, and capaci-
tor, Cl, and is used for the power
supplyforthechip.Pin12isthepower
supply pin; 10 is the ground return.
The IC will function with a supply
voltage of between 10 and 18 volts.
The S-ART also decodes the line sig-
nal into clock and data signals used
inside the IC. Clock and data discrimi-
nation is accomplished in the S-ART
using a dual comparator scheme,
where the two trip points are set at ap-
proximately 6 and 12 volts with about
0.7 volts of hysteresis. The upper trip

the full rail 15 volts, 0 volts, or 7.5 volt switch. If neither Q3 nor Q4 is point derives the clock and the lower
volts. In this arrangement, Ql pro- conducting, the line is pulled to 7.5 derives the data. Therefore, if the sig-
vides the level shifting for Q3, the 15- volts via a resistor divider consisting nal swings from 7.5 to 15 volts, a “1” is
volt switching transistor; Q4 is the O- of R4 and R5. Q2 clamps the base drive recorded; a transition from 0 to 15

+15

gure J-Each satellite consists of nothing more than the S-ART chip and a handful of support parts.
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volts registers a “0.” Data is received
on pin 9. Figure 4 shows a typical line
signal and how it is decoded.

The address for the satellite is set
by connecting pins 2 through 6 to ei-
ther the supply voltage through a 10k
resistor, RI, to select a logic one, or to
ground for a logic zero.

The S-ART accepts addresses and
commands in lo-bit  words. Three
types of words may be generated:
Sync, Read, and Write.

Photo l - - T h e
network control-
ler Cleft) is based
on an off-the-
shelf microcon-
troller. The satel-
lites (right) are
simple enough
thatseveroalmay
be built  by hand
inashortamount
of time.

Synchronization is obtained by
providing the S-ART with eight or
more ones followed by a zero. Figure
5a shows what a sync word looks like.

To check the status of an S-ART, a
“read” word must be sent as in Figure
5b. The first 5 bits must correspond to
the address of the S-ART to be interro-
gated. Bit 6 is the address parity bit
and must ensure that the first bits
have an even number of ones. The
next bit is the command-zero indi-

cates a read operation. If the parity is
correct, the S-ART will transmit its
status with an internally generated
parity bit. To receive the status, the
controller must pull the line to ap-
proximately 7.5 volts, then the S-ART
will transmit. If a one is transmitted,
no change will occur on the line. If a
zero is to be transmitted, the S-ART
will pull the line down. In either case,
the controller must now pull the line
back to 15 volts in order to continue.

V25 Power Comes to Embedded Control!
Micromint’s new RTCV25 is the perfect marriage of a PC-compatible processor, programming convenience, and control l/O.
The heart of the RTCV25 is the NEC V25 microprocessor, an all-CMOS, 8088compatible  device running at 8 MHz. The 3.5” x 5” V25
offers engineers 18bit  processing power, large address space, and compatibility with many of the most popular and useful software de-
velopment tools available today. The RTCV25 enhances the V25’s power with 40 parallel l/O lines; a-channel, a-bit /VD conversion; two
serial ports (one RS232andone  RS232/RS/485);  up to 384K RAM and EPROM;a  battery-backedclocklcalendar;  1 K bit EEPROM,ROM
monitor, and the RTC stacking bus. The RTCV25 is compatible with the full line of RTC peripheral boards and products.

Features Options
l 8MHz  V25 processor l 128 bytes EEPROM
l 2 Serial ports l Battery-backed Clock
l 40 Parallel l/O lines l 384K RAM and EPROM
l a-channel, a-bit  ADC l a-channel, lo-bit ADC
l RTC Stacking Bus l ROM Monitor
l Small 3.5” x 5” size
l 5-volt  only operation

I 100 Quantity
OEM Configur; rtion $279.00 1

t MICROMINT, INC.
4 Park StreetP Vernon, CT 06066

call l-800-635-3355
(203) 871-6-l 70

Actual size
3.5” x 5 Fax: (203j 872-2204
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S-ARTNET  SCANNING
Communication with the S-ARTS consistsof bit patterns
that can indicate one of three types of operations:
sync, read, or write. First, we will define the routines to
actually perform the signaling required to issue a one
and zero bit.

A one bit consists of taking the line from 7.5 volts to 15
VOI ts:

XMIT_ONE PROC
CLR LO ; 0 volts off
CLR L15 ; 15 volts off
DELAY 5OUS ; delay
sETB -L15 ; 15 volts on
DELAY 50US ; delay
RET -
ENDPROC

When the line transits from 0 to 15 volts, a zero bit is
indicated:

XMIT ZERO PROC-
SETB LO ; 0 volts on
CLR L15 ; 15 volts off
DELAY SOUS ; delay
SETB -L15 ; 15 volts on
CLR LO ; 0 volts off
DELAY 50US
RET -

; delay

ENDPROC

Now, a flexible routine that will transmit a bit pattern
that we input via ACC, the bit count is in RO:

XMIT TEMPLATE PROC
L?XTa:

RRC A
JC L?XTZ

L?XTl:
CALL XMIT ZERO
SJMP L?XTS

L?XT2:
CALL

L?XT3:
XMIT_ONE

DJNZ RO,L?XTO
RET
ENDPROC

With a littie  more processing we can generate an S-
ART address sequence: input is in ACC:

XMIT ADDRESS PROC-
ANL A,#lllllB ; 5-bit address
MOV C,P
MOV ACC.5,C ; even parity
MOV R0,#6 ; 6 bits to transmit
CALL XMIT__TEMPLATE  ; go send
RET
ENDPROC

Using the routines we have devised, we can now
read thestatusof  an S-ART. On entry,ACC contains
the S-ART’s binary address. On exit, ACC contains
PO,  01,  and DO in the three least-significant bits.

READ_SART PROC
CALL XMIT_ADDRESS  ; xmit address

CALL XMIT ZERO ; the read command
MOV RO,#T : 3 bits to read

L?RSO:
CLR LO
CLR L15 ; idle the line
DELAY 5OU.S
MOV -C,SENSE ; read the input bit
RRC A * position bit
SETB L15 : drive line high
DELAY_SOUS
DJNZ RO,L?RSO ; loop until done
SWAP A ; put bits in low nibble
RR A . right justify
ANL A,tlllB : return 3 bits
RET
ENDPROC

Finally, a command to control the S-ART outputs Is
easily Implemented. ACC contains the S-ART ad-
dress with the output bit pattern in the two least-
significant bits of B:

WRITE SART PROC-
CALL XMIT ADDRESS ; xmit address
CALL XMIT-ONE - the write command
MOV A,B - : get output bits
ANL A,#llB ; 2-bit command
MOV C,P
MOV ACC.2.C ; even parity
MOV RO,#3 ; 3 bits to transmit
CALL XMIT_TEMPLATE ; go send
RET
ENDPROC

report that the S-ARTnet  application
uses the 8031 in its”native”  mode that
makes use of the 8031’s best features.
We are primarily interested in ma-
nipulating the internal RAM and bits.
Good performance is assured since,
after all, the 8031 approaches 1 MIPS
when operating at this level.

The functions the controller must
perform may be thought of as existing
at several layers of a virtual process
that wecan logically partition, includ-
ing physical scanning of the S-ART-
net, network status block managc-
ment, system timcbase, and host
communications. It has been said that
the currency of a controller is lime.

How this time is budgeted can have
an impact on the success or failure of
a design. With this in mind, we will
proceed to define how the functional
blocks will be implcmcn  ted.

Two levels of processing will be
broadly defined: foreground and
background, where the background
tasks will be those that execute from
within interrupt handlers. S-ARTnet
scanning will be performed entirely
as a foreground function. The system
timcbase and host communications
will run in the background. Status
block maintenance will be split be-
twccn the foreground and the back-
ground. Input status will belogged as

a part of the S-ARTnet  scanning loop;
the output states will update the con-
trol block directly out of the host
command interpreter which is in-
voked from the SIO interrupt service
routine.

The entire network is scanned
approximately six to seven times per
second, depending on the amount of
background processing performed.
The actual signaling to the S-ARTS is
clocked at 10 kHz; the overhead of
consulting and maintaining the con-
trol blocks accounts for the remainder
of the time.

The control block for the S-ART-
net is composed of 30 bytes of RAM.
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P.O. Box 567 l Van Nuys,  CA 91408

Rard  for 24 Vdc;
Jperates line on 12 Vdc. We think these were originally
will  for wheelchairs. l/r  dual shaft on final drive.
Ratings: 12 Vdc 1.7 amps 220.290 rpm

24 Vdc 2.0 amps 445470  rpm
Hotor is 5 3/4’ long X 3’ diameter with 3.125” square
nounting  bracket. Gear box is 3.37” long X 3.2” wide.
Shahs extend 0.75’lo  either side of gear box. 9.5 bs.

CATX MOTG-16  $25.00  each

Microswitch X SS41  Tiny, solid state switch
reacls  instantly lo proximity of magnetic field.
Operates at extremely high speeds. up lo
1CXl  kHz.  Case size: O.l?  X 0.17” X 0.06’thick. P
6.5 Vdc lo 24 Vdc supply voltage. IO ma. sink type ’
digital  output  Operating gauss - 15 to40 PC. leads.

CAT # HESW-2 7% each.  IO for $6.50
ICC for S60.00.  1000 for 5500.00

Pushbutton Switch
SMK  Manufacturing
3.47’ square black pushbutton.
SPST  normally open. 4 p.c.  pins
for mounting.. Ideal for bw current
switchirw awlications.  CAT# Pa-29

”
1

51or51.00.100fw515.00

Rotary BCD  Switch
DECO  # 2310-02G  - BCD 10 position
wary switch. DIP configuration fits in

$

:s*\
C.

standard 6 pin I.C. socket. Right angle
wle.  Screwdriver aauation.  0.42” cube. CATX RDIP-2

$1.75 each. IO for $16.00. 100 for $145.00

This NEW compact flash
assembly comes from a 2  I/@,

U.S. manufacturer of cameras.
Unl  operates on 3 Vdc
and measures 2 l/2”  X 1 l/4”.

~$$z&&”

Ideal for use as a strobe. warning light or attention get-
ler. Corrplete  with instruclion on how to wire.

CATW  FSH-1 $3.75 each IO for $35.00

Dualitv. double-sided 3 l/Y diskettes. C- T1
These disketles  were recorded, but
new used. Flip the write-protect tab lo
off position and use for your own data
storage at a fraction d (he cost of new diskettes.
CATX KITS-1 $1.00 each * 10 for S9.00

Rubicon  CE photoflash capacitor.
0.79” dia.  X 1 .l’  high. These are
new capacitors that have been
prepped with 1.4’ black and
red wire leads soldered lo the terminals.
210 Mfd 330 Volt CAT# PPC-210

for the  48 confinenfa/  U.S.A. $3.50 ,,r oifer. All off&
including AK, HI, PR or Canada must pay Iv// shpping.
A//orders  deliveredin  CALIFORNL4  mest include state

sales  tax (6 96.  6 IQ %, 7 %) .Qoanrfties  Limited
NO C O.D.  Prices  sub/W  to change wifhoti  notice.

Call or Write For Our
FREE 64 Page Cata/og

(Outside The U.S.A. Sand $2.00 Postage)

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.

Figure Sa-A standard
S-ART synchronization
sequence.

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Ao AI AZ A3  Aa P. Ro  lo II PCJ

I’;1 i
(parity is even)

Figure Sb-To  check the status of an S-ART, a ‘read’  word must be sent.

Bit fields are defined for input status
twobits),outputstatus(twobits),and
fault status (one bit). It can be seen
that even with only the use of the
803l’sinternal RAM, up to three sepa-
rate networks can be scanned with
our simple microcontroller module
while maintaining acceptable per-
formance.

HOST COMMUNICATIONS

ThcSIOinterrupthandlcriscoded
on the premise that we can expect
error-free communications. In other

words, no error detection mechanisms
are involved. This approach is reason-
able if the communications line be-
tween the host and the controller is
kept short.

An interesting component of this
code is the SIO interrupt service rou-
tine that is structured as a multiple-
entry-point vectored state machine.
This approach provides for fast proc-
essing of interrupts by storing the
address for the next section of process
code prior to exiting the interrupt
service routine. On entry, this vector
is picked up and program execution

15v

7.w
ov

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1

Ao AI AZ A3  A4 Ps WR Do Dt Pd

L-/L
I I I

I I

Data parity

OUT1

OUT0

1 = Write op.

Address parity

2’

23
z2

1
Address

2l 1 02h

2O

(parity is even)

Figure 5c-In  order to update OUT0  and OUTI, Q “write’ wordmust  be senf to the SART.

Reader  Servbe  # 103
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Standard Read

R Read the status of the entire S-ART network.
RI?.? Read the status of nn.
R.S.See Read the status of ss through ee. inclusive.

Continuous Read
The requested operation will autorepeat at the rate set via the
‘D”  command. Continuous mode operation terminates on
execution of any Read command or the Stop command.

D Set delay time to default value of 2 seconds.
Dtt Set delay time to tr.

(n=0&99,  in .25 second increments)

Select Transmission mode
(terminal or computer mode)

PO Select computer mode.
Pl Select terminal mode.

C Read the status of the entire S-ART network.
Cnn Read the status of nn.
CSSEYZ Read the status of ss through ee, inclusive.

(nn=ss=ee=OO-29, ssc=ee)
s Stop continuous read operation.

Write Command

Wnnxx Write the pattern xx to OUTl/OUTO of S-ART
nn. (nn=OO-29,  x=0 or 1)

Set Delay
This is the interblock delay for continuous mode operation.

Select SIO envelope characters
(computer mode)

E Default the leading and trailing envelope
characters to linefeed  and carriage return
respectively.

EO Default the leading character to linefeed.
EOX Set the leading character to the value of x.
E l Default the trailing character to carriage return.
EOx Set the trailing character to the value of x.

If the value NUL is loaded for either character, the transmis-
sion of the character is suppressed.

Table 1 -The list of supported commands includes everything necessary to implement a simple distributed contfo/  SYStem.

continues at the vector address. One COMMAND SET On receipt of the carriage return, the
of the benefits of this approach be- command string is sent to the parser
yond fast execution and clear pro- The command line format con- for interpretation and execution. Com-
gram structure is that it is easy to sists of a linefeed, a command fol- mand execution from within theinter-
install an entirely different service lowed by its (optional) argument, tcr- rupt service routine is feasible, since
routine if desired. This feature is util- minatcd by a carriagereturn. The  line- in this application we simply update
ized to provide the two transmission feed can be omitted. (If used, it resets some RAM and bit variables. Table 1
modes described below. the receive routine to a known state.) shows a list of supported commands.

Total control
with LMIFORTH'"Rw Programming Professionals:
an expanding family of compatible, high-
performance compilers for microcomputers
For Development:
Interactive Forth-83 interpreter/Compilers
for MS-DOS, 032, and the 80386
l 16-bit and 32-bit implementations
l Full screen editor and assembler
l Uses standard operating system files
l 500 page manual written in plain English
l Support for graphics,floating point, native code generation

For Applications: Forth-83 Metacompiler
l Unique table-driven multi-pass Forth compiler
l Compiles compact ROMable  or disk-based applications
l Excellent error handling
l Produces headerless code, compiles from intermediate states,

and performs conditional compilation
l Cross-compiles to 808O,Z-80,8086,68000,6502,8051,8096,

1802,6303,6809,68HC11,34010,  V25, RTX-2000
l No license fee or royalty for compiled applications

H Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated

m

Post Office  Box 70430, Marina de/ Ffey;  CA 90295
Phone Credit Card Orders to: (213) 306-7412

FAX: (213) 307-0761
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Pods and Software
ncluded

- lOOMHi!  sampling rate( 12 channel)
\ \\

- 24 Channels(50 MHz). Timing and state
- 2K samples/channel(  12 Channel mode)
- 24 Bit trigger word

by#
* TTL threshold level
- Internal and External Clocks
- Menu dnven software
- FREE software updates on BBS

. More sophisticated units also available

- 20 and 24 pin PALS,  EPLDs  ___ * Byle  SpliVMerge(l6  8 32 bit)
-16V6  2OV6  ,22VlO  GALS - JEDEC, INTEL HEX, Motorola’s’ files
- 2716-27020 EPROMs - Dallas NVS RAM programming
..67xxx  MlCROs . PC/XT/AT  COMPATIBLE
0 EEPROMs(incl.  6 pinserial) * FREE sottware  updates on BBS

Call - (201) 994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc.
4 Sparrow Dr., Llvlngston.  NJ 07039 FAX:994-0730
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VECTORED COMMUNICATIONS

By implementing the communications interrupt
handler as a vectored state machine. the ad-
dress of the next state is kept in internal RAM in an
address vector location. On entry, the interrupt
handlerpicksup thevectoraddressand program
execution continues at that address.

For example, the transmitter interrupt entry and
exit code:

TRAN_INT PROC
PUSH PSW
PUSH ACC
PUSH B
PUSH 0
PUSH D

;
; PICK UP TRANSMIT VECTOR
I

PUSH TRAN VECTOR
PUSH TRAN-VECTORtl_
RET

: RETURN TO MAINLINE

&AN EXIT:-
CLR TI
POP D
POP 0
POP B
POP ACC
POP PSW
RET1
ENDPROC

The following fragment illustrates how the states progress
using this method. Here we are finishing up the status dump
and are proceeding from the SO status to the trailing
envelope character.

; SO STATUS

L?XP6:
MOV
MOV
JNB
MOV
SJMP

L?XP6A:
MOV
MOV
MOV

L?XP6B:
MOV
MOV
JMP

A,STAT STORE ;
C,ACC.?i

qet S-ART status
. isolate stat bit

ACC.2,L?XP6A : jump if no error
SBUF,#'X' ; node error
L?XP6B

A,t'O' ; initial ASCII code
ACC.O,C ; now ASCII 1 or 0
SBUF,A ; go transmit

TRAN VECTOR,#LOW L?XPl ; nxt state
TRAN-VECTORtl,#HIGH L?XPl
TRAN-EXIT-

: leave interrupt level
; TRAILING ENVELOPE CHARACTER

i?XP7:
MOV A,END  CODE ;

L?XP8_
trailing envelope

sz ; jump if disabled
MOV SBUF,A . qo transmit
MOV TRAN VECTOR,tLbW  L?XP8 - nxt state
MOV TRAN-VECTORtl,#HIGH  L?X:8
JMP TRAN-EXIT

; leave interrupt level

*TEXT EDITOR, CROSS ASSEMBLER, AND
COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY IN A COMPLETE
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

l MACROS
l CONDITIONAL ASSY
l LOCAL/AUTO LABELS
l SYMBOL TABLE CROSS REF

us  y;.95

l S OR HEX FILE OUTPUT DOWNLOADS pLus ““*
TO MOST EPROM PROGRAMMERS

AVAILABLE FOR MOST 8-BIT MICROPROCES-
SORS AND 680001010. CALL OR WRITE FOR
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 30 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. MC/V/AE.

’ PER SHIPMENT:
$5 CONTIGUOUS USA
$10 CANADA AK, HI
$20 INTERNATIONAL

Micro Dialects, Inc.
DEPT. C, PO BOX 30014
CINCINNATI, OH 45230

(513) 271-9100

WITH THE ONLY REAL IIME
KERNEL YOU’LL EVER NEED.

RTXC’”
l Real Multitasking: system level debugger and

priority based, preemptive system generation utility.
scheduling. l Real Economy: C source

l Real Flexibility: supports code and no royalties.

Popular  Processors, con- l Real Solid: In use since
trollers and C compilers, 1985.
ROMable,  too.

l Real Value: One time See its real advantages for
license fee ($2,995) for yourself. Call, fax or write for
executive services library, your free RTXC demo.
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S-ART Network Status
00: Cl =On CO=On  Sl=Off  SO=Off
01: Cl=On CO=On  Sl=Off SO=On
02: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
03: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
04: Cl=Off CO=Off  -Node Fault-
05: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
06: Cl=Off CO=Off  -Node Fault-
07: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
08: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
09: Cl =On CO=Off Sl=On  SO=Off
10: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
11: Cl=Off CO=Off  -Node Fault-
12: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
13: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
14: Cl=Off CO=Off  -Node Fault-

15: Cl =Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
16: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
17: Cl =Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
18: Cl=Off CO=Off -Node Fault-
19: Cl=Off  CO=Off -Node Fault-
20: Cl=Off  CO=Off -Node Fault-
21: Cl =Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
22: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
23: Cl=Off  CO=Off -Node Fault-
24: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
25: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
26: Cl=Off  CO=Off -Node Fault-
27: Cl=Off  CO=Off -Node Fault-
28: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-
29: Cl=Off  CO=Off  -Node Fault-

able P-ANSI terminal mode shows the status of the network.

TRANSMISSION MODES

Two modes of transmission are
provided: a mode suitable for inter-
face with a communications program
running on a computer, and a mode
that provides a readable screen out-
put on an ANSI terminal. The termi-
nal mode contains information that
would be superfluous to a comm pro-
gram, but provides intelligible screen
output and is useful for configuring
and checking the system.

The computer interface format is:

e0 nn 01 00 il i0 el

where:
eU is the leading envelope charac-

ter (default to linefeed)
nn is the S-ART node address, 00

through 29
01 is the binary state of OUT1

(ASCII “0” or “1’7
00 is the state of OUT0
il is the binary state of IN1 (ASCII

“0” or “1” )
i0 is the state of IN0 (If the re-

quested nodeisnot functional,
the states of sl and SO are re-
ported as ASCII X.)

el is the trailing envelope charac-
ter (dcfaul t to carriage return)

ANSI terminal mode is always
initiated with the clear screen charac-
ter (OCh)  and appears as in Table 2.

In the case of the outputs, “Off”
indicates a logic 1 state, “On” denotes
logic 0. For the inputs, “Off” is re-
ported if the sense input is open, “On”
is returned if it is pulled to ground.

Next time, we’ll examine S-
ARTboy,  a PC program that rounds
out our computer-based control cen-
ter. We’ll also look at using our con-
troller as a traffic cop that will link S-
ART satclli tcs and permit stand-alone
operation of the S-ARTnct.  +

john Dybowski has been involved in thedesign
and manufactureofhardwareand  software  for
industrialdatacollectionandcommunications
equipment.

IRS
401 Very Useful
402 Moderately Useful
403 Not Useful
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FEATURE
ARTICLE Software at the

Hardware Level

M ost of us who push our
computers to the limit are always in
need of something new, easy, fast,
and specially tailored. This, of course,
requires us to keep learning new ways
of doing things. And, like the old hot-
rod mechanics of the ‘5Os,  we keep
getting our hands dirty doing cus-
tomization of this sort. So, let’s pop up
the hood and soup up the engine.
Let’s apply some of the very powerful
low-level “greasy“ tools available to
us and learn new things about system
performance improvement features
and how to implement them using
DOS system-level programming.

In any article like this, it’s tempt-
ing to just leap into the code and hope
that most readers will catch up and fill
in the details. It’s usually true that we
experienced users maintain a basic
understanding of some application
languages. But most useful procedures
require new adventures. Most of us
have fun sitting in front of our key-
board, drinking too much coffee,
swearing at the typos (yours and any
code of mine here), and wondering
why the machine crashed again.. .and
again, and again. So let’s try some-
thing new: a little show-and-tell, and
walk each other through some basic
simple applications which demon-
strate what and how memory-resi-
dent programming and interrupt
handling are and how to use them.

THE TOOLS OF THE TRADE

In the most ancient of times, some
dumb, poor, overworked program-
mer actually learned to write his pro-
grams in bits. The hand of eternal light
thengiftedhimwithsomeintelligence

Programming TSRs for Interrupt Handling

and he decided to write a program
that did this for him. This program
was called an assembler, and it en-
abled theautomaticencryptionofsuch
simple English-like commands aSMOV
ah, OEH into those shifty bits. At first
these programs were primitive and
riddled with bugs, but these days they
have become powerful tools support-
ing a wide variety of functions.

With such a lead-in, I obviously
plan to center our code development
around assembly language. Why? Isn’t
C a reasonably functional language
for work of this type? Well yes and no.
In some applications, C and other high-
level languages are very appropriate,
but there is always some tradeoff or
compromise. In our case, assembly
language is thebest choice for the type
of programming we will be doing. It’s

flexible enough to allow us to use our
machine to itsgreatest potential, read-
able enough that even I can follow
basic procedures without making a
career out of bit mapping, and fast
enough and economical in memory
usage so that we can get our job done
without wasting resources or time.
Besides, I’ve never used assembler on
a PC. So without any more fanfare,
let’s define what we call memory-resi-
dent programming and how interrupt
handling becomes involved.

TSR’S AND INTERRUPTS

Like any program, the memory-
r e s i d e n t  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  d e s i g n e d  t o
encapsulate the basic features of its
design function or purpose. How it is
written depends on the scope of those
d e s i g n  p a r a m e t e r s .  I t s  u n i q u e n e s s ,
however, lies in its method of opera-
tion. Programs of this sort typically
r e m a i n  r e s i d e n t  w i t h i n  e x e c u t a b l e
m e m o r y  s p a c e  u n t i l  t h e y  a r e  r e a c t i -
vated by an operator or a system-
generated interrupt. As such, they are
c a l l e d  TSRs (terminate-and-stay-resi-
dent programs). In general they come
in two categories: active and inactive.

A c t i v e  p r o g r a m s  t y p i c a l l y  r e -
spond to a specific keystroke called a
“ h o t  k e y . ”  W h e n  t h e y  a r e  a c t i v a t e d ,
they take over the computer and per-
form their function before they return
control to the program or system that
o r i g i n a l l y  “ o w n e d ”  t h e  m a c h i n e .

I n a c t i v e  TSRs are designed to
respond to a calling program through
a designated interrupt. When activated
they perform their designed function
(not unlike a subroutine) and control
i s  r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  c a l l i n g  p r o g r a m .
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TSRs must monitor what both the
operator and DOS do. When a TSR is
activated, it sets up memory tables
and readies itself for execution by
connecting to a DOS interrupt. When
everything is ready, the program de-
termines its memory requirements,
then sets the terminate-and-stay-resi-
dent-the “keep process”-DOS in-
terrupt 21h, function 31h. This func-
tion allows the TSR to pass return
codes while enabling it to use more
than the 64K memory limit. When the
programexits, the amount of memory
available for executing programs is
reduced by the amount assigned to
the TSR,and the exit code reverts back
to the parent process.

It’s obvious that the idea of a
memory resident program is tightly
coupled to PC interrupt handling.
Hard and soft interrupts are the main
mechanism of communication and
control between TSR applications and
the operating system and as such are
fundamental to system operation. As
is implied by their name, an interrupt
generates a short-term distraction,
asking the computer for attention. The
system processor then suspends its
current process, retains restart infor-
mation, and transfers control to a
program called an interrupt handler.
This handler then does its thing and
returns control to the interrupted
program. Therefore, for each inter-
rupt the standard interrupt structure
must handle the following situations:

*save  everything that the proces-
sor didn’t save automatically
when the interrupt occurred

*block any interrupts which
might interfere with the inter-
rupt handler’s operation

aenable  interrupts that can occur
safely during the handler’s
operation

*handle the interrupt
restore the processor registers

saved in the first step
*reenable  interrupts
*return to normal processing.

What is not commonly realized is
that this interrupt process is constantly
occurring while you are running your
computer, many times per second.

We’ll get back to interrupt han-
dling later, but first lets start by get-
ting our hands dirty and building the
coded shell of our TSR.

A MINIMUM TSR SHELL

Most memory resident programs
are designed to optimize execution
speed while minimizing memory al-
location overhead. As such, they are
typically small (less than 64K)  and can
be loaded into one segment. They are
usually compiled and linked into . COM

_TSR segment ; part 1
assume cs: TSR, ds: TSR

1006
-

erg
start: ;.part 2

nap
done: ; part 3

mov dx,offset  done
int 27h

TSR ends- : part 4
end start

Listing I-A basic TSR shell.

files instead of the more general, but
slower loading, . EXE file. The basic
envelope for such a workable resident
application can be segmented into four
parts, shown in Listing 1.

Part 1 defines our code segment.
All segment registers are initialized to
the same segment with the ASSUME
directive. This tells the assembler
which segment to associate with each
segment register. The use of ORG  makes
assembly start at byte 2% (lOOh).  This
leaves room for the DOS Program
Segment Prefix, which is loaded into
memory at run time. Part 2 is the ac-
tual code, in this case just a “no-op.”

Part 3 is the segment of the code
which terminates the TSR, leaving it
resident. In this case, I’ve used INT
2 7 h, which causes the program to exit
withoutretumingallthememoryused
to the system pool. Using INT 27h
instead of INT 21h  Function 31h
forces us to a maximum of 64 kilo-
bytes of memory. If we had used INT
2 1 h, we could specify any amount of
memory instead of being restricted to
64K. Using INT 2 7 h requires only the
passing of a pointer to our TSR while
I N T 2 1 h would require setting regis-
ter DX to the number of paragraphs of
memory reserved (in l&byte chunks)
with a return code sent in AL. Remem-
ber, memory overhead isof paramount
importance when it “sticks” in your
system executable space. Minimizing
thedrainonyourprocessingresources
is therefore of absolute importance. I
like using INT 2 7h for short applica-
tions where the . COM type executable
is used. It is faster and more stream-
line. Keep in mind, INT 2 7h should
only be called from . COM files since
the load allocation of . EXE files must
be managed by the programmer.

Of course, the code described
above does nothing but take up
memory. As a matter of fact, if you
placed code into part 2 (start : 1 it
would only execute once and then
remain as the proverbial system
memory hog. So it behooves us to
define an application function and
then slightly reconstruct the above
code to make it a true resident. Let’s
construct a very simple but basic util-
ity that’s truly useful.

;
; Suppose we want to reset the CTRL-C interrupt vector.
;
: To get the CTRL-C vector,

I;
mov ah,35h ;
mov a1,23h ;
int 21h ;

;
mov old seg,es ;
mov old-off,bx ;-

set get vector function
define CTRL-C function
call DOS
results in es:bx = seqment:offset
save the segment address to old seq
save the offset address to old-off

I
; and to set a new CTRL-C vector,
;

mov ah,25h ; set vector function
mov a1,23h ; define CTRL-C function
mov dx,new seq :
mov ds,dx -

copy new segment address to dx
; mov dx to ds

mov dx,new off ; copy new offset address to dx
int 21 - : call DOS

h

Listing P-Using INT 2 1 to remap C.I  keyboard input is relatively straightforward.
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How many times have you wished
you had a simple procedure enabling
you to use those wonderful function
keys? To be able to program them
with a set of customized instructions
that would execute, at the touch of a
key, n other words, expanding their
capability. Let’s create a TSR that acts
as a basic key expander, so that when
DOS or an application wants a charac-
ter from the keyboard (usually calling
INT 16h)itwillactivateapieceofour
code which has been placed between
that application and the generic oper-
ating system. In effect, we will insert a
layer of code, under our control, in
between the keyboard interrupt and
its associated handler. To do this, we
must examine how the keyboard
handles input.

INTERRUPT VECTORS AND
THE KEYBOARD

The most common activation of a
TSR takes place through the keyboard
interface with thecomputer. You could
attach a TSR to the timer interrupt and

1

C:\> mem /program I more . . mem execution command
. . results

Address Name Size Type
000000 000400 Interrupt Vectors
000400 000100 ROM Communication

C:\> debug

-dO:O

oooo:oooo 2B 68.

. . DEBUG execution command

. . debug command prompt

. . command dump starting at 0:O

. . word output

Listing 3- MSDOS supplies two too/s, MEM and DEBUG.  that can help software develop-
ment by showing exactly what’s going on in memory.

activatetheTSR’soperationeveryfew
seconds. But more often it is attached
to the keyboard  service interrupt and
executes whenever a certain keystroke
is pressed. The best employable pro-
cedure is to change the keyboard in-
terrupt vector address (the pointer that
tells the system where to go when a
key is pressed). Substitute a vector to
your own code and then test each key
as it is entered. If it’s the keystroke you
want, then execute your desired op-
eration and pass control back to the
computer. Otherwise, pass control on
to the original keyboard interrupt
vector address. Simple, right?

System services are linked to spe-
cific interrupt handlers through a table
of interrupt vectors. These vectorscan
be changed at will without affecting
application programs that call them.
This table is stored within the bottom
1,024 bytes of your system memory
using four bytes per interrupt. This
makesamaximumof256distinctinter-
rupt vectors with each of these 4-byte
entries being composed of the seg-
ment number and offset of the inter-
rupt handler for that function or, in
some cases, the address of a table.

There are two ways to modify
interrupt vectors. You can set an inter-

DIGITAL DESIGNERS
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Develop  Image-based
applications with

Victor Image Processing

Work with any size image:
vow your  applications can support S-bit colt
md gray scale images of any size because Vie
or gives you complete control over conver
ional. expanded, and extended memory.

Display on Super  VGA
lisplay images on EGANGAand super VGA u
o 1024 x 768 256 colors.

Load & S a v e  PCX/TIFF/GIF
handle  images from any source, or treat
ranslation programs between the popular fit
ormats.

Sray scale 81 color images
‘owerful  image processing for all images
‘our  software can have features like: zoon
,esize,  brighten, contrast, sharpen, outline
inearize, matrix conv, colorize, & more.

ScanJet,  LaserJet supporl
t’ou  can have device control for gray seal
canning -- AND print halftones at any size.

Victor supports Microsoft C
>uickC,  and TurboC,  includes demonstrs
ion and prototyping software, and full doer
nentation. Source code available. Victc
,ibraty,  version 2, $195.

Video Frame Grabbers
Victor Image Processing Library
is also available with 256-level
gray scale video frame grabbers
Victor supports these digitizers
with capture, live video on VGA,
and frame averaging.
VICTOR LIBRARY, v 2 . . . . . . $195
with 256x256 frame  grabber $399
with 512x512 frame grabber $499

:all (314) 962-7833 to orde
VISA/MC/COD

CATENARY SYSTEMS
470 BELLEVIEW

ST LOUIS MO 63119
(314) 962-7833

;__________________________-___________________________________
; goto keyboard interrupt  vector  and read i t
:

TITLE addr
; SECTION 1

cs:prgm,ds:prgm
1OOh

wgm segment
assume
erg

s t a r t :
3-v

keyboard dw

begin ; jump over data

?
dw

hextab db
message1 db
lmessagel  EQU
message2 db
lmessage2  EQU

; SECTION 2

?
'0123456789ABCDEF',O
'Keyboard Interrupt Vector Address: ’
$ - message1 * length

'’ segment:offset, location 058-OSBH  ’
$ - m e s s a g e 2

begin:
mov bx,l ; load 1 - file handle

* for standard output
cx,lmessagel 1 load message length
dx,offset  message1 ; load message address
ah,4Oh
21h

; load number for DOS write
; call DOS

mov
mov
mov
int

; SECTION 3

bx,cs
ds,bx
a1,16h
ah,35h
21h
keyboard[O],  bx
keyboard[2],es

; make ds point to segment

; set interrupt number
; set read interrupt func
; call DOS
; keyboard vector offset
; keyboard vector segment

mov
mov
mov
mov
int
mov
mov

; SECTION 4
; set up tor output
;

mov
DU sh

dx,keyboard[2  1
dx

: segment
; save dx
; shift high byte down
; output high byte to mon
; restore dx
; output low byte to mon

mov dl,dh
call sbyte
POP dx
call sbyte

;
; separate with a colon
;

mov
call
mov
push
mov
call
POP
call

al,':'
pchar
dx,keyboard[O]

::,dh
sbyte
dx
sbyte

; load in character ":'I
; print II:*' to monitor
; offset

: SECTION 5

bx,l
cx,lmessage2

; send second message

dx,offset  message2
ah,40h
21h
ax,4COOh
21h

end procedure

mov
mov
mov
mov
int
mov
int

sbyte proc
push
push
push
push
push
mov
shr
and
mov
mov
call
POP

near

:::

::
C X

cl,4
dx,cl
dx,OOOFh
si,dx
al,hextab[si]
pchar
cx

shift register right
bitwise logical AND

get hex char
print character

OxWinued)

listing 4-ADDR.ASM  is a simple utility that demonstrates the -get interrupt vector’
function 35h INT 2 lh and several of the aeneraal  /NT 2 lh services.
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rupt vector directly by changing the
contents of its memory location, or
you can call the DOS service designed
to set them. I prefer the latter since
system-generated interrupts may in-
terfere with your process during the
change procedure. For example, sup-
pose we employ "mov word ptr
es:24,offset keyboard" to in-
stall a handler offset. If a key was
typed “exactly” as this code was exe-
cuting, the keyboard interrupt address
would be meaningless and cause a
machine crash. Turning off all inter-
rupts with the “CLI” i n s t r u c t i o n
would fix this problem, but CLI can’t
suspend nonmaskable interrupts.
There are ways to handle even the
NMIs,but  whybothertorewriteDOS?
And, although direct modification
may work now, it definitely won’t
work on a multitasking system. The
DOS INT 2 1 h service handler, how-
ever, provides a safe way to change
the interrupt vectors using functions
25h (set interrupt vector) and 35h (get
interrupt vector). An example of how
this DOS service can be applied is

\
:,“s dx

dx,OOOFh
m ---__ si,dx .
mov &,hextab[si]
call pchar
POP
POP s:
POP ax
ret
endp

proc near
push
push z::
mov bh,l
mov ah,OEh ; set write char in

: TTY mode (video)
int 10h ; write char and advance

: 1 cursor position. AL =
: character

POP bx
POP ax
ret
endp

ENDS
END start

listing 4-continued

shown in Listing 2. used to reassure yourself that DOS
If you want to examine this inter- does indeed contain an interrupt vec-

rupt vector structure first hand, this tor table within the first 1024 bytes of
can be accomplished by using two your 640K DOS memory map. To ex-
utilities provided within DOS (at least amine your base DOS memory alloca-
within 4.01). These are the “MEM” tion, follow the sequence shown in
and “DEBUG” functions. MEM canbe Listing 3.

LEARN TO BUILD & PROGRAM
COMPUTERS WITH THIS KIT!

INCLUDES ALL PARTS, ASSEMBLY 81 LESSON MANUAL

MODEL

MM-8000

$129.0°

Plus $7.00
shipping Chargea

Starting from scratch you build a complete computer system. Our
MicroMaster@trainer  teaches you to write into RAMS, ROMs and run
a 8085 Microprocessor, which uses the same technical language as
IBM PC.  Youwillwritethoinitialinotructlonstotollt~8085procossor
to get started and store these instructions in permanent memory in a
2816 E2 PROM. Teaches you all about Input and output ports.
Computer timers. Build your own keyboard and learn how to scan
keyboard and display. No previous computer knowledge required.
Simple easy to understand instruction teaches you to write in ma-
chine language.

PROJECT
COMPONENTS

AT LBLl0W0UU
PRICES!

I tern/Chip CCC Project Blowout
Price

IS-32 Optic  RAM

SN76632AN IR REC

TMS9916AN Spriie Gen.

TMS99532AN Modem

SPlOOO Voice Recog. Chip

Micro  D-Cam

IR Remote Control

Color Video D&play

Single chip 300 bps Modem

Lis’ner Voice VO

4.032 MHz Xtal

7.16 MHz Resonator

Z9613RS ZB Protopac

For TMS99532 Modem Chp

For SF’1  000 Chip

Piggyback EPROM Z8 Chip

MINIMUM ORDER 825.00. PRICES LW NOT INCLUDE SHIPPING.
DATA SHEETS $3.00

I II 7
crl~J~‘~~~~~~~JWLW

4 PARK STREET . VERNON, CT 06066
(203) 875.275 I l FAX: (203) 872-2204
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Several high-level languages pro- Section1 isused  todefinethecode
vide functions similar to the “get and segment and set the location counter
set” functions described above. Turbo so that ADDR will start code assembly
Cprovidesthegetvect and setvect at byte 257 in order to leave room for
procedures which do the same thing the DOS segment prefix. The code’s
without actually calling the DOS func- data structuresare thendefined. These
tions. Microsoft C 5.0 includes the include the DD (double word) key-

if (the hot-key has been pressed){
discard keystroke
check DOS - since DOS is not reentrant - so use 34H, 21H
if (in DOS) (

set a hot-key flag
return from interrupt

1
else (

activate the TSR
when the TSR is completed, return to the calling system

1
else {

move to the next handler on INT 09H
1 I

Listing 5-A procedure monitors keyboard activity by keeping track of INT09h.

dos_getvectand  dos setvect
functions. And, Turbo Pa&al 4.0 in-
corporates the function Get Intvec
and Set ~ntvec.  To start writing our
planned TSR, let’s briefly examine a
short utility, shown in Listing 4. Here
we use the DOS 35h INT 21h to
retrieve the 16h (keyboard) interrupt
vector and write the results to the
monitor.

board storage location where we will
put the keyboard interrupt vector, two
messages for output to the video
monitor, and the hex character table
hextab.  Section 1 then passes control
to the procedure BEGIN.

In Section 2 the first message is
sent to the monitor. This is achieved
by first loading the length and then
themessagepointertomessagel  into

2
3 Pseudo-NULL
4
5
6
7
0
9
10
11
12
13
14
15 SHIFT-TAB
16 ALT-Q
17 ALT-W
16 ALT-E
19 ALT-R
20 ALT-T
21 ALT-Y
22 ALT-U
23 ALT-I
24 ALT-0
25 ALT-P
26
27
26
29
30 ALT-A
31 ALT-S
32 ALT-D
33 ALT-F

34 ALT-G 67
35 ALT-H 66
36 ALT-J 69
37 ALT-K 70
36 ALT-L 71
39 72
40 73
41 74
42 75
43 76
44 ALT-2 77
45 ALT-X 78
46 ALT-C 79
47 ALT-V 80
40 ALT-f3 81
49 ALT-N 02
50 ALT-M 83
51 04
52 05
53 86
54 87
55 a8
56 89
57 90
58 91
59 F l 92
60 F2 93
61 F3 94
62 F4 95
63 F5 96
64 F6 97
65 F7 98
66 F6 99

Table 1 -The  expanded character set

F9
FlO

Home
UpArrow

PgUp

LeftArrow

RightArrow

End
DownArrow
PgDn
Insert
Delete
SHIFT-F1
SHIFT-F2
SHIFT-F3
SHIFT-F4
SHIFT-F5
SHIFT-F6
SHIFT-F7
SHIFT-F6
SHIFT-F9
SHIFT-F1 0
CONTROL-F1
CONTROL-F2
CONTROL-F3
CONTROL-F4
CONTROL-F5
CONTROL-F6

100 CONTROL-F7
101 CONTROL-F8
102 CONTROL-F9
103 CONTROL-F10
104 ALT-F 1
105 ALT-F2
106 ALT-F3
107 ALT-F4
106 ALT-F5
109 ALT-F6
110 ALT-F7
111 ALT-F8
112 ALT-F9
113 ALT-FlO
114 CONTROL-PrtSc
115 CONTROL-LeftArrow
116 CONTROL-RightArrow
117 CONTROL-End
118 CONTROL-PgDn
119 CONTROL-Home
120 ALT-1
121 ALT-2
122 ALT-3
123 ALT-4
124 ALT-5
125 ALT-6
126 ALT-7
127 ALT-6
128 ALT-9
129 ALT-0
130 ALT-Hyphen
131 ALT- =
132 CONTROL-PgUp

Low cost
8OC552  ICE

Our emulator provides most features
of an 8OC552 In-Circuit-Emulator at a
significantly lower price. It assists in

integration, debug, and test phases of
development. Commands include:

disassembly, trace, real-time
execute-to-breakpoint, line-by-line
assembler, alter register/memory,

and load Intel Hex file.

8OC552 ICE - $399
Also Available:

8031 ICE - $199
8OC31 ICE - $249

Enhanced ROM add $70

8OC51 FA ICE $329
8OC652 ICE $329

Includes Enhanced ROM

8051 Simulation
The 8051 SIM software package
steeds the develooment of 8051

’ family programs’by allowing
execution and debug without a

target system. The 8051 SlMulator
is a screen oriented, menu

command driven program doubling
as a great learning tool. $99.

8031/51 Single
Board Computer

A fast and inexpensive way to
implement an embedded controller.
8031/32  processor, 8+ parallel I/O,
up to 2 RS232 serial ports, +5 volt
operation. The development board
option allows simple debugging of
8031/51  family programs. $QQea

Call us for your custom
product needs.

Free Quote - Quick Response
Other products available:

MyGAL  - GAL Programmer $199
FORTH Card - FORTH development
card for STD Bus $279 (OEM-$1 99)

(619) 566-l 892
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Quality U.S.-manufacturedPC  Bus
cards and software for single user,
OEM, or embedded applications.

200 kHz THROUGHPUT
. State-of-the-art l&bit 5 psec A/D
* 8 Single-ended analog inputs
* FIFO memory & DMA interface
. Trigger-in and trigger-out; pacer clock
.4 Conversion modes & channel scan
.4 Independent timer/counters
.16 TTUCMOS  digital I/O  lines
. BASIC, Pascal & C source code

NEW PRODUCTS

ADA3100 Data Master 8 Diff./8  S.E. analog
inputs; 12.bit  5 ps A/D; 200 kHz throughput;
programmable gain: advanced A/D architec-
ture, FIFO memory & DMA interface; pacer
clock; external trigger; 4 conversion modes,
multichannel scan & channel burst; 4 user-
available timer/counters; I6 digital I/O lines;
two fast-wttling  analog 0utputs;excellent  for
signal processing & control .._.........____  $659
VF9004Diff./4S.E.  inputs; IX-bit V/FtypeA/D;
variableresolution&converrionspeed;  16.bit@
I6Hz;D/A,T/C&  16DIOlines;superbstability;
excels in precision thermal control ___..._____  $410
MX32 Expands each A/D input on your inter-
face to I6 Diff./32  S.E. inputs ..__ $ 1 9 8

POPULAR PRODUCTS

AD1000 8 S.E. l2-bit A/D inputs; 25 kHz
throughput: three X-MHz timer/counters; 24
digital I/O lines. $275
ADA1100 AD1000  with 38 kHzthroughput,
2 D/A outputs,and  configurable gain . . . . ..$365
ADA2000 8 Diff./l6  S.E. analog inputs; 12.
bit20psA/D;  12or8psA/Doptional;two  12.
bit D/A outputs; programmable gain; three
timer/counters;  40 digital I/O lines....... $489
AD510 8 S.E. inputs; 12.bit  integrating A/D
with programmable gain ..___.....____________  $259
DA600/DA700  Fast-settling 2/4/6/g  -channel
12.bit D/A; double buffered . . . . . . . ..$192/359
DG24/48/72/96  TTL/CMOS dlgitalI/Ocards
with up to 96 lines; X255-based; Optional
buffers and pull-up resistors $110/256
TC24 Five ~-MHZ  timer/counters;uses  pow-
erfulAM9513Achip; 24digitalI/Olinesfrom
TTL/CMOS-compatible PPI chip......... $218
ATLANTIS Menu-driven real-time monitor-
ing and data acquisition software with control
of analog & digital s i g n a l s $150
PEGASUS Menu-driven data analysis
software with FFT & much more $250
PEGASUS Acquire Menu-driven data
acquisition & analysis software $290

Call for your Free Catalog!

Real Time Devices, Inc.
State College, PA USA
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FAX: 814/234-5218
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: SECTION 1

TITLE expand
TSR_ segment

assume cs: TSR,ds:_

erg 1OOh
start: jw init

old kb vet dd
current dw :

s t r i n g db 'dir',Odh,O
assume ds:nothing

TSR ; selects cs to be the
_* default segment, assignsI
; default values for seg reg
; set location cntr to 256 bytes
; transfer execution
; unconditionally to init

; pointer to where we're located
; within the expansion string
; set to 0 if=0 no expansion
; if not 0 then expansion
; defined string
; cancels current seg selection

; SECTION 2
;________--________________________________~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~
new_kb_vec  proc far
;_----________-_--__-________________-_---_________________-____

sti ; set int flag on (recognizes)
;
; if (a READ request ?l {

goto read char
: ) else (
; if (a STATUS request ?) {

aoto status
: ) else-{

I)
let original routine finish

mov al,0
m.0" dx,ax
cmp ah,0

je
cmp
je
jmp

read req:-
call

; to detect whether operation Oh
; conditional jump
; INT 16h,keyboard
; Oh read a char from input que
; lh test char ready
; ah = scan code
; al = char code
; 2h which shift keys depressed
; je = unsigned compare

read_req  ; if ah=0  then do read_req
ah,1 ; if ah=1  then do status_req
status_req
old kb vet ;- - do remaining subfunction

iret

code status req:
call
ret

keyread ; call a procedure, after ret,
; continues following call
; returns control from an int
; procedure to the interrupted

keystat ; get status
2 ;

;;_________--_________--_-------_________________________________
new kb vet
.--

endp

:SECTION 3
;_____________-------_--_____________-----_-________--------_---
keyread proc near ; read a character
;________________-_--_--__-______-___------________-------------

cmp cs:current,O; input queue. If current NOT 0
jne expandchar ; then expansion is being done

:
readchar:

mov cs: current.0
pushf
call old kb vet ;

al,b - ;
get keyboard status

cmp if al == 0 goto  extended
je extended

readdone:
ret

extended:
cmp ah,59 ; if the key is not = Fl (59)
jne readdone ; return
mov cs:current,offset  string ; offset of string

expandchar:
push si * expand Fl
mov si,cs:curren;
mov al,cs:[si]
inc cs:current
POP si (conhnlm@

listing 6-The “EXPAND keystroke TSR.



cw al, 0 ;
je

check for end of string
readchar  ; if YES read from keyboard

ret
;--___-----_--_______-_______________________________________
keyread endp

; SECTION 4
.--___-_____--______~~~~~~~~~~______~_______________-__-_____
I

;

; if Fl expansion is NOT happening, then the status routine
; simply calls the old keyboard routine to determine the
; state of the keyboard input queue
;
: if expanding Fl then ZF is cleared indicating that a
; character is available
;
; if the Fl expansion is in progress, then return a fake
; status ZF=O, suggesting that a character is ready to be
; read. If NOT, then return the actual status
;
keystat proc near
;_____________________________------________-----________-_--

cmp cs:current,O
jne fakestat
pushf ; original routine
call old kb vet ;- - get keyboard status
ret

fakestat:
mov bx,l + set a "character ready"
cmp bx,O 1 by clearing ZF
ret

;--___--_-__--__________--__________-___-______-_____-_______
keystat endp

; SECTION 5
;_____-___________-______________----__----___-__-------__-__
init:
;_____--___-_______-____________-_-_______------_________----

a s s u m e  cs: TSR,ds: TSR
mov bx,& ; move cs into bx,
mov ds,bx

req to req
: move bx into ds,

mov a1,16h ; interrupt number (keyboard)
mov ah,35h ; determine address of int
int 21h ; execute DOS function
mov old_kb_vec[O],bx : ES:BX = interrupt vect
mov old_kb_vec[Z],es  : at lot 058h-05Bh

; es = seg, bx = offset
: replace int vector for ROM
: call with pointer to ours
; set interrupt vector
; ds:dx = ptr to interrupt
; handler.. ds contains cs

mov dx,offset  new kb vet ;offset,  returns the
; -ofTset addr of expression
* load offset of variable/
1 label

mov a1.16h ; keyboard interrupt vector
mov ah,25h ; set new
int 21h
mov dx,offset  init ;load  offset of init label
int 2lh i terminate and stay resident

: dx = offset of last byte+1
; of memory to remain
:

TSR ends
cs = seq of memory to stay

end start

listing 6-confinued

registers CX and DS:DX respectively
and then calling the DOS INT 21h
function 40h. This is a DOS universal
function designed to write a stream of
bytes to a file or device. Section 3 then
calls to the “get interrupt vector’
function 35h and loads the keyboard
interrupt vector (BSES) into the double
word (32-bit)  keyboard.

Section 4 outputs the keyboard
interrupt address to the monitor. Each

byte in the 4-byte address is tested
(using sbyte or “show byte”) and its
equivalent character (using hextab)
is thendisplayed (withpchar).Once
the address output is completed, a
final message is sent to the monitor
and the program is terminated using
the 4Ch INT 2 lh DOS exit function.

Keep in mind many of the avail-
able DOS interrupts are documented
and some are not, and there is some

SYNETIC SYSTEMS
-__-_-

This hardware/ software s stem
generates
and souncp

recisely  contraYed light
patterns which influence

electrical activity in the brain. The
user can safely ex
Alpha and Theta $

rience relaxing
rainwave  states.

Works with PCXT/AT/386  or
clone. Features include: Nezu int
and click GUI software inte rp”ace,
independent li ht and sound
control, multip e time ramps andK
sound/light levels, on-board stereo
sound generation, and a new
Software Toolkit. The latter
provides the source and object code
necessary to custom program the
unit in C. The Synergizer  provides
many more ca
other similar dp

abilities than any

low price. R
evice at a remarkably
uires DOS 3.0 or

above, 512 KeqiAM , and hard drive.

SYNERGIZER SYSTEM $395
Board, software, lights, manual.
EXTERNAL CONTROL UNIT $95
Software-assignable controls.
STUDIO TYPE HEADPHONES $35
Standard MiniStereo  plug.
DEVELOPERS KIT
Write your own applications.

$50

SYNETIC SYSTEMS, INC

ORDER PHONE
800-388-6345

Credit Cards Accepted

Information (206) 632-1722
PO Box 95530

Seattle, Washington 98145
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address space allocated “just” for
application user areas. Don’t be sur-
prised if some of your applications
develop conflicts when running to-
gether. Each application designer al-
locates these spaces as the spirit moves
him. I recently built a device driver
that used the last available address
location within the vector table. I’m
keeping my fingers crossed.. .

HOT-KEY PROGRAMMING

If you are programming an active
TSR you will probably use the key-
board interrupt ( INT 0 9 h) as a way to
initiate your TSR’s control of the sys-
tem. By monitoring what happens at
the keyboard, your TSR can tell when
a hot key has been pressed and then
take control. An outline of this basic
procedure is shown in Listing 5.

The INT 0 9h interrupt allows a
certain amount of type-ahead lead
time. Whenever a key is pressed, the
character is read and placed into an
input queue which ROM interrupts
examine. The above procedure is

successful because of this decoupling
of the interface between the keyboard
and queue. As such, it permits greater
flexibility within the interface between
the keyboard and applications.

OUR TSR: A KEYSTROKE
EXPANDER

We should now have enough in-
formation about TSRs and interrupt
handling to build a simple resident
application. We’ll build our interrupt
routine like any general procedure
using the PROC and ENDP directives.
The only differences are that the new
routines will always be defined as FAR
and they will be terminated by an
IRET  instructioninstead of the regular
RET instruction. Our procedure will
replace a single keystroke, in this case
Fl(0  59),  with a series of characters. Its
design is to eliminate the need to re-
type the same commands over and
over. You can of course modify the
code to handleanyof the 132 expanded
keys shown in Table 1, or to contain a
table of multiple key redefinitions.

The “key expander” we will be
discussing is shown in Listing6. It has
been broken into five sections to facili-
tate design parameters.

I’ll not bore you by trying to de-
scribe each line in the listing. I think
I’ve put enough comments within the
listing to fill in most of the important
steps. Instead, I’d like to just add a few
brief summary comments here. Within
Section 1, the program segment is
defined and coding again starts at
OlOOh  to leave room for the DOS Seg-
ment Prefix. Control execution then
transfers unconditionally to INIT  for
initializationandsettinguptheproper
interrupt vector addressing scheme.
The . DATA declarations are also con-
tained within this section. It consists
of three different entries. The first is
the double word, old_kb_vec  (32
bits) which is designed to hold the old
keyboard interrupt vector. The sec-
ond is the expansion string pointer,
current.Thispointerisofparamount
importance to our routine. It points to
the next character to be returned to
DOS. If it is zero, then no expansion

PC-Based Logic Analyzers

Sophisticated Logic Analysis
a’, Unsophisticated Prices

*ID160 (50 MHz) for $695
ID161 (100 MHz) for $895

*SO MHz or 100 MHz Sampling l 8K Trace Buffer l 32-channel
Operation *Multi-Level Triggering *State Pass Counting
*Event Timer/Counter *Performance Histograms *Hardcopy
putput *Disassembles popular 8-bit micros *and much more !
30 Day Money Back Guarantee

INNOTEC DESIGN, INC.
6910 Oslo Circle, Suite 207
Buena Park, CA 90621
Tel: 714-522-1469 FAX:714-527-1812

The EC-32TM  is a versatile 8OC32  microcontroller
board. It is ideal for quickly developing products,
prototypes or test fixtures.

l 8OC32  microcontroller (8051 compatible)
l BASIC-52 or MONITOR-52 available
l Program in C, BASIC or assembly language
l 8 to 92K RAM, EPROM or EEPROM
l Breadboard area and expansion bus
l RS-232 port and 12 digital I/O lines
l $100 for 11 MHz, $145 for 20 MHz
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takes place. If it is not zero then that
character is returned to DOS. How-
ever, if that character is a zero byte (a
character string terminator), then the
expansion is discontinued and a new
character from the keyboard is
required. current isalso used by the
key status and the key read routines.
It’s used to determine the state of
current operations. And finally, the
expansion s t ring is defined. For our
purposes, it is defined to be “dir” fol-
lowed by a carriage return (Odh).

Section 2 is in many ways the
“decision-making brain” of the util-
ity, but Section 5 is its “heart and
soul.” Here our code becomes a truly
memory resident program. The inter-
rupt vector (16h) of the keyboard isre-
trieved by a call to INT 2 lh function
35h and stored within old kb vet.
The offset address is storedm the first
two bytes (101)  and the segment ad-
dress is stored in the last two bytes
(121).  The address within theinterrupt
descriptor table is then replaced with
the address of our new kb routine.
This is achieved by a callto DOS INT

21h function 25h. A pointer to our
procedure is then loaded and a call to
DOS INT 2 7 h places our program in
a terminate-and-stay-resident mode.
Now, each time a key is pressed,
new_kb  will capture it and examine it
to determine if it is the Fl key. If not, it
will allow the system to continue its
procedure. If it is Fl, then it will dis-
card that strokeand put our prcdefined
s t ring into the keyboard queue.

Sections 2, 3, and 4 are used to
determine how our inserted code will
react. Polling of the results of INT
16h to see whether the keyboard in-
terrupt is processing a read (AH=Oh)
request or a status (Olh)  request is
done each time an interrupt is gener-
ated. If a status check is requested, we
need to remember that the INT 16h
OOlh “test for characterready” doesn’t
return via the IRET  since it must pass
back ZF (zero flag) as an indicator. It
does a quick check of the keyboard
and returns immediately. If a key-
stroke is ready, the zero flag is cleared
and it returns the keystroke’s ASCII
code and keyboard scan code. If there

is no keystroke to process, a value of 0
is returned for the ASCII code.

So for ZF = queue, set means
empty and clear means a character is
available. This means that for a status
ZFresponse,  we are required to return
ZF to the value it contained before the
interrupt. This is done by using the
RET feature for specifying the number
of bytes to pop off the stack. In this
case we need to flush the altered flags
from the stack so that the original set
of flags will be returned instead.

In Section 3 a valid keystroke is
tested to determine if it is our defined
“expand” key Fl. If it is, then the
contents of the queue are stuffed with
our string. But also keep in mind that
the character input routine returns its
results in the low byte of AX. How-
ever, if an extended key like our func-
tion key is typed, then a two-byte
sequence is returned. AL is set to zero
and AH will contain the extended
character code. If this code is 59 (Fl),
then we will expand the key. This is
done by fetching the byte defined by
the current pointer and puting it in
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the queue. If AL becomes zero, we‘ve
reached the end of our expansion
string and we transfer control to the
keyboard to fetch another character.

ONWARD AND UPWARD

Serious assembly language pro-
grammers cringe at the thought of
what I’m going to suggest next, but
you can create a programlike EXPAND
by first writing it in C and then com-
piling it with the “output assembly
source code” option set. Then just edit
and streamline the assembly output. I
often find myself doing this when I
want to optimize a program for speed
and loading time. And if I‘m honest
I’ll admit that I’m not that great with
assembler. At least this way I get eve-
rything there in some semblance of
order; it’s my editing that screws
everything up. But isn’t that the fun of
programming, biting your nails, guz-
zling the coffee during those late
nights, and the not so occasionally
screaming and cursing in despair as
you reboot your system for the thou-
sandth time? +
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A Simple RS-485 Network:
Exploit the Nine-Bit Serial Communication Modes of
the 805 7,8096BH,  68HC 7 7,68HC05, and 2780 Micro-
con troller Families

As often happens, a project
gets started because existing products
were not adequate; such was the case
with our RS485 network project. A
couple of years ago, two of us wanted
to acquire data from several industrial
Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs) which were being used for
process control. These PLCs used 8052
microcontrollers. We purchased a
9600-bps  RS485 network from the
manufacturer of the PLCs,  but the
system was not satisfactory. The main
problem was that running the net-
work required a significant number of
CPU cycles from the processcontrol
PLCs: the installation of the network
caused the PLC scan rate to drop by
over 50%; in other words, network
overhead consumed over half of each
PLc’s time!

Based on that experience, we
decided to develop a simple network
for limited data acquisition and con-
trol which could connect a PC and
several embedded controllers. Our
design had to have the following
characteristics:

*usable in an industrial environ-
ment

*low resource requirements from
the embedded controllers, both in
terms of CPU time and memory

010~ cost per node
aadaptable  to popular microcon-

trollers
mean be installed in existing em-

bedded controllers with little modifi-
cation to the hardware and control
software

We have since named thenetwork
protocol tiny-NSP (Nine-bit Serial
Protocol).
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NEIWORK  HARDWARE-
THE PHYSICAL LAYER

We chose shielded twisted-pair
RS485 because of its low cost and
simplicity. Our data requirements
were relatively low, so a network with
high bandwidth over long distances
was not necessary.

RS-485 allows up to 32 transmit-
ters and 32 receivers to be connected
by a single pair of wires; thus, up to 32
network nodes are possible in the
simplest configuration. Only one
transmitter can be active at a time on
any given pair. Shielded twisted-pair
wiring does not pick up much noise,
important in an industrial environ-
ment. The maximum bandwidth
depends on the length of the twisted
pair. (For a discussion of RS485, see
references [ll and [2].)

Our network topology is simple:
a single twisted-pair of wires goes
from node to node, connecting all of
them. The pair is terminated by a 120-
ohm resistor at each end. When any
transmitter is active, the data it sends
is received by all receivers on the pair.
This topology is often referred to as a
bus or multidrop network.

An embedded controller is inter-
faced to the twisted pair using an RS-
485 receiver and transmitter. Since our
network uses a single twisted pair, we
often use an RS485 transceiver such
as the 75176.

In the process of designing our
hardware, we had to contend with a
little-discussed problem with RS485.
Since there will be times when no
transmitters are active, we need to
ensure that the RS-485 receivers will

indicate to the CPUs that there is no
data to receive. In order to do this, we
must hold the twisted pair in the mark
(off) state by applying a differential
bias to the lines. Otherwise, random
noise on the pair could be falsely inter-
preted as data.

PROTOCOL FRAME AND
MESSAGE FORMAT

Because of our desire to support
existing embedded controllers with
minimum hardware modification, we
chose asynchronous serial communi-
cation for our network. In addition,
we designed the data format to match
the capabilities of the UARTs built
into several popular embedded con-
trollers, so in many cases, the only
hardware enhancement required in
order to turn an embedded controller
into a network node is the addition of
an RS485 transceiver (see Figure 1).

By designing the frame and mes-
sage formats so as to exploit certain
features of popular microcontrollers,
we can significantly reduce the amount
of time that the embedded controller
spends dealing with the network. For
best performance, a particularembed-
ded controller should only be inter-
rupted when it is receiving a message
it should act upon or when it is trans-
mitting a message.

Microcontroller families such as
the 8051, 8096BH,  68HC05,68HCll,
and 2180 all have a nine-data-bit se-
rial asynchronous communication
mode and a “wake-up” mode, which
together were specifically designed
for interprocessor communication.
(For more information on these mi-



crocontrollers, see 141, [51,  [61,[71,  and
@I.) These modes suggest a network

of the message will be ignored; in fact, as possible, it made sense to use a
the microcontroller will not be inter- simple polled master-slave scheme in

protocol in which data is packaged rupted by the UART until the next which the master node is dedicated to
into messages, each of which consists message begins. All of this means that controlling the network, thus allow-
of a series of frames. when wake-up mode is used, each ing the slaves to concentrate on proc-_

Certain frame and message for- embedded controller will be inter- ess control or whatever. Periodically,
mats make best use of the nine-data- rupted at the beginning of each mes- themasterpollseach slave to get status
bit and wake-up modes. There are sage, but the remainder of the mes- information, collect data, or issue con-
two kinds of frames (address frames sage can be ignored if appropriate. trol commands. In our current proto-
and data frames), each
of which has a start
bit, nine data bits, and
a stop bit. Each mes-
sage consists of one
address frame fol-
lowed by one or more
data frames. Address
frames and data
frames are distin-
guished by the ninth
data bit, which is 1 for
address frames and 0
for data frames. The
other eight bits of an
address frame specify
the address of the
nodewhichshouldact
on the message. Data
frames contain com-
mands, status infor-
mation, error control,
or data, as needed by
the application.

col, slaves only re-
spond to commands
from themaster; thus,
the protocol is an or-
der/reply message
protocol.

Because data
quantity require-
ments were modest in
the applications we
were targeting, a
polled master-slave
scheme is adequate
despite the fact that it
is not a particularly
efficient method for
utilizing network
bandwidth. Polled
protocols also have
the disadvantage of
preventing slaves
from transmitting
datauntil theyaread-
dressed, but this is
only important if the
data must get to the
master very quickly.

A l t e r n a t i v e
protocols which do
not have these two

When the wake-
up mode is enabled,
the microcontroller’s
UART will ignoredata
frames, but will gen-
erate an interrupt

R2 u 2
8 0 5 1

XTLl  I 1’ XTALl
11.059 MHz

f ‘* XT&L2

Figure 1 -An RS-485 node based on an 805 1 controller doesn’t involve much
more than the addition of a transceiver to the processor.

when an address frame is received.
This is how we use it: Upon initializa-
tion, the embedded controller goes
into nine-data-bit mode with wake-
up enabled. The microcontroller’s
UART will not trigger an interrupt
until an address frame is received, sig-
naling the beginning of a message.
When an address frame is received, a
node’s network code examines the
lower eight bits, which represent the
address of the target node. If that
address matches the node’s address,
then the code will disable wake-up in
order to allow the reception of the
data frames that follow, then reenable
wake-up after the entire message has
been received. Otherwise, wake-up
will remain on, so that the remainder

See the sidebar  for information on
the 83C51FA  microcontroller, which
is especially well suited for nine-bit
asynchronous serial communication.

NETWORK ACCESS CONTROL

Everynetworkprotocolmusthave
a method of allocating available band-
width to the various nodes. When RS-
485 is used, only one node should be
transmitting at any given time. Of
course, we want each node to have the
opportunity to transmit messages
every once in a while.

Keeping in mind that we wanted
the embedded controllers which are
actually doing useful work to have to
do as little communication processing

drawbacks, such as CSMA/CD (used
in Ethernet), are usually significantly
more complicated, and thus require
more communication processing time
and hardware resources. For example,
in most contention network protocols
(e.g., CSMA/CD),  all nodes are re-
quired to have a timer for collision re-
covery and time-out detection,
whereaspollednetworksusuallyonly
require the master node to have a timer
(for timeout detection).

In our prototype network, the
master node is a PC and the slave
nodes are embedded controllers. The
PC is a good choice for the network
master when data must be collected or
when a system must be monitored
and controlled by a person. PC hard-
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ware requirements are discussed in a
later section.

MESSAGE STRUCTURE

The message structure design was
heavily influenced by our desire to
minimize the slaves’ need for compu-
tational resources. At the same time,
we wanted to have some confidence
that corrupted messages could be de-
tected. The structure we are currently
using is shown in Figure 2.

The master node always has ad-
dress 0. Slave addresses can range
from 1 to 254. The master may broad-
cast a command to all slaves by using
address 255.

Messagescan be anywhere from5
to 255 bytes long, depending on the
operation. Each node must have
enough RAM to buffer the entire mes-
sage so that error checking can occur
before themessage isacted  upon. Since
some slave embedded controllers may
not have enough RAM to buffer long
messages, they may choose to restrict
the maximum message length that
they will handle.

Error checking is done using an
eight-bit checksum or CRC. We chose
eight-bit error checking over sixteen-
bit checking because the eight-bit
microcontrollers we primarily use can
do the necessary computations much
faster. Checksum is actually rather

\ weak (it is only guaranteed to detect a
single bit-error in a message), but it is
fast and requires little memory. By
using eight-bit CRC, it is much more
likely that multiple bit-errors will be
detected (particularly in messages of
15 bytes or fewer); however, CRC
computation requires significantly
more time (XOR and shift method) or
more memory (table lookup method)
than checksum computation. A 16-bit
CRC is often used in commercial com-
munication protocols. For more infor-
mation on CRCs,  see [ill and [121.

The address of the source node is
not actually necessary for our current
protocol. This address could be useful
if we were to allow slaves to commu-
nicate directly with each other.

For examples of other message
formats and network access control
methods, see [ll, [91, and [lo].

Message Length (5-255 bytes)

EigM-bii  Checksum or CRC

Source Node

that themaster must know the precise
memory or I/O port address of a
desired piece of data. For a specific
application, commands can be added
which refer to data objects symboli-
cally instead of by physical address.

Comman&Response CQCO& ERROR RECOVERY

1c--_,
,
1

’ . I
I Command Parametersand Data (1 needed)

Figure 2--The  tiny-NSP message structure
includes source and targetnoae, message
length, opcode, checksum, and optional
data.

M E S S A G E S

We have started with a small set
of commands and responses, which
are listed in Figure 3. The master
expects a prompt response to all mes-
sages except broadcast messages.

group of data transfer commands is

Slaves must at least support the
“status query” and “reset network”
commands. If a slave receives an un-
supported command, it responds with
a “command not supported” message.

Slaves may support a particular
command while not allowing certain
kinds of access (e.g., master may not
be allowed to write to some memory
locations). The “accessviolation” reply
is useful in those cases.

The main limitation of the core

All network protocols must in-
clude procedures for handling errors.
Here are some of the circumstances
which can cause network errors:

*the addressed slave cannot
handle a specific command

athe addressed slave is busy
doing something which temporarily
prevents the slave from responding
to a command

*the addressed slave is not con-
nected to the network

ahardware  has malfunctioned
l noise was picked up by the trans-

mission medium, corrupting a mes-
sage

In our protocol, error recovery is
the responsibility of the master. This
helps to minimize the computational
resources required of the slave. Here
are four error conditions that the
master could detect:

*a valid response from a slave
indicates that the slave could not exe-
cute a command

without being polled

.a slave response is invalid
*a slave did not respond to a

message within a certain period of
time (detection requires a timer)

.a slave transmitted a message

Master Commands Slave Resl>onses

reset network [B]
status query

write to slave internal RAM [PD]
write to slave external RAM [PD]
write to slave I/O port [PD]

read from slave internal RAM [P]
read from slave external RAM [P]
read from slave I/O port [P]

my status (includes maximum
message length handled) [D]

acknowledge (response to write com-
mand)

data (response to read command) [D]

command not supported
parameters out of range
access violation
message is too long to buffer

Figure &This  is the current tiny-NSP
command and response set. A//
nonbroadcast commands should trig-
ger a slave response.

[B] - broadcast command
[D] - message includes data
[P] - message includes command

parameters
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If the first condition occurs (the
slave could not execute the command),
then the master will report the error to
the operator. If any other error condi-
tion is detected by the master follow-
ing the transmission of a message to a
slave, then the message will be re-
transmitted up to a fixed number of
times; if the master does not receive a
valid response. then the slave is re-
moved from the master’s list of active
slaves and the operator is notified. If
an error condition is detected at any
other time, then the network reset
procedure is initiated.

A slave is still responsible for
detecting errors in messages ad-
dressed to that slave. If such an error is
detected, the slave will simply ignore
the message. The lack of a slave re-
sponse (to a nonbroadcast message)
should result in a time-out condition,
triggering the master’s error recovery
procedure.

Consider the following scenario:
The master sends a command mes-
sage to a slave, the slave acts upon the
command, and the slave replies. If the

The Intel 83651 FA

Intel’s83C51FAsubfamilyispar-
titularly appropriate for use in a
nine-bit serial asynchronous net-
work protocol. Microcontrollers In
this family are enhanced versions
of the 8051. The good folks at Intel
addedafeaiurejustforninedata-
bitnetworking:AutomaticAddress
Recognition, which when en-
abled prevents the microcon-
troller from being interrupted by
received data until  it receives a
message addressed to itself. Thus,
microcontroller network process-
ing overhead is reduced even
more.

It Is possible to program these
chips to wake-up when any one
of several addressesare received.
These controllers also have fram-
ing error detection. For more in-
formation, see (4) and (8).)

reply is corrupted, the master will
likely retransmit the command to the
slave, causing the slave to act upon the
command a second time. There are
two ways to get around this problem:

l donotuseanycommandswhich
if executed more than once could cause
undesirable behavior (e.g., XOR op-
erations)

*add message numbers to the
protocol, allowing the slave to recog-
nize a repeated command; one proto-
col which uses such a scheme is BIT-
BUS [lo]

For now, we have taken the first
approach.

PC HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

Our nine-bit network was de-
signed to make the best use of the
capabilities of popular microcon-
trollers, but outfitting a PC to be a
nine-bit network node requires hard-
ware with specific capabilities. Most
RS-485 cards for the PC have 8250,
16450, or 16550 UARTs;  these cards
are capable of being used in some
nine-bit networks, but special pro-
gramming is required (for example,
see [3]). Of those UARTs, the
NS16550AF  is the best choice for rea-
sons of performance and communica-
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tion reliability. However, the best
UART for nine-bit networking is the
82510.

MASTERS AND SLAVES

By using the interprocessor asyn-
chronous serial communication fea-
tures of popular microcontrollers, we
have designed a low-cost network
appropriate for industrial environ-
ments which has low communication
processing overhead for slave nodes.
A PC can be either a master or slave
node in such a network. In the future,
we hope to develop other hardware
and software that will help engineers
work with distributed data collection
and control applications. +

Jim Butler is a software engineer at Cimetrics
Technology. He received B.S. and M.S. de-
grees in engineering from M.I.T.
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Microsoft’s special Flash File
System (FFS)  so you can store
and retrieve files on this non-
volatile solid-state disk. A

Before discussing the
structural elements and bene-
fits of the FFS, let’s review some
basic standard MSDOS con-
cepts. This will provide themo-
tivation for implementing a
special file system for flash
memory.

A LOOK AT STANDARD MS-
DOS

At the highest level, appli-
cations make requests to the
MS-DOS function dispatcher
through interrupt 21h. Argu-

Figure 1 -f/ash  files are located by following linked-list pointers
witbin  each file and directory entry.

ments identifying the service desired
and its options are typically passed in
registers. To relieve application pro-
grams of the necessity of managing
disk storage space, MS-DOS provides
a file system manager. This series of
MS-DOS services keeps track of disk
storage using file and directory struc-
tures.

Interfacing Microsoft’s
Flash File System

B ack in issue 18, I discussed
the design for a flash memory array
based upon a PC/AT add-in board
employing SIMMs or IC memory
cards. Now we are ready to turn your
flash memory platform into a DOS-
compatible solid-state disk. In this
article I’ll show you how to interface

Using Flash Memory Under MS-DOS

command and required arguments
and is located by the device driver
using a special routine, typically
named “Strategy.” For a read or write
request, the logical sector to start the
access and the number of logical sec-
tors to transfer are provided. The
device driver performs translations

information on all the clusters that are
allocated, free or unusable. It is an
array of cluster pointers and each entry
has a one-to-one correspondence with
a cluster on the disk.

Grouping sectors to form clusters
increases efficiency in terms of the
memory required to manage the FAT.

, User Data/
Directory Area

A cluster can consist of a
different number of sec-
tors. Four sectors (or 2048
bytes) per cluster is typical
on a hard disk. The larger
the cluster or allocation
unit, the more potential of
wasting space for files not
sized to a multiple of the
number of bytes in a clus-
ter. For instance, a 20-byte
file stored on a disk with a
cluster size of 2048  bytes,
wastes 2028 bytes.

All block-device accesses by MS-
DOS are made through a standard-
ized device driver. MS-DOS makes
requests to a block device by passing
a data structure, called a request
header, to the device driver. The re-
quest header contains the desired

from the requested logical sector to
the physical location on the device.

For each block device, MS-DOS
maintains four areas: a boot record, a
File Allocation Table (FAT), a root
directory, and a data area. The boot
record is the first section on the disk. It
containsastructureknownastheBIOS
Parameter Block (BPB) supplying MS-
DOS with information about the disk,
including sector size, sectors per clus-
ter, number of FATS, directory size
(number of files), and so on.

MS-DOS requires each disk to
have a FAT to keep track of sector/
cluster allocation. The FAT contains

Following the FAT is
the root directory. Direc-
tory entries consist of the
file name, attributes, time,
date, file size, initial clus-
ter number, and reserved

bytes. When allocating space to a file,
the initial cluster number is updated
to point to the initial cluster number
used by the file. The value at that
location in the FAT points to the next
cluster used by the file or contains an
end-of-file marker. Thus, the alloca-
tion chain is a forward linked list.
When extending a file and another
cluster is required, MS-DOS replaces
the end-of-file marker with a pointer
to the next cluster, which is set to an
end- of-file marker.

An increase in file size, or any
type of file revision, results in a byte-
alterable modification to the disk di-
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rectory. In addition to file
size change, modifications
include time of last change,
date, attributes, and file re-
naming.

THE NEED FOR AN ALTER-
NATIVE FILE SYSTEM

Recall that flash mem-
ory is a bulk-erase mem-
ory. The FAT and directory
structures created for the
byte-alterable magnetic
disk are not ideal for a flash
memory solid-state disk

High-Level Drives
Purchased
through Microsoft

(SSD).  Updating a FAT or
directory entry requires
complete erasure of the i”l Low-Level Driver

Discussed in this

Floppy or ArtI.

Hard Disks

the system responds
analogously to MS-DOS
with a “File not found”
message.

flash memory components
containing the changing
bytes. It is possible to im-
plement a flash memory
disk based on this ap-

Figure 2-A two-level architecture provides a consistent application
interface while allowing for a variety of flash-memory hardware plat-

preach, but the write ia-  forms.
tency times are unaccept-
able for general use. When a file is
added, deleted, or modified, the di-
rectory could be copied to a RAM
buffer and modified to reflect the
change. After the flash memory de-
vice that contains this directory is
erased, the modified directory is cop-
ied back.

Files and directories are written
to the flash memory SSD using se-
quentially free memory locationsa
stack-like operation (Figure 1). When
the “stack” is full, the desired files are
copied to another disk and the current
disk is erased for reuse.

When deleted ver-
sions of a file appear on
the flash memory SSD, the
file system finds the most
recent version. The status
byte contains bit fields
that indicate whether a

particular file is valid or deleted. The
directory information of a deleted file
is still used for pointers of the linked
list and the search proceeds until it
finds the most recent and valid ver-
sion.

Disk imaging is another method
of implementing the standard MS-
DOS FAT scheme on a flash memory
SSD. Using this method, files are first
copied to a floppy disk. Then a special
utility performs a disk copy transfer-
ring the FAT, directory, and all files to
the flash memory SSD. This approach
is useful for building an application
cache that is FAT file system compat-
ible, but all flexibility is lost.

Microsoft has developed a special
file system utilizing the attributes of
flash memory. To minimize fragmen-
tation losses and allow arbitrary ex-
tension of files, the flash memory file
system uses variable-sized blocks
rather than the sector/cluster method
of standard MS-DOS file systems. This
flexibility is provided by employing a
linked-list structure; that is, chaining
files together using address pointers
located within directory entries for
each file.

File and subdirectory information
is attached to the beginning of each
file, unlike the standard MS-DOS ap-
proach of directory and FAT place-
ment. As directory and file entries are
added, they are located by building a
linked list. Besidescontaining the stan-
dard fields (e.g., name, extension, time,
date of creation), a directory or file
entry contains a status byte and vari-
ous pointers used for the linked-list
structure. The status byte, besides
indicating whether a file/subdirectory
exists or is deleted, also signifies valid

Character Device Header

sibling and/or child
pointers and if a directory
entry pertains to a file or a
directory.

When a directory or
file is requested, the flash
memory SSD is searched
beginning at the head of
the linked list. The chain
is followed from pointer
to pointer until the cor-
rect entry is found. If the
search arrives at the
chain’s end (an FNULL
identifier is encountered),

FLASH FILE SYSTEM: ARCHITECTURE
OVERVIEW

The Flash File System consists of
two components: IFS . SYS (Installable
File System) and FEFS .SYS (Flash
EPROM File System). When an appli-
cation accesses a disk through inter-
rupt 21h,  the MS-DOS kernel checks
the drive letter. If the drive has been
declared as a flash memory SSD,
I FS. SYS intercepts the request
through a proprietary interrupt 2Fh
redirector interface and passes it to

DW Block Header ; Pointer to Next Device  Driver
DW 0
DW 11000000000000008 ; Attributes (CHAR, IOCTL control)
DW Strategy ; Offset of Strategy Procedure
DW Interrupt ; Offset of Interrupt Procedure
DB ‘FIFIDEVf’ ; Device Name Used by FEFS to Locate the LLD

Figure J-The Flash File System doesn’t use a FAT and directory structure, but is uses a
character device driver which must contain the proper header.
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RESIDENT

INIT

,NlT

LLDMAIN.ASM

RESIDENT

\

INIT

LLDTICK  ASM

RESIDENT

,NlT

there is enough here
for you to understand

ccillinuus  supen

LLDh”AlN AS,.,

PME.ASM

LLDTICK.AW

LLDMAIN.ASM

PMS.ASM

LLDTICK.ASM

theLLD  software that
can be obtained from
the Circuit Cellar BBS.
Also, if you have no
intentions of imple-
menting a DOS-com-
patible SSD, many of

Fiaure 4-The  IN/T  Dortion  of the device driver is used on/y
o&e, at initializat/on,  then ‘discarded. I

the FEFS.SYS  driver. FEFS.SYS
implements the FFS logic, developing
and maintaining the linked-list struc-
tures.

The Microsoft FFSis implemented
as a two-level architecture, where
IFS.SYS and FEFS.SYS represent
the high-level driver communicating
with a low-level driver (LLD) that is
hardware specific (Figure 2). This
architecture provides a consistent
application program interface while
allowing for a variety of flash memory
hardware platforms.

The LLD implements a set of
device primitives for use by the high-
level driver. This is not that different
from the FAT file system as we know
it. In that environment, MS-DOS im-
plements a high-level, FAT file system
driver interacting with a set of device
primitives implemented as interrupt
13h.

WRITING THE LOW-LEVEL DRIVER

The remainder of this article will
explain how to write this low-level
driver providing the bridge between
Microsoft’s Flash File System and the
page-memory board described in the
December issue. While I would need
forty pages to completely explain all
the details of this implementation,

A6 CIRCUITCELLAR  INK

the device primitives
from the low-level
driver canbeextracted
for any type of flash
memory application.

The LLD consists
of three components:
an MS-DOS device
driver, the procedures
called by Microsoft’s
FFS, and the page-
memory board hard-
ware-specific proce-
dures. I have written
the LLD in several

modules tosimplifyanymodifications
necessary to accommodate hardware
variations. Themodule LLDMAIN . ASM
contains the MS-DOS interface rou-
tines, the Microsoft-requested proce-
dures, and special Intel-extended
procedures. PMB . ASMCOntainS  proce-
dures specific to the page-memory
board hardware, such as setting the
page number and turning on V,. All
the functions contained in this mod-
ule control the I/O functions on the
board. LLDTICK . ASM contains pro-
cedures associated with the timing re-

AO-15

Address as a 64K Page

quirements of the flash memory com-
ponents, as well as routines used to
provide a VPP turn-off delay.

The programming and erase volt-
a g e ,  Vpp, is generated on the page-
memory board using a DC-DC con-
verter. When this converterisswitched
on, it takes anywhere from 20 to 100
milliseconds for Vpp  to arrive at a stable
voltage. This time depends on the
amount of capacitive loading and the
circuit used, as some have faster start
times. If you are designing your hard-
ware for a desktop system, VPP can re-
main switched on. However, in bat-
tery-powered systems, VPP should be
switched off when not in use to con-
serve power. To accommodate these
applications, I have written a proce-
dure to generate a VP turn-off delay.
This is similar to that for a floppy disk
in that after two seconds of nonuse,
VPP is switched off. If several blocks of
data are being written consecutively,
your software will not have to delay
waiting for VPP to ramp up every time
a new block is written.

The VPP turn-off delay is calcu-
lated by installing an interrupt 1Ch
(time-of-day clock) filter. This inter-
rupt is generated every 18.2 millisec-
onds. Before servicing the original
interrupt, our filter increments a count
value. When that count value reaches
36, the procedure to turn VPP off is
called.

Since the LLD is an installable
device driver, it requires a standard

One Megabyte Intel
Flash Memory Card
, ,

AO-15

DO-7 04
i-lo-7 _r

Selects Page Number

A16
A l 7
A l 6

A 1 9
NC

, NC

Selecting Page Numbers Greater than
15. Outputs to the Memory Card’s
No-Connect Pins

On Higher Density Memory Cards,

Figure 5- Device density is dynamically determined,
with page numbers beyond the valid size of the
device handled by page wrapping.

These No-CoflneCt  Pins Are Used for
Additional Address Inputs



MS-DOticompatible  interface that
provides a request header and entry
points into the Strategy and Interrupt
procedures. This portion of code pri-
marily performs the initialization of
the device driver.

Unlike the magnetic disk, the FFS
does not implement a FAT and direc-
tory structure with sectors. Therefore,
it is designed as a character device
driverratherthanablockdevicedriver
and must contain a character device
driver header (Figure 3). During in-
stallation of the character device, MS-
DOS passes a command number in a
request header to the Interrupt proce-
dure which dispatches a call to the
InitDriverroutine(commandzero).
This procedure is performed only
once, immediately after the device
driver is loaded into memory. The
initialization procedure of the charac-
ter device, InitDriver, is primarily
responsible for locating the page-
memory board, computing the time
constants for the flash memory pro-
gram and erase algorithms, and deter-
mining the quantity of flash memory
available.

INITIALIZATION

Recall from the page-memory
board design that the first four I/O
ports are read to obtain the board’s
signature. A procedure, SearchPMB,
calledby  ~ni.tDriver,  readssequen-
tial I/O ports until finding this signa-
ture. When the signature is found, the
base port address is stored in a mem-
ory location to be used for future I/O
port access. If the board is not present,
the driver aborts its installation and
returns the system memory to MS-
DOS. This is done by passing an offset
of zero back to MS-DOS in the INIT
request header. Each of the three
modules (LLDMAIN  . ASM, PMB . ASM,
LLDTICK .ASM)  are divided into a
RESIDENT and an INIT  segment.
These segments are joined using the
group directive to ensure they are
linked and loaded consecutively in
memory. Using this technique, if the
page-memory board is found, the
ending offset of the resident portion of
the device driver is passed back to
MS-DOS (Figure 4). This “throws
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away” the INIT  portion which is not
needed after initialization.

The page-memory board has four
sockets for Intel Flash Memory single
in-linememory modules (SIMM& The
hardware functions with one or more
sockets populated, so during initiali-
zation the available memory must be
determined. Similarly, with the Intel
Flash Memory Card, an interesting
situation is faced in accommodating
density variations. This is best under-
stood using the memory card as an
example.

One-and four-megabyte card den-
sities are available today, but the page-
memory board’s card socket handles
up to 64 megabytes (based on the
Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association, PCMCIA,
specifications). Assume that a one-
megabyte card has been installed
(although our software doesn’t know
thisyet)containingeightone-megabit
components (28FOlO).  The first step in
determining the module’s density is
reading the flash memory device ID
from offset zero of page zero to obtain

4

GetPhyChar PROC NEAR
ASSUME CS:PROG, DS:PROG, ES:NOTHING

CALL TurnVppON ; Turn Vpp ON for READID_CMD
XOR AX,AX : AX contains page number
CALL SetPage ; Routine to set page

MOV ES,FrameSeg ; Point to page frame segment
XOR DI,DI ; Point to start of device

MOV ES:WORD PTR[DI], (READID_CMD SHL 8) OR READID_CMD

MOV AX,ES:[DI] . Read manufacturer's ID
CMP AX, (INTEL ID'SHL 8) OR INTEL ID ; Intel Devices?_
JE GPC2 : Yes, continue-

GPCl:
MOV ES:WORD PTR[DI], (READ CMD SHL 8) OR READ_CMD
STC ; Indicate-error and exit
JMP GPCExit

GPC2:
MOV BX,2 ; num of 64K pages/device

; for 1 Meg devices

; -----Compute total size of media

XOR AX,AX ; Clear reqs for accumulation
MOV CX,AX ; Count num of device pairs
SHL BX,l ; 2 Devices per 16 bits

GPC3:
INC CX ; Count num of device pairs
ADD AX,BX ; Point to next device pair
CALL SetPage ; Select page for next device

. Already in READ ID mode?
CMP ES:WORD PTR ;DI],(INTEL ID SHC 8) OR INTEL-ID
JNE GPC4 ; No, ContGue
JM!? GPC5 : Yes, We're done

GPC4:
MOV ES:WORD PTR [DI],(READID CMD SHL 8) OR READID CMD

* Intel Devices?
_

CMP ES:WROD PTR [DI],(INTEL_ID SHL 8) OR INTEL-ID
JNE GPCS

; Set READ mode and check next device
MOV Es:woRD PTR [DI],(READ_CMD SHL 8) OR READ_CMD
JMP GPC3

GPC5:
MOV ES:WORD PTR [DI],(READ_CMD SHL 9) OR READ_CMD
MOV AX,CX ; Get num of device pairs
SHL AX,1 ; Compute number of devices
MOV BX,2 ; Multiply by number of 64k pages
MUL BX
MOV TotalSizeHi,AX  ; Set total size
MOV TotalSizeLo,O ; Size is always a multiple of 64k

GPCExit:
CALL TurnVppOFF ; Turn off Vpp

RET
GetPhyChar ENDP

Listing 1 -Page  wrap-around is detected by leaving the first device encountered in
READJD  mode. When a preexisting ID is found, the program knows to stop looping.

the device size. Comparison against a
table of IDS versus densities allows
the calculation of the page number
needed to access the next component.

Theoretically, this process would
continue, adding up the total number
of components and multiplying that
number by the component size to cal-
culate the total module density.
However, the page-memory board
responds to setting the page register
beyond the valid page range of the
flash memory installed (Figure 5). For
example, the one-megabyte memory
card accommodates sixteen (num-
bered O-15) 64K-byte  pages. Pages 0,
16, 32, and so on, access the same
memory location because of the wrap-
around phenomenon. This inaccu-
rately determines an infinite module
size. How does our software know
when to stop? Notice in the code
(Listing 1) that the first device (page
zero) is left in the READ-ID  mode.
Looping through the rest of memory,
a wrap-around is detected when the
device ID is already present in the first
location of the device. This condition
is used to terminate the loop.

Besidesinitialization,theMS-DOS
device driver for FFS supports IOCTL
reads and writes. The device driver
uses the IOCTL commands to return
control information to the program
regarding the device. FFS issues the
IOCTL commands to get and set the
entry point for the low-level driver.
Unlike block devices, character de-
vices are located with a file open re-
quest.When~~~~  . SYS installs,itlinks
into the low-level driver by opening
the file FIFIDEVE (E is the British
Pound Sterling or IBM extended ASCII
9Ch),  and performing an IOCTL read
to obtain the pointer to the entry of the
low-level driver.

Character devices do not support
drive letters. You must use a “pseudo-
block” device header during driver
installation to reserve DOS letters for
use by the FFS (Listing 2). After the
character device installs, the block-
device driver links the device driver
into the device driver chain. Drive
letters are established by providing
fake BPB information in the block
device driver header to pass back to
MS-DOS.



By issuing the IOCTL read
command, FEFS . SYS obtained the

WhichhasbeennamedFlashEntry.
The FlashEnt ry procedure is to the
FFS what the Interrupt procedure is to
an MS-DOS device driver. It deter-
mines a command’s validity before
dispatching. FlashEntry  handles
callsfrom~~~s  . s~sandapplications
that communicate directly with the
flash memory, such as a formatter.

When writing the procedures to
handlethe~~~~ . s~scommands,itis
important to follow the entry and exit
protocols. This is analogous to inter-
rupt routines expecting parameters
and status information to be passed
within certain registers. Take for ex-
ampletheprocedureReadLogBlock
that reads a block of data from the
flash memory SSD into a buffer. FFS is
informed by MS-DOS that the desti-
nation buffer is located at ES:BX. The
CX register contains the number of
bytes to read. A 32-bit pointer into
flash memory is supplied by DI:DX.
The unit number is passed in the AL
register. Upon return from this proce-
dure, the carry flag is expected to have
the status of the operation, whether it
was successful or unsuccessful.

There are thirteen procedures,
including ReadLogBlock,  that are
defined by the Microsoft FFS techni-
cal specification. To more fully com-
prehend the file system, a brief discus-
sion of each is helpful:

GetMediaCheck-Determines
media status (same, changed, miss-
ing, unknown).

ReadLogBlock-Readablockof
data at a logical address (which must
be converted to a physical address).

WriteLogBlock-Writesablock
of data from a buffer to the flash
memory SSD.

Checkwrite-Checksa  blockof
data for writability. If a byte is already
programmed, but still has “one” bits,
that byte can be rewritten to change
the “ones” to a zero. This is useful for
modifying the status byte.

EraseSSD-Erases data on a se-
lected unit.

GetMedia Info -Returns  the
description (type and size) of the in-
stalled media.

1

; Block Device Header use to set up drive letters with MS-DOS

Blockheader DD -1 ; Last device in file
DW OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOB ; Block device
D W Strategy
DW BlockInt

bBlkUnits DB 8 DUP (0) ; Initialized in BlockInt

; These structures are passed back to MS-DOS to simulate
; BIOS Parameter Block values:

BPBl BPB t512,1,1,2,128,1024,OF8H,2~  ; Dummy values
BPB2 BPB <512,1,1,2,128,1024,OF8H,2>  ; Dummy values

Listing ~-TO  reserve an MSDOS  drive letter, a different header  must be usedduring diver
installation. The new header acts like a block device. rather than a character device.

FirstFree-Findsthefirstnon- SetMediaCB-Registersaproce-
FFh byte from the end of the SSD and, dure as the call-back procedure which
as a result, finds the first available is called by the LLD when a flash
space. memory card is inserted or removed
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Interrupt
to System

G
-__w_

(2)

Latch

(1) - Card is Removed or Reinseried
(2) - System is Notified of Interrupt
(3) - System Vectors to Interrupt Routine in LLD
(4) - LLD Notifies FEFS Through Callback interface that Media Has Changed
(5) - FEFS Requests LLD to Perform a Media Interrogation

Figure 6--The  Call-back Interface supports changeable media in a system using Flash
Cards.

(see the discussion on Removable Me-
dia).

GetMediaCB-Returns the pres-
ent media call-back procedure pointer.
If zero is returned, no media call-back
procedure exists.

WriteLogByte-writeabyteof
data.

ReadLogByte-Read a byte of
data.

SetEraseCB-Registersaproce-
dure address as the call-back proce-
dure called while erasing an SSD. It is
used to display progress information.

GetEraseCB---Gets  the address
of the procedure called while erasing

BOOT RCD STRUC ;_ Flash File System Boot Record
; (and root dir) copied in
. with formatter.

wStdID DW OFlA5H 1 Flash Media ID (Spells FLASH)
wUniqueIDLo DW ? ; Uniques ID for this Flash Memory
WUniqueIDHi DW ?
WWriteVersion DW ? ; Flash version required to write
wReadVersion DW ? ; Flash version required to read
bPointerSize DB 0 . Num of bits in link list ptrs
pRoot DB 3 DUP (0) :
bVolumeLabe1

Pointer to root directory
DB 11 DUP (OFFH) ; Volume label

wEraseCyclesLo DW OFFFFH . Num times device erased (low)
wEraseCyclesHi DW OFFFFH i Num times device erased (high)

bManfID DB ? ; Manufacturer's ID
bDeviceID DB ? ; Device ID
wDeviceSize DW ? ; # of 64k pages in each device
wNumDevices DW ? ; # dev in SIMM or memory card
wTotalSizeLo DW 1 ; Size of media (low word)
wTotalSizeHi DW ? ; Size of media (high word)
wTotalPages DW ? . Total number of 64k pages
bIntelID DB '1.0' : Indicates Intel format

psibling DB 3 DUP (OFFH) ; Start offset of data area
bRootName DB 'ROOT ': First entry must have this name
bRootExt DB' ’
bStatus DB OFBH - Directory entry
pPrimary DB 3 DUP (OFF;)
psecondary DB 3 DUP (OFFH)
bAttributes DB OFFH
wTime DW ?
wDate DW ?

ROOT RCD ENDS-

Listing J-Any  formatting utility  must be hardware dependent. This  listing shows the boot
record copied into  the SSD at the beginning of the FFS partition.

the SSD. A zero value returned indi-
cates no erase call-back procedure has
been registered.

SEITING UP THE PAGE NUMBER

Duringinitialization,oursoftware
calculated the total flash memory
available, and this information is
passed back to FEFS .SYS (which
knows nothing about the actual hard-
ware used to access this memory).
Because a page-memory scheme is
used, the linear address supplied in
DI:DX must be converted to a page
number and offset within that page. A
procedure, called Set upRW,  performs
thisconversion and sets the hardware
accordingly. In reality, if you are us-
ing a 64K-byte page size, this conver-
sion is very simple: [DI] contains the
page number and [DXI  contains the
offset. This is only tricky if you have
designed your hardware with a
smaller page size. In this case you
would take DI and DX, move them
into DX and AX, respectively, and
divide DX:AX by the page size. AX
would now contain the page number
and DX the offset.

REMOVABLE MEDIA

If you have designed your page-
memory board for the Intel Flash
Memory card instead of SIMMs,  you
can include support for media change.
The PCMCIA specifies theuseof card-
detect pins on the memory card. These
pins can be wired to a latch that is set
whenever the card is removed or in-
serted. This card-change line can be
read before every access or can be tied
to aninterrupt line to allow instant ac-
knowledgement of the card change.
Forbothcases,Microsofthasprovided
a call-back interface.

A call-back interface allows the
LLD to call a procedure internal to
FEFS . SYS when the media changes.
This function is similar to a software
interrupt except it is private and can-
not be accessed by other software. At
initialization, FEFS . SYS requests the
LLD to perform a “Set Media Call-
back.” In this procedure, the LLD
stores the value in ES:BX which has
been set up by FEFS . SYS  as a pointer
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to its internal media status call-back
procedure. Now when the memory
card is changed, the low-level driver,
initiated by polling or interrupt, calls
this procedure to let the FFS know that
it needs to perform a media interroga-
tion (Figure 6). This is analogous to
removing a floppy disk in that MS-
DOS must read the BPB and related
information.

FORMAtTING

A standard format utility is not
incorporated in Microsoft’s FFS be-
cause a formatter is hardware depend-
ent. As such, a formatter was written
that communicates directly with the
LLDthrough  FlashEntry.The for-
matter starts off by using the Eras-
eSSDprocedure.AftererasingtheSSD,
a boot record (Listing 3) is copied to
the SSD at the beginning of the FFS
partition. During initialization,
wStdID in the boot record is read to
determine if the flash memory is for-
matted for the flash file system (notice
that “FlA5h”  spells Flash). If the SSD

is FFS-compatible, the information in
the remainder of the boot record de-
scribes the characteristics of the flash
memory as well as the starting point
for the FFS data area.

DEBUGGING

DOSDebugcanbeused  for simple
debugging purposes such as reading
and writing I/O ports to test basic
hardware functionality. Device driv-
ers are difficult to debug because they
are loaded during the DOS boot proc-
ess. However, System Debugger by
Sandpaper. Software works well for
this purpose. To use System Debug-
ger to debug this device driver, the
system must be set up so that a warm
reboot may be takenat  any time. After
the debugger is loaded, breakpoints
are set and a program called BOOT . COM
is executed. This reboots the system
without removing the debugger.
When the breakpoint is reached, the
debugger pops up and displays the
information you need. One thing to
note is that this debugger is designed

for ‘386 systems because it uses the
CPU’s internal break registers and
extended memory.

This flash file system project will
provide a great education into the
world of device drivers. Some of the
concepts may seem a little tricky at
first, but all of a sudden, a light bulb
will go on, and you will be impressed
by the functionality of this unique file
system. Furthermore, once the project
is complete, you will be impressed by
the performance of the flash memory
solid-statedisk.Thistechnologyisrap-
idly gaining market acceptance and
you have become a part of the secon-
dary storage revolution. +

Markus  Levy is an application engineer at
Intel Corporation in Folsom, California, and
holdsa B.S.E.E.fromCalijoomiaStateUnive~-
sity. Hisspecialties includesoftwareand hard-
ware implementations of solid-state disks in
portable computers.

IRS
410 Very Useful
411 Moderately Useful
4 12 Not Useful

COMPLETE OPERATING SYSTEM UNDER $20
We//, what  I really  WWII  is II CMOS computer system /or dedicated’
applications, that  has  low enough power requirements to be solar-
powered iJ need be, with WAIT and STOP modes to r&y cut down
on power  consumption when  necessary

It’s got to hove some advanced features, too, like a buik-in,  kigk-level  language and an
operating system that  can autostart my user applications without (I lot oj hassle.
It skould hove  some built-in EEPROM and some scratch padRAM.
Boy, for those imbedded  applications, it’s got to hove (I watchdog timer system that  ckecks /or
the  computer operating properly and resets the system if there’s  a power glitch or something
Lel’s set-,  /or I/O  I usually need several parallel  ports
andperhaps  a serialport  or two.
and (I l&bit  timer system that  can handle some  inputs to latch the  count and some  outputs that
con be set up to toggle (I,  tke correct time without jurkker  processor attention and maybe II
pulse accumulator.

I’ve got a full featured FORTH and an  operating system
that can  easily autostart an inlernnl  or external user program.
How ‘bout 1/2K EEPROM and 1/4K of RAM.
My watch dog timer and computer operating property  circuit
is built-in and programmable.

Contigure  me with 5 E-bit  parallel ports, of 3 with a 64K address and data  bus.
I’ve  got two serial ports, one  that’s asyne  and one that’s sync.
My 16.bit timer has three input captures and 5 output compares and is cnscrdable  with my
a-bit  pulse accumulator.

An old converter, with  (I couple  channels would sure  be the  ticket! It would hove to be fairly
jut,  though, and maybe be taking readings oil  tke  time, so /he  processor con  just get freak data
when  needed.
And maybe there’s (I way I could do my editing on II PC and  download the source to the
dedicated syslem. Perhaps it could even put  Ike downloaded program into ils own
E E P R O M

You want A/D? How ‘bout %bit, 8 channels, ratiometric, 16uS  conversions, with continuous
conversions possible on four selected channels.

I’ve been known to carry on a conversation with communication packages and I’ve got
built-in EEPROM handlers.

Rut really, the final system requires LI low do//u unit, it just can’t cost too muck How about $37.25 in singles? under $20 in 1000 piece volume?
It would be nice v it were smaller than  a bread basket. You can  hide a complete operating system under P $20 gold piece.

I wonder Low  muck the first prototype is going to cost this time? It we would kelp f there Listen, you can  buy the NMIX-OOZZPS  full development system for $290.
were  (I pretested, full up version of fke system,  wilk  a prototyping  area built on, and maybe ( (Try getting a board wire wrapped for that price).
even  (I target  version of tknf  same  system The NMIT-0021 target board is $90.
Yeah, I may  be dreaming, but if one  existed, I’d buy it in (I minute. whey,  I’m available for immediate delivery!

E W  M I C R O S ,  I N C .
1 6 0 1  C H A L K  H I L L  R O A D

D A L L A S T E X A S  7 5 2 1 2

Manuals only $30 items in limited stock.
68HCll  hardware by Motorola, Inc., F68HCll
Max-FORTH TM internal fumwnre  by New
Micros, Inc., NMIX  and NMIT  seria  boards by
New Micros, Inc.
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Touch-Tone Interactive Monitor
A Watchdog in Every Home
by Steve Ciurciu
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More Physical Details Ayaipblp
by Ken Davidson
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Touch-Tone
Interactive Monitor

Asmanyofyoualreadyknow,

A Watchdog in Every Home

benefits of designing and presenting
independent projects is that 1 can
usually incorporate a new subsystem,
such as a weather or lightning moni-
tor, without disrupting the integrity
of the current home control system,
and remove it if it doesn’t perform
properly. By designing all system-to-

home control isa pet project of mine.
Over the years I’ve presented at least
50 articles relating to electronically
enhancing the home environment.
You’d think with all this junk I’d be
happy to leave well enough alone.
Unfortunately, the down side of hav-
ing so much elec-
tronic living is
that you become
used to it. When
I walk into a
bathroom I ex-
pect the lights to
go on automati-
cally. The unen-
lightened major-
ity, of course,
looksforthelight
switch on the
wall before clos-
i ng  t he  doo r
rather than
standing in the
dark waiting for
divine electronic
intervention.

And, heaven
forbid, should I
ever lose the ca-
pabilityof sitting

*
Independently configurated lunclions  which are all

available on RTC-IO expansion board

to fifteen volts on those terminals will
automatically execute a prepro-
grammed sequence of equipment
shutdowns and protective reactions.
I’ve yet to build a lightning detector,
and certainly it will have to contain
sufficient computer smarts to mini-
mize false alarms, but I know that the

rest of my system
needs  on ly  a
simple “yes or no”
contact closure
output from that
detector when it
is attached.

SPREADING IT
AROUND

The upside of
adistributed-type
home control sys-
tem is that, in the-
ory, it should not
all crash at the
same time. While
I can be standing
in a dark bath-
room if the house
lighting HCS con-
troller takes a
“hit,” it will not

in  my  o f f i ce Figure 1 -The block diagram of the Touch-tone interactive  Monitor. a dufa collecfof/ necessarily affect
across town, confro//erspecifico//ly  configured to respond to touch-tone-coded commands with vocal

rep’ies’
sys-

 o v e r  t h e  rose toring

The reality of life is that I

status line reserved
fora”LightningDetector”signal.Five
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Figure 2-The minimal circuitry schematic of a typical three-parallel-port &X32-BASIC  system capable of cfeuiing  the basic TIM. These
ports connect to the feelays,  optoisolaton,  and DTMF circuitry.

signal appropriately called “HCS
Crashed,” will be active!

The down side of implementing a
totally distributed control system is
keeping track of all the independent
activities and calculating some basis
for total system integrity. Someone or
something has to look atall the watch-
dog timers, battery charger levels,
system monitors, and other critical
parameters to make a judgement of
system soundness. Simply monitor-
ing watchdog timers for an errant
event only involves a few logic gates.
Second-guessing theactivitiesof a PID
control loop on a solar heating system,
on the other hand, involves  a supcrvi-
sory system probably as complicated
as the systems being monitored. The
space shuttle, for example, uses five
computers that “takea  vote” to decide
who’s right.

I certainly don’t want to suggest
that I’m proposing anything tha t com-
plicated. Quite thecontrary! I’ve found
that because I amcontinually revising
and modifying my home control sys-
tem, thereprobablyisno well-defined
functional description that is valid for
any length of time. The end result is
that, other  than monitoring the obvi-

ous crash and watchdog timer out-
puts, the only central supervisory
judge I value is me! A more effective
answer is for mc to build a supervi-
sory system that provides data on the
collectivcactivitiesand statusesof the
other systems and lets mc decide if
they are operating correctly. Rather
than just automatically triggering an
alarm at some preset battery charger
voltage limit (remember, computers
only do what you tell them to do), I’d
prefer to know what that voltage is,
continue to monitor it as long as I de-
termine, and have the capability, even
remotely, torcdcfine the trigger limits
or take alternative corrective action.

Getting from here to there is what
brings us to the project at hand. Rc-
motclymonitoringandcontrollingmy
HCS system is nothing unique--there
has always been a modem port. Using
a computer and a modem Icancall my
HCS from any telephone and control
itasif1 wcreatthcterminaldirectlyon
the HCS. In reality, however, this is a
rarely used feature. Any of you who
read my editorial from the last issue
knows I’m not about to drag around a
portable computer for anything, even
my HCS.

TOUCH-TONE INTERACTIVE
MONITOR

Still, it’s hard to ignore the bene-
fits of using something as universally
available as the telephone. The intelli-
gent alternative was to design a su-
pervisory system that could commu-
nicate by telephone in a more tradi-
tional manner with no added hard-
ware requirements. A quick analysis
of the average phone suggests that
traditionisspellcdonlyaseithertouch-
tone (dual tone multifrequency,
DTMF)  or voice, however!

Without too much clich6, let me
just say that this, fortunately, isonein-
stance where something could be as
easily done as said. The solution was
TIM.

Figure 1 is the block diagram of
my Touch-tone Interactive Monitor
(TIM, for short). TIM is a data collec-
tor/controller specifically configured
to respond to touch-tone-coded com-
mands with vocal replies.

To hear TIM, I just call my house
from any touch-tone telephone. When
TIM answers, he (it’s a male voice)
states that I’ve called the Circuit Cel-
lar HCS and asks that I enter an access
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code. The access code is a 4-digit
number that TIM is preprogrammed
to accept. He also has codes for vari-
ous friends who might substitute
“house sit.” I get 45 seconds to do it
right or he hangs up.

Pressing the proper four digits
merits a “Hello, Steve,” as the system
recognizes my code. From there I can
ask for directions by pressing “0” (for
operator) or enter a specific code to
tell me things like whether the outside
lights are on (obviously I know when
they are supposed to be and such a
failure would indicate some other
system fault), alarm status, AC power
status, whether anyone has entcrcd
the property perimeter within the last
x hours, current temperatures as well
as other distinctly analog measurc-
ments, and specific control settings
among other things. Any or all of these
statuses and readings are spoken
vocally as they are requested.

What separates this unit from
being just a message system is that
TIM has a functional architecture that
facilitatesintelligent control as well as
reporting. TIM incorporates six relays
of its own that can be used for indc-
pendent control or system-to-system

Photo 1 - The complete prototype for TIM. Several design decisions were made based on
the space available for components.

signaling. Using DTMF codes I can voltage level. Or, more appropriately,
conceivably close or open those relays until I actually  build a lightningdetec-
on command. 1 could use one of them tor, if I suspect a thunderstormisbrew-
to operate a battery charger, for ex- ing I can call from my office and acti-
ample, and manually turn it on or off vate a relay from the human lightning
after hearing a report of the battery detector-me-to the HCS. How one

+5-

PORTA

0E000H

Figure 3- 7he TIM DAA/DTMFinterface.  The only modification to the description of the DAA and SSl.XM  chip is the necessity ofan amplifier
between them. The LM2902 is a dual  op-amp. just in case I have to reconfigure the circuit as an automatic gain-controlled amplifier.
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Figure I---The  d-input DC-level opfoisolafed input inferface utilizes NtCZXBtype opror-
solafors with opposed-parallel-connected LED to eliminate inpuf polarify sensitivity and
provide 1500 V-of electrical isolation.

might use these relays or any other
I/O from TIM is purely dependent
upon the application and your pro-
gramming ability.

UNIQUE PERIPHERALS ON A
STANDARD CONTROLLER

TIM’sbrainisa  MicromintRTC52
80C52-BASIC  controller; his ears arc a
DTMF decoder chip; and, his voice is
an RC Systems V8600 text-to-speech
voice synthesizer.

The minimal required expansion
to the basic RTC52 is an 8255 three-
port peripheral interface chip ad-
dressed at EOOOH. Port A is connected
to the DTMF decoder, Port B controls
the output relays, and Port C connects
to the optoisolated input section.

Only three parallel ports are ncc-
essary to create the basicTIM configu-
ration. However, by adding a clock/
calendar and ADC chip, TIM’s func-
tionality is significantly expanded. If
you use an RTCIO expansion board to
provide the 8255 PPI as I did, the
clock/calendar and A/Dcomponents
are on the same board. [Editor’s Note:
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See “Creating a Netwurk-based Embed-
ded Controller,” in Cmurr  CCLLAR  INK
#8, for details of the RTC.52  und RTCIO.1

As an altcrnativc  for illustration
here, Figure 2 outlines the minimal
circuitry schematic of a typical three-
parallel-port 80C52-BASIC  system
capable of creating the basic TIM

Photo 2- The opfoisola-
fion and relay circuitry
(shown schematically in
figures 4 and 5) let TIM
do the work and talk
about the results.

(because of the reduced expandabil-
ity, there are significant differences
from the schematic of the RTC52).
These ports connect to the relays,
optoisolators, and DTMF circuitry.

THE TELEPHONE INTERFACE

The following are two abbrevia-
tions that are essential to TIM’s opera-
tion: DAA and DTMF. DAA stands
for Data Access Arrangement and
DTMFstands for Dual ToneMultiFre-
quency (as I’ve already mentioned).
Touch-Tone, which we normally call
the latter, is actually an AT&T trade
name for the DTMF frequencies spe-
cifically used for phones.

The Xecom XE0002 DAA is a
module that provides a direct connect
telephone interface. It is registered
under part 68 and FCC recertification
is not required when integrated into
systems, providing that the label lists
the registration number and ringer
equivalence. The DAA module is di-
rectly PC board mountable and tele-
phone line connection is made via an
external cable with a RJllC  or equiva-
lent mating plug.

A registered DAA is more than a
600-ohm transformer.Amongitsfunc-
tions are ring detection, on/off hook
control circuitry, modemcontrol logic,
and analog transmit/receivelogic.The
telephone is attached to the Tip and
Ring side of the DAA and anything



100
105
110
120
130
440
450
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
580
590
600
610
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
765
770
1000
1010
1020
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1300
1490
1500
2000
2010
2020
2100
2200
2500
2510
2515
2520
2525
2530
2535
2540
2543
2545
2550
2555
2560
2562
2564
2566
2568
2578
2580
2590
2594
2600
2610
2620

2630
2640
2650
2700
2710
2730
2740
2750
3000
3010
3020

REM DTMF/Voice interactive Security System Rev 0.05
REM With RTCIO time/date display
DIM T(15)
XBY(OE03FH)=4
PRINT
BAUD 4800
PRINT CR, CR, "Ready"
REM Setup Routines
MODE=OEOO3H : REM 8255 PPI at address OEOOOH
DTMF=OEOOOH : LATCH=OEOOlH  : CHANL=OEOO2H
XBY(LATCH)=255 : REM clear relay outputs
XBY(MODE)=O99H : REM Set ports A and C input, B output
CLOCK 0 : TIME=0
KEY=0 : CODE=0 : FLAG=0
REM
REM
GOT0 1000
REM
REM Read Clock/Calendar Chip
FOR Z=O TO 15
T(Z)=(XBY(OEO30H+Z)  .AND.lS)
IF (T(Z)O(XBY(OEO3OHtZ) .AND.15)) THEN 720
NEXT 2
PRINT lO*T(5)tT(4)," Hours 'I,
PRINT lO*T(3)+T(2),"  Minutes"
RETURN
REM
ONEXl  2000
ONTIME 45,270O
IF FLAG=0 THEN GOSUB 4000 : REM Get access code first
IF CODE=10 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 2550 : REM List directions
IF CODE=1 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 3000 : REM List inp status
IF CODE=2 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 4700 : REM State cur Time
IF CODE=3 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 4800 : REM Read inside temp
IF CODE=4 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 5000
IF CODE=5 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 5000
IF CODE=6 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 5000
IF CODE=? THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 5000
IF CODE=8 THEN CODE=0 : GOSUB 5000
IF CODE=9 THEN CODE=0 : GOS'JB 5000
GOT0 1000
REM
REM
X=XBY(DTMF) : REM read DTMF decoder
IF (X.AND.128)=128  THEN GOSUB 2500
IF (X.AND.16)=16 THEN GOSUB 2600
RET1
STOP
REM: autoanswer
CLOCK 1 : XBY(LATCH)=8  : XBY(LATCH)=9  : REM strt call tmr
FOR Q=l TO 1000 : NEXT Q
PRINT CR, CR, CR,
XBY(LATCH)-15 : REM go off hook
PRINT "Hello you have called the Circuit Cellar"
PRINT "Home  control system"
PRINT "Please enter your access code now" : PRINT : X-O
XBY(LATCH)=O : XBY(LATCH)=l : REM reset call init relay

the pound sign to stop talking"
the star to hang up"
a number for specific reports"
one for input status"
two for time"

RETURN
PRINT *'press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT "press
PRINT
RETURN
REM

three for inside temperature'*
four for last sensor activated"
zero for directions"

REM read DTMF input code
CODE=X.AND.lS
IF CODE=11 THEN PRINT "bye" : XBY (LATCH)=7  : GOSUB 4500 :

RETURN
IF CODE=12 THEN PRINT CHR(24)  : RETURN : REM voice off
KEY=1
RETURN
REM Call timeout
PRINT "bye" : XBY(LATCH)=7  : REM Go on hook
GOSUB 4500
RET1
REM
REM Input channel reports -- Active high
Y=XBY(CHANL)
IF (Y :AND.lj=l  THEN PRINT "Alarm System is activated"

(CO&W&l

sting 1 --TIM is programmed in BAS/C,which  provides all of the features needed for the
project.
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you build is attached to the other side.
The DAA serves to protect your cir-
cuitry from line transients and the
phone line from your circuit.

Audio that is destined for the tele-
phone line is called transmit (XMIT)
audio. This audio, in our case, comes
from the voice synthesizer. It is ap-
plied at the XE0002’s XMIT signal
input. The synthesizer’s output vol-
ume should be adjusted to keep the
audio level, heard by the caller, at the
appropriate volume. The DTMF tones
pressed by thecaller are output on the
XE0002’s RCVR pin.

The device is powered from +5-
volt supplies, but logic control inputs
and all status outputs are CMOS zero
to +5 volts level compatible. Since the
RTC systemoperateson +5 voltsonly,
a separate -5-V DC-to-DC converter
was added to power the DAA.

DTMF DECODING

The full DTMFencoding  standard
defines four rows and four columns
for a total of 16 two-tone combina-
tions. Standard telephones use only
12 of these combinations. Depending
upon your application, the extra codes
may or may not be useful.

The 12 keys are arranged in four
rows and three columns, as shown in
Table 1. All the keys in a given row or
column have one tone in common. For
example, pressing the digit “9” (row 2
and column 2) produces an 852-Hz
and a 1477-Hz tone simultaneously.
Similarly, pressing “4” (row 1 and
column 0) produces 770-Hz and 1209-
Hz tones simultaneously.

The eight frequencies associated
with the rows and columns are sepa-
rated into two groups. The low group,
containing row information, has a
range of 697 Hz to 941 Hz. The high
group, containing column informa-
tion, covers 1209 Hz to 1633 Hz.

The SSI204  (renumbered and most
recently sold as part number SSI
75T204),  is a 14-pin 5-volt chip that
detects all 16 DTMF tone pairs. It uses
an inexpensive3.58-MHz”co1orburs.t’
crystal and requires no front end pre-
filtering. The SSI204 incorporates
“switched-capacitor” filtering to sepa-
rate the high- and low-frequency
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KILLER DEALS
DATA ACQUISITION

INSTRUMENTION
AUTOMATION

DASCON-1
1 CH Diff 12BitAlD ,2 CH 12 Bit D/A,12BitDigite
I/O, 2 RTD Interfaces, 2 irwtmmentation amps witl
selectable gains, 2 adj. precision voltage & cwren!
vxwxs  - more. In addition each board is shipped witl
he LM363,DAC.80  optim  and STA-01 accessol)
hoard,  Software and Manual. PC/XT/AT card
:MetmByte)  Retail over $700.00, Sale - $295.00

TC15
15.Channel  Tbennocouple  Input Card,Tem~inatior
Board. Software.  PC/XT/AT card. (Action Instru
men@ $225.00

DOM32
$2~Channel  Digital Output Card. Designed for process
xntrol  and energy management. half size card
PC/XT/AT (Action Instruments) $69.00

D1048
18-Channel  Digital I/O Card. Similar to DOM32
PC/XT/AT card, (Action Instruments) $125.00

COM-422
RS232,Current loop or RS-422,COM I or 2, Industr,
standard 8250 (socketed),FC/XT/AT  (MetmByte)  lis;
5190, sale $39.00

ERB-24
24 Channel DPDT Relay Boa-d, 24 DPDT Relays, ?
Amp Contacts,Built  in Power Supply, Relays enw
g&d with 5V  or 1.4mA ?TL output. Annunciate
LEDs,l6”Lx4.75”Wx??H  List $425. sale $195.00

CTM-05
Counter-Timer, 5 Independent 16-bit  Counters
up/down BCD ,8-bit I/O,Interrupt  Input Chan
nel,Count Freq. to 7 MHz Programable  Count/Gat~
Source, gating functions, alarm comparators
PC/XT/AT. (MetraByte)LIST $325 sale $95.00

BUBPAC13
Bubble Memory Subsystem, Fits  in a 3.5’ drive bay
720K DataCartridge,IOO% Solid State, 3OmS  Access
Boot  Capability. 40 Year MTBF, MIL Spec 810-D
Kit includes Drive/Host Adaptor Card I1 Car
trigeldofhvare.  $195.00 ,Caztridge  $32.00

V560
Current Loop Indict&or , Large  LCD Display Read
able from 3O’,Loop  Powered.,4-20/10-5011~4  Im
puts.1999 counts. sale $49.00

ROMDISK
1.2 Meg, On board program voltages, Programs fron
master disk , Autoboot  moder,  Includes 10 IMeI
EPROMS, Softwa~/manual  (CURTIS, INC) $179

286-l 2
CPU Board, Half-lengh,  6 or 12 MHz clock, Dallv
non-volatile clock/set-up, 1MB to 4MB DRAN
(SIMMs),  2 Serial ports RS232 or RS422 (user select)
Parmllel port. (Action Instruments) sale $150.00

*** MORE BARGAINS ***
SIMMs  256Kx9 7OnS $10.00
SIMM sockets (converts SIMMs  to SIPPs) $2.00
Ml 42Meg. Hard Drive 32mS  MFM 3.5’ $199.0(
PTI 2OMeg.  Hard Drive 32mS MFM 3.5’ $99.00
8CC287A-12  Intel Math Chip for Laptops $119.00
220W AT F’S no case $35.00
270W ATtower PS(exte~ernal  rockersw) $65.00

ERAC Co.
P.O. BOX 1108

POWAY CA. 92074

(619) 679-8360

$25 Minimunorder
VISA MastetCard  a&
3.3%. Calif  add 7%
Tax. Include UPI
Shipping Charges.
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3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3095
3100
4000
4010
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130
4140
4150
4210
4250
4500
4510
4520
4700
4710
4800
4810
4815
4820
4830
4850
5000

IF (Y.AND.2)=2  THEN PRINT "Outside lights are on"
IF (Y.AND.4)=4 THEN PRINT '*Temperature limits are OK"
IF (Y.AND.8)=8 THEN PRINT "Power levels OK"
IF (Y.AND.16)=16  THEN PRINT "Driveway sensor activated'*
IF (y.AND.321132  THEN PRINT "Water Sensor activated*'
IF (Y.AND.64)=64 THEN PRINT "System problem 1 has occurred"
IF (Y.AND.128)=128 THEN PRINT "System problem 2 has occurred
IF Y=O THEN PRINT "no inputs activated"
RETURN
REM decioher access code
N=O -
IF KEY=1 THEN NUM(N)=CODE : N=N+l : KEY=0
IF Nt4 THEN 4040
REM
ENTRY=(NUM(O)*1000+NUM(l~*lOO+NUM(2)*lO+NUM~3)~
CODE-O
IF ENTRY=4177 THEN PRINT "Hello Dan" : GOT0 4150
IF ENTRY=5273 THEN PRINT "Hello Ed" : GOT0 4150
IF ENTRY=6264 THEN PRINT "Hello Steve" : GOT0 4150
IF ENTRY=3665 THEN PRINT "Hello Jeff" : GOT0  4150
IF ENTRY=6116 THEN PRINT "Hello Jeannette" : GOT0 4150
PRINT "Please enter your access code again now” : GOT0 4010
PRINT "What can I do for you today" : KEY=0
TIME?=0 : FLAG=1 : RETURN
REM
CODE=0 : CLOCK 0 : TIME-O : KEY-O : FLAG=0
RETURN
REM
REM Print current time from clock/calendar chip
PRINT "The time is I( : GOSUB 700 : RETURN
REM Compute inside temperature
XBY(OE013H)=O : REM Start conversion on AfD channel $3
V=XBY(OEOlOH)
TEMP=INT((lOO*(V/256)*5))
PRINT "Inside temperature is ",TEMP,"  degrees“
RETURN
PRINT "Function not working yet" : RETURN

Listing 1 -continued

Figure 5-The relay output circuit is connected
to Port L?. I use one of the latched outputs to
control the off-hook (OH)  line  of the DAA. A low
on the OH line puts the DAA on hook while  a
high level  takes it off hook.
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bands as well as detect the individual
tones. The output is hexadecimal 4-bit
CMOS t&ate  logic with a data avail-
able strobe.

Figure 3 is the schematic of the
TIM DAA/DTMF interface, and the
completed prototype is shown in
Photo 1. The only modification to the
description of the DAA and SSI204
chip is the necessity of an amplifier
between them. This amplifier gain is
adjustable and, so far, a single setting
seems to have worked with all the
phones I have tried. The LM2902 des-
ignated in the schematic is a dual op-
amp, however, just in case I have to
reconfigurethecircuitasanautomatic
gain-controlled amplifier later. Board
space is already at a premium.

lived and time critical, they should be
processed under interrupt program-
mingrather than a scanned input port.
The LEDs are more or less ornamen-
tal. I like visual indicators to let me
know circuits are working, but none
of the LEDs are required.

ISOLATED I/O INTERFACING IS FOR
MUTUAL PROTECTION

The whole concept behind TIM is
tofurnishatelephonecallerwithstatus
information provided from connec-
tions to its relays and input interface.
However, the cardinal rule of distrib-
uted processing intersystem connec-
tions is: “Thou shalt not crash the rest
of the system when thee takes a dive!”

When a DTMF signal is received, Justasyou would not havea single
the particular code for that tone pair backup power supply cover all the
(row-column) is presented on the processors in a distributed control
Dl-D8 lines (D8 is MSB) and the data system, neither would you make TTL
available (DV) line goes high. The DV or common-ground connections over
line stays high until the input signal is hundreds of feet of wire between sys-
released. These lines are connected to tems. A single over-voltaged power
the Port A connections of the 8255. supply or inadvertent connection to
One further point to note is that both the AC power line can be coupled
theringindicator(RI)ontheDAAand through the entire system from unit to
the data available (DV) line on the unit. For maximum safety in embed-
SSI204  are connected to the interrupt ded applications, independent units
(INTl) line of the processor through a should be electrically isolated from
pair of open-collector transistor driv- one another. If they have a serial con-
&s. Because these events are short nection, it too should be isolated.

Table 1 -DTMF  coding
means that every lo-
cafion in a column and
everylocation in a row
share CI common tone.
‘ Touch- tone’  i s  a
trademarked implem-
entation of DTMF en-
coding.

Low Group

Output Code Output Code

Digit

1
2
3I4
5
6
7
8

D8 D4 D2 Dl

High Group

D8 04 D2 Dl

Column 0 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
1209 Hz 1336 Hz 1477 Hz 1633 Hz

Row 0,697 Hz 1 2 3 A
Row1,770Hz 4 5 6 B
Row 2,852 Hz 7 8 9 C
Row 3,941 Hz l 0 # D

June/July 199 1 6 1
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My simulated “lightning detec-
tion” signal is a connection between
TIM and the HCS. Since the inputs of
my HCS are not truly isolated (only
current limited) and any input signal
is common ground with the proces-
sor, it is up to me now to make connec-
tions to the HCS only from isolated
“contact closures” rather than direct
application of voltage levels which
are common ground with the proccs-
sor in the next system. Of course, if
you feel lucky.. .

1SOLATED  1NPUTS

Figure 4 is the circuit for an 8-
input DC-level optoisolatcd input
interface (pictured in Photo 2). It util-
izesNEC2506-typeoptoisolatorswith
opposed-parallel-connected LEDs to
eliminate input polarity sensitivity as
wellasprovide1500Vofclcctricaliso-
lation. A 330-ohm series resistor al-
lows an input range of abou t 3-20 V (I
suggest that you limit the top to 12 V).

The outputs of the optoisolators
are connected to directly drive eight
LEDs.  The LEDs present a visual indi-
cationof input status as well asopera-
bility. The typical technique of using a
visual LED in series with the optoiso-
lator LED would have polarized the
input as well as raised the input volt-
age necessary to activate the coupler.
Because the LEDs  attached to the
output transistor collectors raise the
relative V_ saturation voltage, how-
ever, it is suggested that the chips
used to invert the signals between the
optoisolators and the 8255 be 74LS74
Schmitt-triggered devices.

The relay output circuit of Figure
5 (also pictured in Photo 2) is similarly
connected to Port B. The only reason
for there being six relays rather than
four or eight is that was all I could fit
on theprotocard. I suppose you could
makeiteight,butnotcthatlamutiliz-
ing one of the latched outputs to con-
trol theoff-hook (OH) lineof the DAA.
A low on the OH line puts the DAA on
hook while a high level takes it off
hook.

Generally speaking, thcSA5090 is
a bus-connected device ra thcr than a
port-connected element. It was spc-
cifically chosen because of a peculiar-
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Y itv of the 8255.
When first powered up, the 8255 sets
itself to all input ports. Given the
typical relay circuit configuration that
would havea noninvertingdriverand
a relay connected to each parallel port
pin, the high impedance level of an
output bit suddenly reconfigured as
an input would momentarily turn on
all the output relays. This is some-
thing unforgivable in a controller.

To alleviate that situation, Port B
is connected to simulate a bus intcr-
face to the SA5090  instead. A high
level on B7, such as happenson startup,
or a system reset, will clear all relays.
Addressing specific relays consists of
setting a 3-bit address on AO-A2 and
a relay on/off (1 or 0) level on D while
chip enable (pin 14) isbrought low. To
turn on channel 2, for example, you
would output OA hex to Port B. To
turn off channel 2 you would send 02
hex. Again, 1 put LEDsacross  therclay
coils for monitoring purposes only.

TALK TO ME!

TIM depends upon a DTMF de-
coder to understand a caller’s com-
mands and uses a voice synthesizer to
respond. The voice synthesizer I se-
lected is the RC Systems V8600  shown
in Photo 3. The V8600 is a phoncme-

An on-board V40 processor provides
the horsepower for automatic on-the-fly
conversion.

based text-to-speech synthesizer. An
on-board V40 microprocessor auto-
matically converts plain ASCII text
presented to its input pinsinto  a high-
quality male voice at the speaker out-
put. Measuring 2.75”~4.25”and oper-
ating on only 5 volts, the V8600 was
ideal for this project (I had considered
using my original Microvox, which is
also a text-to-speech unit,but  it has no
“stop talking” command other than a
hard-wired reset).

The V8600 is a stand-alone unit
that is intended to piggyback onto the
host processor. It can receive ASCII
via a serial or parallel printer port
interface. I connected the 0600 to the
serial port so the BASIC PRINT state-
ments could either be spoken or dis-
played on the console terminal.

In addition to text-to-speech, the
V8600produccs sound effects  or tones
(includingDTMF),andcanspeakwith
varied pitch and intonation. Table 2
shows these various commands. My
demonstration softwareonlyused the
default command settings so that the
PRINT statements weren’t full of
control characters. In my opinion, the
V8600 is quite intelligible for a pho-
neme synthesizer and “tweaking it”
may not be worth the effort given the
small number of callers 1 have in-
volved.
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One further note about using the
V8600:  The V8600,  unlike the Micro-
VOX (which has a hardware phoneme
chip), uses a software-generated pho-
netic synthesizer. The positive result
is, of course, lower hardware cost, but
the penalty for the designer is more
complicated interrupt-intensive soft-
ware. Even though the V8600  has an
input buffer, the voice-output DAC
has a higher interrupt priority than
either theserial or parallel input ports,
and the rate at which it accepts new
data is affected by concurrent func-
tions. Any PRINT routine should ei-
thermonitor the”data terminal ready”
line to send new charactersonly when
allowed, or incorporate delay loops to
wait for one line to be spoken before
sending another. Given the “snail’s
pace” response times of any voice
interactive system, however, neither
of these “traffic monitor” approaches
should even be noticeable.

SOFTWARE

Fortunately for me it doesn’t take
a lot of software to make TIM func-
tion. BASIC works fine. Listing 1 is a
program which demonstrates a first
pass at some of TIM’s features.

Theprogramopcrationisscquen-
tial in nature with the exception of
response to the ring indicator (RI) or
DTMF data available line (DV) which
are handled on interrupt. When an
interrupt (INTI) occurs, the program
first determines its source If it is the
ring indicator (PA7 will be high), the
program will command thcSA5090  to
set bit 8 to take the DAA off hook and
startsa45second timer. If it isa DTMF
tone (PA4 will be high) and depend-
ing upon where we are in the pro-
gram,eithera4-digitacccsscodemust
be entered or the individual tone will
be interpreted as commands which
TIM responds to. Of course, there is
another timer to keep the phone line
from being locked up forever.

Once in the command section we
can either ask for directions (01,  a list
of input status U), time (21, or analog
input measurements (3). Speech is tcr-
mina ted by pressing the # but ton (you
can immediately select another com-
mand) or terminate the call by press-

Table 2 - T h e
VBaX *s on-board
V40 allows a rela-
tivelysimple  com-
mand set to pro-
vide for complex
text-to-speech
conversion.

Command Function Range Defautt’

nB
nC
D
E
“F
J
L
M
“P
Fi
nS
“T
U
nV
nX
nY

:
n#

Punctuation Level
Character mode/delay
Phoneme mode
Enable mtonalion
Formant  frequency
Tone generator
Load exception dictionary
Disable intonation
Pitch
Clear
Speed
Text mode/delay
Enable exception dictionary
Volume
Tone
Timeout delay
Zap commands
Master reset
PCM mode
Store defaluts

o-7
o-31

o-9

o-99

o-9
o-15

o-9
O-1

o-1 5

O - 9 9

6
0

5
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5
0

5
1
0
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ing the *button. This pro-
gram is by no means all
you can expect from TIM.
All it is is my first pass at
some demonstration soft-
ware. In fact, I’m sure that
as you read this, TIM will
have considerably more
capability than what I’ve
demonstrated here. Noth-
ing is static in the Circuit
Cellar!

One consideration is
to allow TIM to initiate a
telephone call if he deter-
mines there is a problem
(of course, by that time
other systems in the Cir-
cuitCellarwillbejamming
the other three phone
lines). If I had used a com-
bination DTMF encoder/
decoderchip, this function
would have been more ob-

Photo 4-TIM’s prototype board isn’t the only crowded piece of real estate in the Clrcult Cellar! The
next  major pfc#ect  may involve sledgehammers as well as soldering irons.

vious. However, using the V8600 syn-
thesizertoproduccDTMFcodesclimi-
nates the need to do it in hardware.

IN CONCLUSION

As you’ll note from Photo 4, the
control system area behind the Circuit
Cellarisgcttingalittlecrowdcd.Soon
I’11 either have to take a sledge ham-
mer to the water softener or the air
conditioner to get more wall space. I
used to have some of the audio-video
controls on this wall too but they also
expanded at the same rate. Directly

opposite the home control system
panel is a 6-foot high 19” rack full of
security system and video controller
stuff. Believe me, I’m never moving.

1 chose the RTC52 for its small
form factor. The last time I built some-
thing like TIM it took up half the wall
by i tsclf. This version of TIM ended up
being a neat 3.5” x 3.5” 4-board  (Photo
1) stack with the V8600 next to it. Un-
fortunately, the interconnection re-
quirementsand vertical orientationof
the rest of my control system creates
another problem entirely. To facilitate
mounting an unintcrruptable power

The  XEOOO2  OAA  ts avallable from:
Xscom,  Inc.
374 Turquoise st.
Milpita+  CA 95035
{408) 945-6640

The followbg is available from:
Circuit Cellar Kits
4 Park St.
Vernon, Cl 06066
(203)  875-275  1
~JX:  (203) 872-2204

The V8400  Voice  Synthesizer ts avalt-
able from:

RC Systems, Inc.
‘-+‘-121 West Winesap  Rd.

BothelI,  WA 98012 _~ ~-

(206)  672-6909 ~-I~-  =_

l.SX?WDTMFdecoderchip.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: . . . . . . . $14.50
2. RTC52  &ASIC-52  controlerktt  . . . . t t. . . . . . , $89.00
3. BASIC-52 Programmer’s manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . S15.00
4. RTCIO-Kl  Expansion board klt w/8255 PPI  and &bit ADC . . . . . . S79BO. TIC_
5. RTCIO-K2  Expansion board kit w/8255 PPI, 8-bit  ADC. DC-to-

DC converter, and battery-backed clock/calendar , . . . , . . .
~&RGPl?OTO  Protolyping  board . . . . . . . . . . . , . , . . , . . . . .

s 1 lP.w,.,J~*
$39.UO  F” ’

Prices do not include shipping. r+-*+*i*_  ; r
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supply (I used the 12-volt-to-5-volt
DC-to-DC converter power supply
from a previous article and a battery),
the voice synthesizer, and screw ter-
minal connections for the ADC,optoi-
solated input, and relays, I had to
resort to mounting TIM in a 10” card
cage on the wall (all the LEDs are
toward the front edge of the proto-
boards for that reason).

So, where do we go from here?
TIM works fine, but one really
wouldn’t want to listen to an encyclo-
pedia being recited on a long-distance
telephone line. So there is a limit to the
ultimateusefulnessinitspresentform.

With the construction of TIM,
however, I now have a central super-
visor that is gathering lots of wonder-
ful data for me. I’ve just restricted it to
talking to me on a phone because I’m
too lazy to carry a portable computer.
So, what if I had this little box that
could take a quick data burst from
TIM directly and display.. . d+

Stare Ciarcia is an electronics engineer and
computer consultant with experience in fnoc-
ess control, digital design, and product de&
opment.

IRS
413 Very Useful
4 14 Moderately Useful
415 Not Useful
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ing the * button. This pro-
gram is by no means all
you can expect from TIM.
All it is is my first pass at
some demonstration soft-
ware. In fact, I’m sure that
as you read this, TIM will
have considerably more
capability than what I’ve
demonstrated here. Noth-
ing is static in the Circuit
Cellar!

One consideration is
to allow TIM to initiate a
telephone call if he dcter-
mines there is a problem
(of course, by that time
other systems in the Cir-
cuit Cellar will be jamming
the other three phone
lines). If I had used a com-
bination DTMF encoder/
decoder chip, this function
would have been more ob-

Photo &-TIM’s  prototype board isn’t the only crowded piece of real estate in the Circuit Cellar! The
nexf  major project may involve sledgehammers as well as soldering irons.

vious. However, using the V8600 syn-
thesizer to produce DTMFcodcsclimi-
nates the need to do it in hardware.

IN CONCLUSION

As you’ll note from Photo 4, the
control system area behind the Circui t
Cellarisgettingalittlecrowdcd.Soon
I’ll either have to take a sledge ham-
mer to the water softener or the air
conditioner to get more wall space. I
used to have some of the audio-video
controls on this wall too but they also
expanded at the same rate. Directly

opposite the home control system
panel is a b-foot  high 19” rack full of
security system and video controller
stuff. Believe me, I’m never moving.

1 chose the RTC52 for its small
form factor. The last time I built some-
thing like TIM it took up half the wall
byitsclf.ThisversionofTIM ended up
being a neat 3.5” x 3.5” 4-board (Photo
1) stack with the V8600 next to it. Un-
fortunately, the interconnection re-
quiremcntsand vertical oricntationof
the rest of my control system creates
another problem entirely. To facilitate
mounting an unintcrruptable power

The XEOU02  DAA Is available from:
Xecom, Inc.
374 Turquoise St.
Milpitas,  CA 95035
(408)  9456640

The V86OO  Voice Synthesizer is avail-
able from:

RC Systems, Inc.
121 West Winesap Rd.
Bothell,  WA 980 12
(206) 672-6909

The following is available from:
Circuit Cellar Kits
4 Park St.
Vernon, CT 06066
(203) 875-275 1
Fax: (203)  872-2204

1. SSI204  D T M F  d e c o d e r  c h i p S 14.50
2 .  R T C 5 2  B A S I C - 5 2  c o n t r o l l e r  kit. 589.00

. , $15.00
4. RTCIO-Kl Expansion board kit w/8255 PPI and b-bit ADC . , $79.00
5. RTCIO-K2 Expansion board kit w/8255 PPI, 8-bit  ADC, DC-to-

DC converter, and battery-backed clock/calendar $119.00
6. RTC-PROTO  Prototyping  board . , . $39.00

Prices do not include shipping.
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supply (I u s e d  t h e  12-volt-to-5-volt

resort to mounting TIM in a 10”
cage on the wall (all the LEDs

TIM directly and display.. . +b

Steve Ciarcia is an electronics engineer and
computer consultant with experience in proc-
ess control, digital design, and product devel-
opment.
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shades, check the security system, and
lock the front door.

Likewise, “smart” light switches
can be placed around the house that
can have any light in the house as-
signed to them. Flip a switch next to
the front doorand you could be greeted
with the outside lights plus the lights
in the living room all coming on at
once. If you would instead prefer to
have the kitchen light come on when
thatsameswitchisflipped,it’sasimple
matter of retraining the switch.

CEBusdevicescommunicatcovcr
one (or more) of several physical
media, including power line, twisted
pair, infrared, radio frequency, coax,
and (eventually) fiber optics. Routers
or bridges are used to usher messages
from one medium to the next, so you
don’t have to worry about what de-
vice is plugged in where when you
issue a command.

On the technical side, CEBus is
modeled after the ISO/OSl  seven-
layernetworkdefinition. Anumbcrof
the layers simply pass information
untouched since the functionsdcfined
for those layers either don’t apply or
are performed to some degree by a
different layer.

At the topis the Application Layer,
where CAL (Common Application
Language) is used to “program” de-
vices to give them their individual
personalities. Tables have been set up

which contain entries for all common
household devices including stereos,
telephones, thermostats, clocks, and
so on, plus common commands that
might be given to those devices, such
as volume adjust (which would
equally apply to light level and tcm-
perature level), lock or unlock, on or
off, and so forth. There is plenty of
room for the tables to be expanded as
new devices come to market.

Under the Application Layer are
the Network, Data Link, and Physical
Layers (Presentation, Session, and
Transportaren’tuscd). As you go from
the top down, each layer is respon-
sible for one lcvcl of the network com-
munication. Messages are passed be-
tween the layers using well-defined
functions and are otherwise isolated
from each other.

In general, the Network Layer is
responsible for making sure packets
arc sent up to the Application Layer in
the proper order. When they come
down from the Application Layer, the
Network Layer adds the proper rout-
ing information.

The Data Link Layer fills out the
packet before it’s sent with informa-
tion such as source address, dcstina-
tion address, overall packet type, and
a checksum for the whole thing. When
going in reverse  (a packet has been
reccivcd and is going up the ladder),
the Data Link Layer strips the same

Figure J--The  lnliared
specification uses bursts
of I/? light modulated at
100 &Hz for an effective
data rate of IO,OGU  ‘one
bits’ per second.

information, checking for packet in-
tegri ty.

The Application, Network, and
Data Link Layers were all described in
detail in my article in the June/July
1990 (#15)  issue. The CEBus commit-
tee has made a number of refinements
based on comments received during
the comment period and has rere-
leased thespec,but noneofthechanges
really impact what was presented a
year ago.

At the lowest level is the Physical
Layer. Up to this point, all the layers
have worked identically regardless of
which medium the device is connect
to. The Physical Layer is where the
actual signaling techniques come into
play and is different for each medium.
At this layer, “symbols” representing
a “1” bit, “0” bit, end of frame (EOF),
and end of packet (EOP)  are defined
in terms of “unit symbol times” KJSTs).
A “1” is one UST, a “0” is two USTs,an
EOF is three USTs, and an EOP is four
USTs. The length of one UST depends
on the medium.

Each medium specification also
defines a “superior” state and an
“inferior” state. The symbols are en-
coded by alternating between the two
states with the duration of each state
depending on the symbol being en-
coded. For example, a “01” sequence
would be encoded as a superior state
lasting two USTs  followed by an infe-
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SPECIAL CEBus Update:
SECTION More Physical
Ken Davidson Details Available

I t’s that time of the year again. Flowers are blooming, people are sunning .

themselves at the shore, and CIRCUIT CELMR  INK is publishing its home automa-
tion special section. And what would that section be without a CEBus update?
The CEBus committee has been hard at work over the last year revising prelimi-
nary specifications released for comment and putting the finishing touches on
new specs. As a result, I’d like to bring you up to date on the latest in the CEBus
arena.

I don’t plan to cover
in detail any portion of
the spec which has gone
largely unchanged since
my last articles (CIRCUIT

CELLARINK  #lOand #15).
I’d start to sound like a
broken record. Those
who may have missed
my previous articles
should look them up for
a complete background
of CEBus. However, so

Figure 1 -The  waveform used by the new power line specification sweeps from 100 &Hz to 4Go k/-/z over
a ICUmicrosecond unit  symbol time.

Ideally, any CEBus-compatible remotes clustered on the arm of your
product will be able to communicate easy chair can be replaced by a single
with any other CEBus product regard- CEBus-compatible  remote that not
less of who made them. The immedi- only controls your TV and VCR, but
ateadvantagesofsuchasystemshould can also be used to adjust the room
be obvious: The herd of hand-held IR lighting and temperature, open the

HOME AUTOMATION

as not to leave those unfamiliar with
CEBus out in the cold, I’ll give a brief
overview of just what it is before gct-
ting to the good stuff.

THE BASICS

CEBusis the Electronic industries
Association’s (EIA) standard for home
automation. It has been slowly (ever
so slowly) evolving for about the last
seven years as a result of the efforts of
a committee made up of reprcsenta-
tives from companies in the clectron-
its industry. Its intention, once com-
plete, is to allow a unified method of
communicationbetween virtually any
electronic device found in a typical
home.

. .

. . . ..v . . . .

: SUPERIOR01 ; SUPERIOROZ  i SUPERIOR01 : WPERlOROl  i SUPERIOR&’  i

Figure P-Data encoding is done by alternating between two states which dffer only  in
phase (they are 180” out of phase).
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rior state lasting one UST. If this all
sounds confusing, it will become clear
when I get to the actual medium defi-
nitions and some examples.

The CEBus committee decided
(wisely) that, rather than hold up the
entire spec for all the Physical Layer
definitions to be completed, they’d
release the spec in stages as it was
ready. The upper network layers plus
the power line Physical Layer were
released first, and a number of other
Physical Layers have been released
since. From this point on, I’m going to
concentrate on the details of those
Physical Layers.

To emphasize the same cautions
I’ve expressed in previous articles, the
details I present here are based on
preliminary specifications which still
must be finalized before they can be
used for production designs. I also
leave out a good deal of detail that,
while is boring and useless in the
context of a magazine article, is neces-
sary when designing a product that
conforms to the complete specifica-
tion. If you have any plans for design-
ing CEBus into a product, please con-
tact EIA directly to get the complete
text of the specs released so far and
suggestions for conformance.

POWER LINE

If you’ve been following CEBus
developments, you probably read
about how the power line spec used a
120-kHz carrier and ASK signaling to
achieve a paltry 1000 “one-bi t”-pcr-
second data rate (a UST of 1 ms).
Adding safeguards to prevent against
false triggering of X-10 modules
(which also use 120-kHz  signals) re-
duced the effective data throughput
even more.

Well, forget everything you‘ve
read. In last year’s article, I made a
comment that “perhaps a better
method will be suggested during the
comment period that will be enough
of an improvement to prompt the
committee to supplement or replace
the proposed method.” Fortunately,
enough complaints were lodged dur-
ing the comment period that the com-
mittee essentially threw away the
proposed method and started again

:igure  4-Twisted pair uses a signaling scheme that can be confusing at first.

from scratch. What we’ve ended up
with should assure quick acceptance
of power-line-based CEBus products
and will hopefully help stimulate its
growth in the very lucrative retrofit
market.

The new method, originally pro-
posed even before the first spec was
released, uses a form of spread spec-
trum signaling. When dealing with a
fixed-frequency carrier (e.g., 120 kHz),
thatcarricrisvcrysusceptible tonoise
since a burst of garbage that happens
to contain that particular frequency
will mask out any real information. In
the new spcc, the carrier is swept from
100 kHz to 400 kHz over a 100-1.~~  UST.
Since a broad spectrum of frequencies
is being used, a random burst of noise
is much less likely to cause errors. The
shorter UST results in a data rate of
10,OOO”one-bits”persecond  (whichis
consistent with most of the other
media).

Figure 1 shows the waveform
used.Thcswccpactuallyendsupback
down at 100 kHz by the end of the
period, as can be secnon the right side
of the waveform. The decreasing
amplitude at the higher frequencies is
intended to reduce RF noise to keep
the FCC happy.

The new spcc complicates  things
a bit by defining not just one but two
superior states: SUPERIOR01 and SU-
PERlOR02. The two are identical but
are 180” out of phase. In addition,
there is the normal INFERIOR state
which is nothing but silence. (Note
that this terminology is based on a
spcc which was virtually days away
from final rcleasc, so slightly different
wordingmaybeuscdin the final spcc.)

During the preamble period, SUPERI-
OR01 and INFERIOR are used for
encoding so that collisions can be
detected (by listening during INFE-
RIOR). Once the channel has been
seized and data starts flowing, encod-
ing is performed by alternating be-
tween SUPERIOR01 and SUPERI-
OR82 as in Figure 2.

Current plans are for Motorola to
produce the first chips to support this
scheme, with first silicon showing up
about when you read this. Tests with
working prototypes show the new
method far outperforms the older
method in terms of data integrity and
speed with an array of typical power
line noise induced on the line. Expect
to see some very impressive power-
line-based products showing up on
the market within the next year or so.

INFRARED

The first new spec to be intro-
duced after theinitial roll-outshowed
up around August ‘90 and was for IR.
Many observersexpect the hand-held
1R remote control to be the main user
interface to the house since it is al-
ready familiar to most, is easy to use,
is very portable, is inexpensive, and
can be used from virtually anywhere
in the house with receivers placed at
strategic locations. In addition, TVs
around the house can be used as dis-
play devices to offer the user feed-
back.

The signaling method for IR is
very straightforward. An IRcarrier in
the range of 850-1000 nm is modu-
lated with a lOO-kHz  subcarrier (most
hand-held remotcs these days use 40
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V PS + 250mv
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VPS -250mv

important whendealingwith
devices such as telephones,
intercoms, and even thermo-
stats and motion sensors.
These are all items which
have traditionally used a
single twisted pair to com-
municate through the house,
and they’ll likely stick to that
medium.

There really isn’t much more to it.
The spec is the thinnest so far released
simply because it’s the easiest to de-
scribe. There are of course other de-
tails related to duty cycle and trans-
mitter power, but 1 won’t get into that
here.

There are two key sec-
tions of the spec that I’ll con-
centrate on: one that defines
what the signalson the wires
look like, and the other that

defines the wire topology and connec-
tors.

kHz).  The presence of this subcarrier
represents the superior state while its
absence represents the inferior state.
The transmitted signal alternates bc-
tween the superior and inferior states,
with the length of those states rcpre-
senting the symbol being transmitted.
Like the new power line, a UST of 100
PS is used for an effective data rate of
10000 “one-bits” per second (which
probably explains why 40 kHz wasn’t
used). Figure 3 shows what the signal
looks like.

TWISTED PAIR

The next spcc to be released came
about two months later and is for
twisted pair. This one is going to be

All the CEBus media technically
have a control channel and a data
channel. On both power line and IR,
only the control channel is defined in
the first release of the specs. A data
channel for each may come at some
time in the future. With TP, though,
both control and data channels are
defined.

The TP control channel usesa  lOO-
~.ls UST for a data rate of 10000 “one-
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I DC 64 /tHz 512kHz 1 MHz

Figure 5a-TPO  consists of DCpower,  a control channel, and 14 data channels. The other
three pairs consist of 16 data channels each.

P- Channel  _):
Spacing = 32 kHz

fLn ft;n

Figure 5b-  Each data channel uses 10 &Hz  of bandwidth with I I-&Hz  guard bands on
eitheru’de.  Adjacent channelsmay be combined when greater bandwidths are needed.

bits” per second. Rather than use dis-
Crete signal levels to denote the supe-

state. A transition once per UST dc-

rior and inferior states, transitions
notes a superior state while the lack of
a transition denotes an inferior state.

betweenlevelsareused todenoteeach As with the other media, signaling

alternates between superior and infe-
rior states with the duration of each
state representing the symbol being
sent. The example in Figure 4 shows it
much better than I could ever hope to
explain it.

The transitions occur around the
average DC level on the wire pair,
which is actually the power supply
for devices that wish to draw power
from the bus. The signal level varies
between the power supply voltage,
the voltage plus 250 mV, and the volt-
age minus 250 mV. The power supply
voltage can be between 16 and 18
volts depending upon the load.

The data channels are frequency
multiplexed onto the same twisted
pair. The control channel is defined to
occupy a region in the frequency spec-
trum from DC to 64 kHz. Fourteen
data channels are then defined start-
ing at 64 kHz and progressing up to
512 kHz in 32-kHz  blocks (10 kHz of
usablebandwidthwith ll-kHzguard
bands on either side). When there is
more than one wire pair installed
(more on that in a moment), TPO con-

Hands-on
CEBus automation.
Now  in its second
edition, the

manual contains

easy-to-use

instructions,

including

,qaphics  and

d&rams.

i

An
Installer3
Guide
to CEBus
Home
Autotdi~

Uses the new CEBus’” standard!
This manual provides detailed instruction on the backbone
wiring that will interconnect the electronic home of the 90s.

For installers of all types, and for all
applications.
Emphasizes CEBus and its application for security,
entertainment, lighting, telecommunications, and energy
management. Designed for on-site use, with clear, easy-to-
use instructions, including graphics and diagrams. It reveals
“insider” information on how to wire for current and future
automation products and services.

Second edition available now.
An Installer’s Guide to CEBus Home
Automation is $149, plus shipping. To
order, call Parks Associates at (214) PARKS
490-1113, fax (214) 490-1133. AsscQ3IATES
CEB”b  19 a trademark  of tilt. Flrctronl‘lnductrles  *s,wmt>on

Reocier  sawkx  X19(
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tains the power supply, control chan-
nel, and fourteen data channels. The
other pairs contain sixteen data chan-
nels each, starting at DC and going up
to 512 kHz. Figure 5 shows how the
channels are set up.

YousaylOkHzofbandwidthisn’t
enough? The spec allows for channel
concatenation for such situations.
When two adjacent channels are
combined, you end up with the lo-
kHz normally associated with each,
plus the guard bands that would nor-
mally separate them, for a total of 42
kHz. Concatenating four adjacent
channels would result in 106 kHz of
bandwidth.

On the wiring side of things, the
specification offers a number of op-
tions; which one you use depends on
your setup and type of equipment. A
full-blown CEBus-only system con-
sists of four twisted pairs running to
each room from a central location,
resulting in a control channel and 62
IO-kHz data channels. The connector,
shown in Figure 6, is an &position RJ-
type jack.

Tel 2

TPO

n

Tel 1 TPl

A A A
+-+-+-+-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

TPO and TPl
Telephone line 1, 2

Figure 6-A single walljack can be used by
both CEBus-compatible  devices and old-
style telephones.

For those instances where you still
have conventional telephones, but
want to add CEBus twisted pair, the
spec calls for two pairs to be used for
CEBus and two pairs for use by con-
ventional telephones. The same 8-
position jack is used, with the CEBus
connections on the outer pins and the
telephone connections on the inner

pins where they would be in any
conventional installation (see Figure
7). CEBus devices with 8-pin plugs
can be attached and will use TPO and
TPI. Regular telephones with &pin
plugs will also plug into the same
jack, but will only use the inner two
(or four) wires, leaving the four outer
CEBus wires untouched.

In the last configuration, conven-
tional 6-position telephone jacks may
still be used for conventional tele-
phones, but since CEBus devices will
have8-pinplugs,  theycan’tbeplugged
into the 6-position jack (which would
be pointless anyway).

There is no requirement as to how
many pairs must be run in an installa-
tion. A single pair may be all you have
already installed and may be suffi-
cient to handle the load. Any number
of pairs up to four may be used.

COAX AND RF

There isn’t a lot to report here. The
last schedule I saw calls for both pro-
posed standards to be ready at about

WORLD’S LARGEST HOME AUTOMATION CATALOG --YOURS FREE!
Hello. My name is Barclay Brown. and ever since I was a kid. I

dreamed of having a totally automated home. Machines and
gadgets to do all of the work, leaving me to simply
enjoy life. Do you remember the cartoon show “The
Jetsons”? That’s what I wanted--the home of the
future. So it was only natural that I would get into ham
radio, electronics, computers, mechanics, and engi-
neering. And over the years, I’ve built my automated
home.

My friends saw some of my tricks and when I told
them how simple it all really was, they went out and
did some of the same things in their homes! I’d help
them, of course, and HAL was born. We believe in do-it-
yourself! You express your creativity in the design, furnishing
and decorating of your home, why not express your creativity in
the design of your own home automation system?

We bring together the very latest in home automation tech-
nology  .- you won’t find any close-outs or last year’s discontin-
ued “bargains!” This catalog is more than a catalog -- it’s your

security system that rivals the pros? Or for the X-10 experi-
menter, a direct serial interface for the lW523 with source
code software! Or an automatic indoor plant watering
system originally developed for NASA! Or a talking house
monitor that calls you if anything’s wrong! Not to mention
telephone systems, timers, even an automatic drapery
opener! We ship in stock items within 48 hours, and can
ship your order by air express for just a small additional

charge. HAL’s high volume buying means the lowest prices
to you--we guarantee the lowest price on anything we sell.

Everything we offer has a 30.day moneyback guarantee. If for
any reason you’re not satisfied with what you order, you can re-

turn it within 30 days for a refund or exchange, no questions
asked. Each product -carries  a full manufacturer’s warranty,
and we offer expert technical assistance FREE!

For your catalog, call,  write or FAX us. We look forward to
hearing from you and welcome to the HAL family!

Wishing you all the best,
complete guide to home automation, and how to use it in
your home. You’ll find diagrams instead of highly paid
models, and lots of explanation instead of expensive
photography.

So what WILL you find in the 1991 HAL Catalog? 52 pages, over 350 P.S. Don’t Wait! Our last catalog sold out before we
oroducts.  evervthina  from X-10 modules, controllers and comouter  inter- could mint  more!
faces to security syitems,  infrared entertainment controls and experimental ’
products not available anywhere else. A few of my favorites? How about a
system that lets you answer your front door from any
phone in the world? Or a complete 286-12  computer
the size of a shoebox  for under $500?  Or an 2 way c

infrared computer interface for your PC for the ultimate 5500 Hi!ahlands  Parkway - Suite 450 l Atlanta, GA 30082
in audio/video control? Or a supervised talking wireless Customer Service (484) 3196000 l FAX (484) 4382835
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the time you read this, but since most 1
of the others have come in behind
schedule (IR and TP were exceptions,
though), don’t expect to see these two
for at least a little while.

It really doesn’t matter if these
two take a bit longer, though. Coax
will likely be used mostly in new con-
struction or remodeling, so isn’t as
important in the retrofit market. I see
RFas being important in the long run, 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

,
: Jack Posi t ions

F i g u r e  7 - A  typical  Tf installa-
tion might include jacks for both
old-style telephones on/y and for

I\r’

combined CEBus/telephone : Typical Modular Connector

hookups. : Wiring. Shared TP and
; Telephone

especially-in ietrofits,  but not-right

start making products with built-in

away. Power line and IR will be the

CEBus.

big two, with twisted pair coming in
third. With these three in the bag,
manufacturers will finally be able to

Telephone (Only) Jack

BRIGHT IDEAS

So where are we with CEBus?
We’re a lot farther along than we were
a year ago, but not as far as I’d hoped.
It’s still going to take a few years bc-
fore you see CEBus built into prod-
ucts,and thecapability will likely start
at the high end and work its way
down in the product line. Just look at

MTS stereo in TVs and antilock brakes
in automobiles. I’ve been hearing
about some nifty products on the
drawing boards (none that I can talk
about, though), so I’m looking for-
ward to the next few years with a great
deal of anticipation.

As for a development that is here
today, though, Indianapolis Power
and Light Company and PSI Energy
have built what they call their “Bright

g-bit  communications modes found in the Intel 8051, Motorola 68HCll  and Zilog 2180, allow
for the development of efficient, simple and low cost embedded control networks.

NBS-10 Card - $249 Network Software - $199
l PC/XT/AT M-485/422 l Software tools for 9-bit protocol
l 9-bit network master development available
l Compatible with Intel p-LAN l Supports PC & popular
l Automatic Address Recognition micro-controllers

NBS-2 Card - $165 Cimetrics Technology
120 West State Street

l PC/XT/AT M-530/485/422 Ithaca, New York 14850
robust s&al communications (607) 273-5715

l 9-bit network master (607) 273-5712 FAX
- MasterCardiVisalCOD  accepted -

Home.” Cited as the nation’s first
CEBus demonstration home, it was
officially opened on March 20, 1991,
and will be available for six months
thereafter for “tours by the media,
consumers, companies, governmen-
tal agencies, and representatives from
academia.”

Companies supporting the proj-
ect with fully functional prototype
products include Johnson Controls,
Panasonic, Somfy Systems, Sony,
Square-D, Thomson/RCA, and Uni-
versal Electronics. The Bright Home
was introduced in conjunction with
the Ninth Annual International En-
ergy Efficient Building Association
(EEBA) Conference and Exposition
and is claimed to be so efficient that it
can be heated and cooled for $19 a
month.

Maybea trip toIndianapoliscould
be arranged soon.. . %b

Contact
Electronic Industr ies Associat ion
2001 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 457-4975

Thanks go to Tom Mock and George Hanover
of EZA  for their continued support of my efforts

to keep OUT readers informed.

IRS
416 Very Useful
417 Moderately Useful
418 Not Useful

Reader Service +127
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SPECIAL
SECTION Echelon’s Local

Operating Network
Ken Davidsoni

H ere’s one for you die-hard Circuit Cellar fans who say you’ve been
reading ‘Ciarcia’s Circuit Cellar” and CIRCUIT CELLAR INK for years: who is Eche-
lon? If you said, “They make a CP/M replacement operating system that was
used on the SB180 single-board computer Steve presented in the September
‘85 issue of BYTE,” you would have been correct about four years ago.
Echelon-the ZCPR3 people-closed up shop a few years back and passed
the operating system on to others to take care of. Not long after they did,
though, a new Echelon started making the news, but this new company had
nothing to do with CP/M computers,

IS0 Layer LONTALK Protocol
Services

Benefits

7. Application Standard Network Variable Ensures Compatibility and
Types Interoperability

6. Presentation

5. Session

Network Variables and Foreign
Frame Transmission

Request-Response Service

Facilitates Use of LONTALK for
Internetwork Gateways

Guarantees that Desired Action
has Occured

4. Transport Acknowledged and
Unacknowledged Unicast and
Multicast

Reliabilty and Efficiency

3. Network

Authentication

Common Ordering
Duplicate Detection

Addressing
Learning Routers

Network Security

Elimination of Errors Caused by
Noise and Lost Messages

Multimedia Networks, Easy
Expansion and
Reconfiouration

2. Data Link Framing
16-bit  CRC

Data Integrity

1.5 Media Access Predictive CSMA with Optional
Collision Detection and Optional
Priority

Efficient Use of the Medium.
Consistent Response Time
Under Variable Network Loads,
Immediate Network Access
when Required
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Multiple Data Rates

Low-cost Installation on
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Figure 1 - Lon Works is based on the /SO/OS/  seven-layer network mode/.
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The new Echelon was touting a
novelconceptinbuildingautomation:
the local operating network, or LON
(hence theircatchy name-EcheLON).
They were promising many of the
same ideas and features as the pro-
moters of CEBus:  a unified network-
ing system that could be embedded
into electronic devices that would let
them talk to each other via a variety of
communicationsmedia.Regardlessof
who made the device, they would all
speak the same language.

Echelon’s approach was some-
what different from EIA’s,  though-
spend enough R&D money to develop
a complete system solution in a very
short time, then spend even more
money on a slick marketing campaign
to sell it to the execs of the major
manufacturers. Once you comer the
market and everyone is licensing your
proprietary scheme, you’ll be able to
pay back the investors and finally
make some money.

I can’t say that’s a bad approach. I
might even be interpreting things in-
correctly. Only time will tell if they
can get enough big companies to jump
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on their bandwagon to make it all fly.
Instead, let me try to give you an idea
of what all this talk of LONs,  neurons,
LonTalk, and LonWorks is all about.

THE WORKS

All the elements in an Echclon-
based system are known collectively
as LonWorks. The major elements
include the LonTalk protocol, Neuron
chips, LonWorks transceivers, and a
LonBuilder developer’s workbench.
Together, a complete network can be
configured and designed into end
products.

Like CEBus, LonWorks is based
on the ISO/OSI seven-layer network
model. Figure 1 illustrates what each
of these levels is supposed to do and
some Echelon-claimed benefits of
each. These upper network layers are
known collectively as LonTalk. A
quick comparison of each of the layers
and their functions will show a great
many similarities to CEBus.

One big difference between the
two is the USC of network variables
and Standard Network VariableTypes
(SNVTs)  by LonTalk at the Applica-
tion Layer. An SNVT definition con-
sists of units, a range, and an incrc-
ment. Some examples include a vari-
able type of “temperature” consisting
of Fahrenheit units, a range of f3200,
and an increment of 0.1 degree; or
relative humidity with units of per-
cent, a range of O-100, and an incrc-
ment of l/256%. The vast majority of
applications can be specified using
SNVTs,  but user are free to define
anything they need.

Object-oriented concepts play a
Figure P--The  Neuron 3 120  implements a//  but the Physical  Layer on a sing/e chip.

I/O
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General I/O
Parallel Port
Serial Port
TimerEntr

c
*
*

c

c

big role in the interoperab\lity’of  the
network. Nodes are thought of as ob-
jects, with the network variables as
the object’s inputs and outputs. Links
between objects are made bctwccn
inputs and outputs of the same type.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

Details of how the seven layers
actually opera tcare very sketchy since
Echelon wants to sell you their chips
anddevelopmcntsystcms. At thccorc
of most LONs  is going to be one of
Echelon’s Neuron chips. The neuron

implcmcnts all the layers except the
Physical Layer, which I’ll get to in a
bit. There arc currently two nearly
identical chips available.

The Neuron 3120 is a complete
self-contained chip as shown in Fig-
urc 2. It contains three microproccs-
sors: two dedicated to LonTalk proto-
col processing and one dedicated to
the node’s application program. Also
on the chip are 11 I/O lines, a pro-
grammable16-bitcounter/timer,  1OK
ofmaskcdROM,lKofRAM,512bytes
of EEPROM, a 5-pin communications
port for talking to the Physical Layer,

-b CP.4

-b CP.3

-b CP.2

+ CP.1

+ CP.0

+ 10.10

+ 10.9

+ 10.8

-b

10.7

10.0

-b

& Clock

) Service

+ Reset

a 48-bit ID unique to the chip, and as-
sorted circuitry for doing wake up,
watchdog timing, and soon.Note that
the48-bit  chip ID translates to over 2.8
x lOI IDS,  so they’re not likely to run
out of IDS very soon. The chip comes
in a 32-pin package.

The Neuron 3150 is identical but
adds a second 16-bit  counter/timer,
another 1K of RAM (for a total of 2K),
and requires external ROM. Up to 64K
of external memory may be added
with 42K going to the node applica-
tion program. The package size in-
creases to 64 pins.
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RELAV
INTERFACE

4R-16 R E L A Y INTERFACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 89.95
Two 6 channel relay output pow are provided for
:ontrol  of u
,smg  EX-1 &?

lo 16 relays (expandable lo 126 relays
expa”s,on  cards). Each relay output port

:onnecls lo a relay card or termmal block. A vawty  of
.elays  cards and relays are stocked, call for more ~nlo.
qS-422 avaIlable (distances lo 4,000 feet). PS-6 port
&?clor  may be used to conlm  satellite AR-l 6
nleriaces. (up lo 16.364 relays)

$ 4 9 . 9 5

EX-16 EXPANSION $  5 9 . 9 5

DIGITAL

- .gr
{CONNECTS  TO RS-2321

iDC-16 (16 channel). $ 9 9 . 9 5
nput  temperature, voltage, amperage, pressure.
!nergy  usage. energy demand, light  levels. joysllck
novemenl and a wde vawtv of other twes of

,lalus  mpuls  (oplo ~solalors  sold separaiely)
‘E-8 TEMPERATURE INPUT CARD $  4 9 . 9 5
ncludes  6 solld  slate temperature sensors.
~emperalure  range IS mmus  70 lo 145 degrees F.
. FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT. .prowded wer  the

telephone by our staff. EACH ORDER INCLUDES A
FREE DISK WITH PROGRAMMING EXAMPLES IN
BASIC. C AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. A delalled
technical reference manual IS also Included.

- HIGH RELIABILITY...eng~neered  for cwtlnuws  24
hour lnduslrlal  appl~cal~ons  All IC’s socketed.

* Use with IBM and compallbles. Tandy, Apple and
most other computers wlh  RS-232 or RS-422 ports
All standard baird  rates and protocols may be used
(50 lo 19,200 baud)

- Use our 600 number lo order free mformatlon
packet. Technwl  lnformalmn (614) 464.4470

ELECTRONIC ENERGY CONTROL, INC.
360 South Flffh  Street. Su11e  604

Columbus Ohm  43215

HOME AUTOMATION
Both chips are programmed in

what is known as Neuron C; standard
ANSI C with extensions added to
support object-oriented program-
ming, network variables and SNVTs,
and some other features to make real-
time processing easier.

Both chips are being manufac-
tured by Motorola and Toshiba; the
3150 is supposed to be available in
November while the 3120 won’t be

Finally, the LonBuilder Devel-
oper’s Workbench is available to aid
in the development of LON nodes.
There are complete tools available
including an integrated development
environment, a developer’s kit that
contains a Neuron C compiler and de-
bugger, a network manager, and a
protocol analyzer. Just be sure you’re
really serious about all this before
asking any prices, though (the “starter

The LonBuilder  Developer’s Workbench is
available to aid in the development of
LON nodes. Jusf be sure you’re really
serious before asking any prices, though.

ready until the first quarter of ‘92. Mo-
torola’s part numbers are MC143120
and MC143150; Toshiba’s are the
TMPN3120 and TMPN3150.

GET PHYSICAL

At the Physical Layer, LonWorks
Transceivers are used to communi-
cate with the medium connected to
thenode. Again, asin CEBus, six media
are defined: power line, twisted pair,
infrared, radio frequency, coax, and
fiber optic. Unfortunately, the physi-
cal layer is another area where details
are hard to come by. Power line is
defined as running at 9600 bps, RF at
5 kbps (30 feet indoors, 150 feet out-
doors), and twisted pair at 78 kbps
(4500 feet with 64 nodes) or at 1.25
Mbps (1500 feet with 64 nodes). With
twisted pair, one pair is used for data
while a second pair is used for power
(when supplied to the nodes).

And that’s about it. I’ve been able
to find nothing on the other media, no
chips, and no details. “Transceiver
evaluation boards” for the three media
mentioned above are supposed to be
available, bu t you’ll need good luck or
great connections designing anything
that has to make it into production
soon. The modules also range in price
from $400 for the twisted pair module
up to $1500 for a single power line
module.

kit” consisting of a development sta-
tion, two neuron emulators, and neu-
ron C goes for $14,965!).

BOTTOM LINE

Anyone who has seen Echelon’s
slick advertising or the video of the
press conference in which the LON
was rolled out or has attended one of
their sales seminars would probably
be quick to say that the LON will soon
be used withevery piece of electronics
to enter the home, business office, and
factory. The future is here today and
the LON is ready to make it happen.

Now step back a minute.
We have a proprietary network-

ing scheme that forces you to use
specific chips if you want to stay
compatible. “But at least they have
chips,“yousay?At$lOperchip(which
is what Echelon is quoting), not to
mention the cost of the transceiver
and all the glue, you’re going to drive
the cost of a simple light switch up to
many times its current low-tech cost.
That may be fine for die-hard home
automation fans, but not for the mass
market. Industry insiders I’ve talked
with also agree that implementing the
LON won’t likely be a cheap proposi-
tion.

And yes, they have chips (soon),
but only for theupper networklayers.
Transceivers are only available in the



HOME AUTOMATION
form of evaluation modules. Like I
said before, things aren’t even close to
being ready to be put into a piece of
production equipment.

Will the LON squash the CEBus
efforts? I don’t think so. CEBus has a
good headstart on industry recogni-
tion, and the system will likely be
cheaper to implement. The CEBus
upper network layers are fairly stable,
and chips probably aren’t far off. The
Physical Layers appear to be much
more stable than Echelon’s, and chips
definitely aren’t far off. Echelon has a
jumpondevelopment tools,but much
of what they have is similar to what
AISI had forCEBus  two yearsago (too
bad AISI went belly up about a year
ago), so there’s no telling wha t may be
waiting in the wings.

CEBus is also an open standard,
so if someone wants to develop their
own chips and tools, they have all the
information necessary to do so. I would
think the guys upstairs signing the
checks would be more willing to back
an open technology than a proprie-
tary one.

Echelon also seems to be primar-
ily targeting the commercial building
market rather than home automation
people. In fact, at a recent seminar of
theirs that I attended, the lecturer was
at times making fun of and downplay-
ing home automation. He stated that
he saw the market divided into three
areas. One was bubbled-packed de-
vices you could get at Radio Shack
that would have limited functional-
ity. The next would be the do-it-
yourselfcrs. He described a typical
member of this group as part of the
“lunatic fringe” who now has a hand-
ful of X-10 devices and a computer
who “can’t get into too much trouble
withasmallnetwork.“Thethirdgroup
consists of professional installers who
know what they’re doing.

This same lecturer also contra-
dicted himself several times and told
some outright lies about CEBus in an
effort to downplay other players in
the market.

Echelon has a short list of compa-
nies already backing their technology,
including AT&T, Johnson Controls,

Leviton, and Sony. However, all of the
companies I just mentioned are also
very active on the CEBus committee,
so the big boys are keeping all their
options open, Indeed, Echelon itself
rarely misses a committee meeting.

Only time will tell who comes out
ahead in the battle of home automa-
tion technologies, but my money is
still on CEBus. +

Contact

Echelon Corp.
4015 Miranda Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(4 15) 8557400

Ken Davidson is the managing editor and a
member of the Circuit Cellar INK engineering
staff. He holds a B.S. in computer engineering
and an M.S. in computersciencefrom  Rensse-
Leer  Polytechnic Institute.
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WITH VOICE MASTER KEY@ FOR PCs/COMPATIBLES
VO/cE RECOGMT/ON  W/7%1  SPEECH RESPOh’SE

GIVE A NEW DIMENSION TO PERSONAL COMPUTING The amazing Voice
Master Key System adds voice recognition to just about any program or application.
Voice command up to 256 keyboard macros from within CAD, DTP, word processing,
spread sheet, or game programs. Fully TSR and occupies less than 64K. Instani
response time and high recognition accuracy. A real productivity enhancer!

SPEECH RECORDING SOFTWARE
Digitally record your own speech, sound,
or music to put into your own software
programs. Software provides sampling rate
variations, graphics-based editing, and
data compression utilities. Create software
sound files, voice memos, more. Send
voice mail through LANs or modem. A
superior  speech/sound development tool.

INTERACTIVE SPEECH INPUT/OUT-
PUT Tag your own digitized  speech files to

I voice recognition macros. Provides speech
* response to your spoken commands -- all

from within your application  software! Ideal
for business. presentation, education, or
entertainment programs you currently use.

Augment the system for wireless uses in robotics, factory process controls, home
automation, new products, etc. Voice Master Key System does it all!

EVERYTHING INCLUDED Vow Master Key System consists of a plug-in card,
durable lightweight microphone headset, sofhwre.  and manual. Card fits any
available slot. External ports consist of mic inputs and volume controlled output
sockets. High quality throughout. easy and fun to use.

ONLY $149.95 COMPLETE
ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 Monday-Friday 6 AM to 5 PM Pacific Time
UI%VMasterCard  phone or FAX orders accepted. No CODS.  Personal checks
subject to 3 week shipplng delay. Speafy  computer type and disk format (3 l/2”  or 5
f/4”)  when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada.
Foreign inquries  contact Covox  for C & F quotes.

30 DAYMONEYBACKGUAhXNTEE/f  NOTCOMPLETEL YSAT/.f/ED
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG.

(Dovox iNC.
675 CONGER ST. TEL: (503) 342-l 271
EUGENE, OR 97402 FAX: (503) 342-i 283

X-10 TW523
DEVELOPERS KIT!

AT LAST !! Now you can TRANSMIT & RECEIVE X-10 COM-
MANDS under control of YOUR application program. We supply you
with the I-O SOURCE CODE. Be up and running in MINUTES !!
Write your own CLIPPER/BASIC program We also have complete
application packages. Shipped within 24 hours worldwide.
Phone our BBS for complete pricing and details.

Each Kit contains: $ 7 5

* X-10 TW523 Transceiver

* Serial OR Parallel RJ-1 l/DB25 Interface

* Microsoftfl’urbo  C I-O Drivers(source)

* 6foot cable

* Technical Reference Manual

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

El BARAN-HARPERGROUP
LOS ANGELES*TORONTO

VOICE 416-294-6473 BBS 416-471-6776

ReaderServ%ce  #I39
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DEPARTMENTS
I Im pow 743

Firmware Furnace

From the Bench

H polle 90

Silicon Update

MODULE: mge5'8

?&%&I Aigorithms

ConnecTime

The Furnace Firmware
Project Concludes:
Hard Data For Home Control

The classic recipe for rabbitstew beginswith “Catch
a rabbit.” The outdoor temperature has been be-
tween -10 and +40 degrees Fahrenheit during the
last few days, the furnace has chugged along as
you’d expect, and my Furnace Firmware was busy
capturing and logging data. The rabbit is in hand.. .

During much of the last year I log voltage inputs, fixed-point math,
have presented sections of the Fur- the whole thing written in both C and
nace Firmware project, a project that assembler code. (If you did not learn
monitors my furnace performance. something new along the way, you
The  list of topics resembles a firmware ought to be doing some writing of
catalog: liquid-crystal display drivers your own!)
with ANSI cursor control, keyboard In any event, the question is
scanning, a piezo beeper driver, ana- whether the data from the furnace

Figure 1 -0ptoisolated  AC-to-logic converter for a single channel. Eight converter
circuits are combined on a single board for this project.
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/* Format and display a menu tree
/* Waits for response from keyboard
void MnuDoMenu(MENULEVEL *pMenuBase)  (
unsigned char Key:
MENULEVEL *pThisMenu;
MENUITEM *pThisItem;
BYTE ItemID;

'/
'1

LCDSelCursor(LCDCURSOFF1; /* LCD cursor off for menu */
pThisMenu  = pMenuBase; /* start at menu root */
while (NULL != pThisMenu1 I

ANSIEraseScrnO;
cputs(pThisMenu->pTitle):

/* clear the display 1:
/* display the menu

ItemID  = 1;
pThisItem = pThisMenu->Items;
while ((NULL!=pThisItem->pName)  66 (ItemIDC=MAXITEMSl) {

ANSISetCursor(ItemID+l,l);
ConShowUInt(l,ItemID);
putch(':'l;
cputs(pThisItem->pNamel;
pThisItem++;
ItemID++;

1
Key = getch();
switch (Key) (
case ESC :

pThisMenu  = pThisMenu->pParent;  /* back up a level */
break:

default :
if ((Key > '0') SC (Key < (ItemIDt'D')))  {

pThisMenu=MnuDoItem(h(pThisMenu->ItemsIKey-'l'])f;
1
else putch(BELL); /* bad selection */

1

putch('\n'); /* force CR on serial '1
ANSIEraseScrnO; /* flush used stuff from screen */

1

/*____-_____-_____-_-_______________________________--------*/
/* Execute a menu selection */
WENULEVEL  *MnuDoItem(MENUITEM *pItem)  {

if (NULL != pItem->pFn)  (
(*JpItem->pFn))  (pItem->Param);

1
return pItem->pNextMenu;

1

Listing 1 b--The mu/n  program calls this roufine with a pointer to the menu tifUf8
deffned  above. The  code cfispbys  each menu and submenu, then executes the acffon
rOUtin  fOr th8 S8/8Cfedit8m.  cOnfTO/  refUmS f0 the CCJ//er  after the CJCfiOn  rOUiin8 iS finished
Or /f th8 Escape key is pressed.

wave bridge converts the AC signal to
pulsating DC, which is smoothed by
the filter capacitor. Current flows from
the capacitor through a current-limit-
ing resistor to the optoisolator’s LED
and a visible LED. Although the firm-
ware displays the active zone, I’ve
always liked having eyeball verifica-
tion for input signals. ..and the LED
draws no logic power from the RTC
system.

The zone valves use 24 VAC, but
the circulator pump and burner mo-
tor run on 120 VAC. Rather than de-
sign a line-voltage isolator, I took the
easy way out by connecting ordinary
12-VAC doorbell transformers to the
120-VAC motors. The 3.3k resistors
shown in the schematic allow enough
current at either 12 or 24 VAC to acti-
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vate the optoisolators. No 120-VAC
wires are exposed, as the transformers
mount directly on the existing electri-
cal boxes.

Despite the fact that the AC in-
puts were optically isolated and the
analog voltages were powered from
the RTC supply, there wereoccasional
glitches that scrambled the ADC; each
glitch jammed the ADC inputs at 3FF
until I turned the power off. It turned
out that the zone valve switches driv-
ing the circulator pump relay gener-
ated enough of an inductive kick to
glitch the ADC inputs. A lOO-nF  cap
across each switch eliminated the
glitches, but it took several days to
convince myself that the 24-VAC
switches were causing the problem
instead of the 120-VAC circulator!

The optoisolators produce a clean
digital signal that is read through the
RTC-IOboard’s  8255. because the bits
change relatively slowly, the program
can simply poll them several times
each second and get entirely adequate
resolution.

A MENU OF CHOICES

Although DOS prompt devotees
swear by command-line interfaces, the
fact of the matter is that menus are
better for programs you don’t use
every day. Rather than remembering
the choices and command syntax for
everything you want to do, you just
pick items from a self-explanatory
menu. For a device I hope will run for
a year at a crack with minimal inter-
vention, menus were certainly the way
to go.

Fortunately, menus are easy if you
are already using C and feel comfort-
able with pointer notation. While this
can be done in assembler, it is much,
much easier in a higher-level
language.. .honest!

Each menu item is defined as a
four-member structure as shown in
Listing la. The first member is the
item name which will appear on the
LCD. The second member is a pointer
to a function which will be executed
when this item is selected; the third
member is passed to the function as a
parameter. The final member points
to the menu that should be displayed
when this item is selected. If either
pointer isNULL (zero) the correspond-
ing action will not take place.

Menu level structures group the
items, with up to three items per level,
into a menu tree. Each level includes a
title which will occupy the top LCD
line, an array of three item structures
as defined above, and a pointer to the
previous menu level so you can back
upthroughthemenus.Thethree-item
limit arose because the LCD had only
four lines.

Most menu systems use pointers
to items in each level rather than the
items themselves. I chose the latter
strategy because the menus are short
enough that the additional level of
indirection didn’t save much space or
add much generality. If you have an



makes any sense. In this column I will POWERFUL CONNECTIONS
describe some AC power line hard-
ware, explain the new menu and data To review: my furnace has four
logging code, then present the results zone valves, each controlled by a th-
so far. There were a few interesting ermostat. The zone valve opens when
traps along the way, and paying at- the corresponding thermostat calls for
tention here may save you a few hours heat. A switch on each valve closes
(or days!) on your own projects. when the valve is fully open, which

#define MAXITEMS 3 /* most items in a menu*/
typedef void (MENUFN)  (unsigned Param); /* menu item function */
struct menuitem ( /* item within a menu */

char *pName; /* item name */
MENUFN *pFn; /* pointer to menu item function */
unsigned Param; /* fn param or menu item */
struct menulevel  *pNextMenu; /* pointer to next menu*/

);
typedef struct menuitem MENUITEM;
struct menulevel { /* complete menu level */

char *pTitle; /* menu name */
MENUITEM Items[MAXITEMS); /* items for this menu */
struct menulevel *pParent; /* ptr to parent of this item */

);
typedef struct menulevel MENULEVEL;

MENULEVEL MenuSetup  = {
"Set up the System",
(("Enter date/time",TmrSetClock,O,NULL)
,("Calibrate  sensors",SenSetCal,O,NULL)
INULL,NULL,O,NULL)

j,NULL
);
MENULEVEL MenuDisplay = {

"Select Displays",
{("Sensor",SenSelZone,O,NULL)
,{"Control Trace*',SenEnableTrc,O,NiJLL)
,(NULL,NULL,~,NULL)
),NULL

);
MENULEVEL MenuLogging = (

"Logging Menu",
{{"Enable/disable",LoqEnableLog,O,NULL)
,{"Set  threshold",LoqSetThresh,O,NULL)
,{NULL,NULL,O,NULL)
),NULL

);
MENULEVEL MenuMain  = (

“Main Menu"
{("Set  up the system",NULL,O,&MenuSetup)
, {"Select displays", NULL,O,&MenuDisplay)
, {"Control logging", NULL,O,&MenuLoqqinq)
),NULL

);

listing 1 a -A pair of structures define each item andspecify  the items available in each
menu display. Because the LCD has four lines of 20 characters each. the menus consist
of a single-line tit/e and up to three items. Because the C input routines dive  the serial port
in pafaallel with the keypadand LCD, the menus will work equally well from a serial terminal
with ANSI support.

FIRMWARE
FURNACE

Ed Nisley

turns on the circulator pump to move
hot water through the pipes to the
heating zones. A thermostat within
the boiler (the water never actually
boils, but that’s what the thing is called)
controls the oil burner, which runs
only when the circulator is active and
the boiler water temperature is below
the thermostat’s set point.

The Furnace Firmware code runs
on a three-board RTC system. An
RTC31 board holds the 8031 CPU, 8K
of RAM, 32K of EPROM, and the se-
rial port. A slightly modified RTC-
LCD board reads a matrix keypad and
displays data on a 4 x 20 LCD panel.
Finally, an RTC-IO board has a serial
nonvolatile RAM chip, digital I/O,
and analog inputs for temperatures at
seven locations: the return end of each
zone near the zone valve, at the boiler
outlet, near the point where the zones
branch off the main pipe, and outdoor
air temperature.

Measuring the state of the thermo-
stat switches, circulator, and burner
posed a problem. Although I could
use an RTC-OPT0 for AC-to-logic con-
version, I decided to build optoisola-
tors from my parts box because1 didn’t
want to add a fourth board to the
stack. Figure 1 shows the converter
circuitry for a single input and Photo
1 shows the perf board with eight
identical converters. The AC inputs
arrive through the edge connector and
the outputs are cabled to the RTC-IO’s
8255 input port through the ribbon
cable header.

Each channel has a bridge recti-
fier and optoisolator IC, housed in a
pair of six-pin DIPS. A single 14-pin
socket hold the ICs,  leaving the socket’s
middle two pins unused. The full-
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eight-line LCD you might want to put
the items in a standard linked list ter-
minated with a NULL pointer.

The menu handler shown in List-
ing lb displays the menu level title
and the text from each of the three
items, then waits for a keystroke. ASCII
digits 1 through 3 select the corre-
sponding menu item, while the Es-
cape character backs up to the previ-
ous menu. Any other characters beep
the piezo  speaker and are discarded.
Because the keypad and serial port are
connected “in parallel” the keystrokes
can come from either source.

Each item has both function
pointer and a menu pointer so that
selecting an item can execute the func-
tion and proceed to another menu.
While the current code doesn’t use
this feature, it can come in handy for
some applications. The MnuDo  I t em
function shows how this works.

Photos 2 and 3 show the normal
display and the “Main Menu” in ac-
tion.

DATA RECORDING

The Furnace Firmware project is
intended to be a free-standing unit
that processes raw data into totals for
later examination. But it always helps
to review the raw data before decid-
ing how to process it; often you will
see unexpected events that your ini-
tial code just wouldn’t handle cor-
rectly.

An RTC31 system has very little
space for data, so I decided to send a
line of ASCII text to the serial port
whenever an “interesting” event took
place; a standard PC communications
program could then capture the data
to disk for later analysis. Although a
binary format would be somewhat
faster, readable text required no tricky

Photo 1 -Eight AC-to-logic converfers are
buiff  on u sing/e perf board for the Furnace
project.

programming on either end of the RS-
232 wire.

For starters, I defined “interest-
ing” as a change in any bit input or a
temperature change over 2 degrees.
Figure 2 shows the results of a few
minutes of monitoring; a 24-hour trace
during the heating season pretty much
fills up a 360K diskette.

The A/D converter glitch I de-
scribed earlier appeared quickly. It
was obvious that the glitch occurred
when the circulator went off, but it
took some sleuthing and experiment-
ing to find the culprit. A more clever
data reduction scheme would have
suppressed the evidence by quietly-
throwing out the “obviouslybad” data
points.

Poring over page after page of
numbers, however, is not a good way
to spot trends, so (after sanity check-
ing the results) I loaded the data into
an Excel spreadsheet to get some
graphs. One look at Figure 3 and I

Utilities - Marl  disks archived for 600K
per disk!

U Vaccn?lAntl  Virus (UTll)  Protect your
system lrom wusas!

of Flowcharfmg (MS.17)  ProgrammIng.
Organlzakon  Electrrxw  etc. Great1-,

U Unorotect Patches IUT191 Unorotect  for

U LA12 Smart Dlsassembkr,  Sman Lab&g. U (ASEM7) 7 PACKED dtshs  BIOS Roul~nes,
Dlsassembk  to d&k. screen, or pnnter. Crwal  error, Communlcatnx  6067

U UT30 Programmers Ref.  disk. Huge macros, over 220 utlkkes wth  lull source,
amounts of valuable Ref. material. and much, much more!l-  $20

u UT31 TSR Tutonal Complete Tut. w/Source Ll lASEMlZI  12 PACKED disks 17.5 meal, all
Code examoles  8 more!

m&f  01  the popular‘gamei.
u Unprotecl  Patches (UT201 lfnprotect  many

great business packages’
Lf ArchweiUnarc  (UT12)  Store twe as much

mlormatmn  on a dIskI

Hot  New Shareware
U 4 DOS (UT32) VASTLY Improved  DOS

COMMAND COM replacement (A MUST
HAVE!J

ihe at&plus huge macro kdrav.  co~pleta
e&or  wlsouice.  TSR “til~kes,  VGA rouknes,
over 350 utilltles  - $30

U (2) Disk Dtagnostlcs (UT22AfT23) Test your
drives and complete system.

U BLACKBEARD (WPO9)  Commewl  quakty
prooramme<s edItor. Loaded1

Languages
Ll 2 McdulaZ  (LM07ILMO6)  Full Develop

Enwonment,  Full JBW
u (2) A6yD66  (LA02ILA03) Macro Assemi

Sym Debugger TopRated’

0 ~tid(UT44)Wribyawmvn
mnpibr.Fu!C6TurPassaro.

U (2) TurboC Tutorial (LCO41LCO5) Learn
Turbo C. 2 01sks Full of extenwe  lessons
and over 60 sample programs.

Ll (2) Wmdow Boss (LCO7)  Windows, Pull
Down 8 Pop Up Menus. Dafa  Enfry  etc
Supports Turbo C. Microsoft 8 others.

U LCi5  Desmet-C-Comp~kr  Comp. Full C-
Compiler.  Lmker Assembler complete C
laog.

U LB06 Integrated Basic CamplIer. Full
enwronmenl.  &II. complk, debug and run
all wthm  Ihe enwronment.  Much kke
QuIckBaslcTM!

u WP13 MulIt-Ed+Edttor  Awesome Pro-
grammars Edltor Rag&r  for manual
documenting  extensive  Macro Language-
THE BEST!!

ReaderService  X133

Lf C++  Extension (LC16/LC17 P-Disks)  -
Prowdes COP for M~crasoft’~  or TurboTH
Entry etc Great documentakon.  THE
BEST ON THE MARKET’

U EZ-CASE (GROB)  Computer A!ded
Software Eoglneenngl  Very Good!

U BIOS/DOS Relerence  (UT42) Gobs al mfo
on mysterious  mternals 01

caplure  

developme~~l~brary

cxLutwy(Lc1&l.c1ez-naks)375
Fuvxkbvilalwdow.EMmaurffk
lbb,Hdpsymls,~Mowe,&.

0 C++  Tti (LC2l/LC27  2 disks) Very
canQlde.14chpadb~mrxmlpb
proorMu.

Language Sets
Each disk m these sets IS compreseefi  wth
over 700K 01 utllitles,  toolklls,  kbrafies,

U (TPAS7)  7 PACKED disks (4.5 Meg)  lor
TurLx  Pascal”. Huge funckon Ilbrary. EGA
routmes, Mandelbrots,  Mouse suppott,
BTREE ktles, Wmdows. Modem. More- $20

u (TPA512)  12 PACKED dtsks (7.5 meg). all of
the above plus, Menu builder. Cross Rel..
Multitasking routmes, OOP utilities  16%  of
the files. Much more- $30

0 (Ctt  LIB) For Turbo Ct+  5 PACKED disks
(>3 megl) Commumcakons,  Class Llbranes.
Mouse a Wmdows Toolkits.  Graphtcs 8
Sprite L!b.- More - $15

U (DBASE) 7 PACKED disks (4.5 meg)  lor
dBASE Ill/IV (and clones) FIX  damaged
Lks, point B shoot menusimenu  bars,
dozens of appllcakons Much more - $20

0 (BASIC) 5 PACKED disks (3 meg)  lor
OuckBASIC?“.  Huge kbrary  (123 funaons)
bouncemenus. BASIC to QB converter.
BTREE Lies.  Much, much morel-$15

U (PROLO) 5 PACKED dtsks (3 meg) for
Turbo  ProfagTu  - $15

U (UTILS) 7 PACKED dlshs (4.5 meg)  Scores
of the best utilikes around - 920

U (WPS) 7 PACKEDdtsks  (4.5.meg) Macros,
Utilities,  Menus B Fonts. HUGE1  - $202 --graphics B wmdowlng suppofl.  etc.  All InCludb

necessary documentalton  and most m&de $3.50 per disk. 10 or more, $3.00  per
source code’ disk. 3.6” formal, add $1 .OO  per disk.
0 (CUBl2)12PACKEDdieks(7.5meg).A 126 Atari ST disks, as low as $1.64 per

hugeBohutuiallibr~nPmnpnasion~_,_‘Edhx.w~  disk.  FAEE64PG.CATALOG

tunfibwnore%I.

0 PuB25)~peduwl~*(1~1)~d
Computer So1utionslN.W.

CUEl12+Mldabbaseyrw/ewce,d
PO. Box 446, Benzonia,  MI 46616

w/swrw.375funcliml6more.s5s.
Info:+61 6/325-2640

klC Fax: l-6161325-2505 yira
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Photo 2-The Furnace Firmware Project’s
normal dspla y.

Photo 3-The menu system for the project
was designed with the limitations of the
LCD (e.g., only four lines ofdisplay) in mind.

think you’ll agree a graphic is worth a
thousand characters.

The six lower traces in Figure 3
show the six input bits; the Water
Heater zone was inactive during this
whole recording. The Downstairs
thermostat closed at about 2:13 A M

and the Circulator and Burner turned
on simultaneously one minute later
when the zone valve closed.

The top six traces record zone,
boiler, and zone branch temperatures.
Although theWaterHeaterzonenever
went on, the temperature shows the
effect of the other three zones passing
hot water within inches of that LM35
sensor, heating the water just behind
the zone valve. Notice that when a
zone valve opens, the temperature
dropsdramaticallyasthecooler”room
temperature” water flows past the
sensor.

One of the assumptions I made
when starting this project was that I
could measure the flow rate of each
zone by noting the elapsed time be-
tween corresponding temperatures at
two different locations. The boiler and
zone branch temperatures (top two
traces) illustrate how this works in
practice, as those two sensors are
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spectively, so the flow rates are about
2.0 and 1.6 GPM, respectively.

Obviously, 2.0 plus 1.6 does not
equal 12, even using New Math! The
reason is instructive and gives a good
example of why you should not take
“obvious” data at face value.

GETTING REAL DATA

Recall that the program sent an
output record whenever the tempera-
ture changed by more than two de-
grees. This means that the tempera-
ture could rise by 1.9 degrees after
producing a record, then fall 3.99
degrees without producing another
record. The two points on either side
of the 2:31 AM peak are nearly three

separated by 25 feet of l-inch diame-
ter copper pipe.

When both the downstairs and
upstairs zonesareactive, the tempera-
ture peak occurring when the burner
shut off at 2:31 took five seconds to
pass from the boiler to the branch
sensor. There is almost exactly one
gallon of water in that length of pipe,
so the corresponding flow rates is
about 12 GPM (gallons per minute).

The flow length of each zone can
be derived in a similar manner; the
2:31 zone branch peak occurred 72
seconds later in the upstairs zone and
107 seconds later downstairs. I meas-
ured 104 and 121 feet of 3/4” pipe, re-

minutes apart; it should be evident
that the result of subtracting two such
times won’t have good resolution.

This is known as the “small differ-
ences of large values” error. Put dif-
ferently, you do not weigh a grain of
rice by weighing a truckload of rice,
throwing out one grain, and reweigh-
ing the truck.

After eyeballing another pile of
records, I modified the code to record
each active zone along with the boiler
outlet and zone branch temperatures
at uniform timeintervals. Even though
I omitted the zone name to reduce the
torrent of data, a trace still fills a disk-
ette in a few hours.



Figure 4 shows the results from
the downstairs zone. Figure 5 is the
same data with the branch and zone
curves offset to align them with the
boiler outlet. Ignoring the “startup”
transients, the match is quite good
with the downstairs zone offset by 80
seconds and the zone branch by 20
seconds.

.The downstairs zone holds about
3.7 gallons of water, so the flow rate is
about 2.7 gallons per minute. The zone
branch section holds one gallon, so
the flow rate there works out to 3.0
GPM. Given the inaccuracies in meas-
uring the zone‘s overall length, agree-
ment within 10% is reasonable.

The temperature drop from the
zone branch to the zone return is 6.1
degreesafter it reaches the peak. Com-
bining that with the flow rate, the heat
delivery into the zone is given by the
formula I described in Issue 15:

808 04:24:14 01123791 ON Downstairs
TO6 04:24:27 01123l91 141.3 0281 h Zone branch
202 04:24:48 01123/91 136.1 02ABh Valve=OFF  Office
ZOl 04:25:12 01/23/91 095.7 027Dh Valve=OFF  Water Heater
840 04:25:13 01123/91 ON Circulator
204 04:25:15 01123l91 113.2 0291 h Valve=ON  Downstairs
204 04:25:18 01122J91 110.6 026Eh Valve=ON  Downstairs
TO5 04:25:16 01123/91 147.3 02B6h Boiler outlet
204 04:25:22 01/23/91 106.0 026Bh Valve=ON  Downstairs

<< many records omitted! >>

204 04:26:39 01/23/91 126.2
204 04:26:43 01123791 120.9
B60 04:26:43  01123J91  O N  B u r n e r
204 04:26:46 01123/91 131.5
204 04:26:56 01123/91 134.1

02AOh
02A3h

02A6h
02A9h

Valve=ON  Downstairs
Valve=ON  Downstairs

Valve=ON  Downstairs
Valve=ON  Downstairs

<< many records omitted >>

203 05:02:23 01123/91 113.1
TO5 05:02:38 01123791 158.0
201 05:02:38 01/23/91 096.2
BO6 05:02:41 01123/91 OFF Downstairs
TO6 05:02:50 01/23/91 157.1
204 05:02:53 01/23/91 150.1
202 05:03:26 01/23/91 154.5
204 05:03:48 01123l91 147.5
802 05:04:09 01/23/91 OFF Office
204 05:04:43 01123/91 144.0
TO5 05:04:44  o1123i91  1 5 5 . 4
TO6 05:04:44 0112391 154.5
840 05:05:09 01/23/91 OFF Circulator

0291h
02C4h
0280h

02C3h
02BBh
02COh
02Bt3h

02B5h
02Cl h
OXOh

Valve=OFF Upstairs
Boiler outlet
Valve=OFF  Water Heater

Zone branch
Valve=OFF  Downstairs
Valve=ON  Office
Valve=OFF  Downstairs

Valve=OFF Downstairs
Boiler outlet
Zone branch

A flow rate  of 2.7 GpM is ().@)fj Figure 2--The  first column identifies the line as a Bit, Temperature. or Zone record. lhe

cubic feet/second, water‘s density is timestamp is captured when the event occurs because there maybe a delay before the

62.4, and the specific heat is a nice,
recordis formatted foroutputon theserialport. Therawhexvalue foreachzone  and Tem-

round 1.0; the result is 2.3 BTU/sec-
perature record proved useful  while debugging the ADC input conversion routines.

1 5 0  J-

100 1

Boiler Outlet

Zone Branch

Office Zone
Downstairs Zone

Upstairs Zone

Water Heater Zone

,  D o w n s t a i r s

Upstairs

I 1 I 1 Office

Water Heater

0  ,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,/,,//,/,,,/,/~,,/,,,,/,~/,,/,,,,,~/,,//,/,,/,,/, I

l/23/91 2:oo l/23/91 2:lO l /23/91 2:20 l/23/91 2~30 l/23/91 2140 l/23/91 2150 l/23/91 3:oo l/23/91 3:lO

r:-..__  . I _-a:_  _ IL _ __ -,-I-  * ‘. , , .WJW? ~-~.uuarr~g  me raw aura  rrom me logger InTo a spreaasneet snows oDv10us  Trends In temperature.
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03:05 03:io 03:15 03:20 03:25

Boiler
----__  Branch

- Downstairs Zone

4 0 .  .,,. I ,,,,I, ,, ,,,, ; ,,,,(,;

03:05:00  03:10:00  03: 15:oo 03:20:00 03:25:00  03:30:00

Figure 4--The  plotted temperature data
from the downstairs zone. Excel (PS/2 ver-
sion) was used to generate the graphs for
this article.

ond or, in more common terms, 8,000
BTU/hourdelivered to thedownstairs
zone.

The sanity check for this is to
measure the total amount of oil used
and see how closely it matches the
delivered BTUs.  Rather than install an
oil flow meter (please!), I’11 do it the
same way you compute gas mileage:
measure the BTUs  between fill ups.
More likely than not some adjustments
will be needed.. .

There is one puzzlement in Fig-
ures 4 and 5: the temperature drop
from the boiler outlet to the zone
branchis5.3 degrees. Because themass
flow rate is the same through the en-
tire zone pipe, it seems that nearly as
much heat is going into the basement
as the upstairs. Frankly, I find this

Figure 5-The same data as in Figure 3
has been reploffed  with  the branch and
zone curves offset to align them with the
boiler outlet.

n Programs
. PAL, EPLD, CAL, PEEL, FPL (up to 66 pin PLCC).
l E(E) PROM, FLASH EPROM up to 4 Mbits (40 pins).
l Microcontroller, Bipolar PROM.

n Tests TTUCMOS  Logic, D/S Memory Device.

n High Speed parallel interface card to PCIXTIAT366.
n Pull-down Menu driven, Library Operating software.
n Fast device update on user’s request.
n 40-pin GOLD ZIF Socket.

n Llfetlmo  Free Updates (BBS).
n User Device Library Generator (optional).
n Includes S/W, Cable, interface card, and 1 year warranty.

764 SAN ALES0 AVE.
SUNNYVALE, CA 94066

COD, VISA, MC, AMEX, CALL l-800-541-1975
TEL: (406) 745-7974
FAX: (406) 745-1401

Recder sewice tn I

The BCC52 Computer/Controller is Micromr.r’s
lottest selling stand-alone single-board microcom-
ruter. Its  cost-eflective  architecture needs only a
rower supply and terminal to become a complete de-
~elwment or end-use svstem.  oroorammable  in
BASIC  or machine Ian&age.  The &XX  uses

Micromint’s &X52-BASK:  CMOS microprocessor
which contains a ROM-resident 8K-  byte lloating-
point BASIC-52 interpreter.

The BCC52 contains sockets for 4 to 48K
bytes of RAM/EPROM, an “intelligent” 2764128
EPROM programmer, three parallel ports, a serial
terminal port with auto baud rate selection, a serial
printer port, and is bus-compatible with the full line of
BCCbus  expansion boards, BASIC-52’s full floating-point BASK:  is fast and efficient
enough for the most complicated tasks, while its cost-effective design albws it to be
considered for many new areas of implementation.
and end-use applicatbns.

It can be used both for devebpment

PBlOCS5SOR InpurlOurpur
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hard to believe, as 50 feet of radiator
should be far more efficient at losing
heat than 25 feet of pipe, so I’m going
to try some insulation experiments
and see what the truth is.

Actually, the heat in the basement
isn’t going to waste because I spend a
lot of time down there playing with
my toys. Were it not for the heat from
that pipe (and the furnace, of course)
I’d probably have to install a radiator.
Imagine what sort of project that could
turn into!

RELEASE NOTES

The Furnace Firmware project is
essentiallycompletewiththiscolumn,
so it’s time for the final wrap-up.. .

After modifying the analog input
code to use the lo-bit SDAOSlO  ana-
log-to-digital converter, I changed the
fixed-pointmathroutinesto workwith
three-byte values. The new format
allows a dynamic range of f32K with
a fraction resolution of l/256 (about
0.4%),  which should be enough for
most applications. As it turned out (I

should have expected this!), the addi-
tional dynamic range was essential
for scaling the raw input to degrees
Fahrenheit. [Editor’s Note: Soffware
for this article  is availablefrom the Circuit
CellarBBSandonSoffwareOnDisk#21.
See page 106 for downloading and order-
ing information.]

The sensor scaling and display
rOUtineSareinSENSORS  .cXl,thecode
to produce the output records is in
LOGGING. ~5 1, and the menu drivers
are in MENUS. C51. ANALOG .A51
changed to handle the IO-bit ADC
routines, as did the code in
F IXMATH . A5 1 for the  new fixed-point
format.

The real-time clock on the RTC-
IO board now produces an INTO inter-
rupt once per second to resynchronize
the 5-millisecond timer based on the
8031’s Timer 0. Without this synchro-
nization the two timers will drift
slowly apart because of differences
between the “one-second” rates pro-
duced by the 8031’s  11.0592-MHz
crystal and the MSM6242’s  32.768-kHz
crys ta l .  The  new code  i s  in

TIMERA. ~5 1 and the interrupt vec-
tOriSinLOGGER.C51.

Although I will continue to
twiddle the code for my own use, I
don’t plan to update the public ver-
sions any further, simply because the
code is becoming so specialized that it
doesn’t warrant column space here. If
you need more information, contact
me through the Circuit Cellar BBS and
I’ll be glad to give you further advice
and counsel.

And if you use any of this code in
your projects, please drop me a note!
Several readers tell me that bits and
pieces of Furnace Firmware will soon
show up in some fascinating applica-
tions.. . what do you have cooking? +

Ed Nisley is a Registered Professional Engi-
need and a member of the Circuit Cellar INK
engineering staff. He specializes in finding in-
novative solutions to demanding and unusual
technical problems.

IRS
422 Very Useful
423 Moderately Useful
424 Not Useful

PCF-1 l New Multi-Megabyte Disk Emulator
l For diskless systems, solid-state reliability and speed

l Flash File System or battery-backed SRAM read/write
technology for ISA bus operating under MS DOS.’

l Up to seven 1 MB Flash or SRAM SlMMs for up to 7MB
capacity on a 9 inch board with 0.3 watts of standby

l l/O mapped-high performance-write Flash at hard
disk speeds-95Kb/sec  and erase 4MBllO  sec. Read
and write SRAM at l/O bus speed

. Single or Dual mode-to provide Autobooting and
Flash File System or SRAM read/write

l PCF-1 with one 1 MB SIMM, $995 with one 1 MB SRAM,
$995,1 MB Flash SlMMs  $395,1 MB SRAM SIMMs,  $495

l Other ROMDISK  models provide up to 1.44MB
capacity with autobooting in EPROM, Flash and
SRAM technologies

CURTIS, INC. (+_,
2837 North Fairview Ave. *St. Paul, MN 55113 .

W/631-9512.  Fax 6121631-9608 E l
* IBM PC,  XT AT, PS/Z  and PC DOS are trademarks of IBM. MS DOS IS a trademark of Microsoft



FROM
THE
BENCH
Jeff 8achkchi

IR Communications
An Essential Link in the Chain of Control

The ability to communicate has been with ussince prehistoric man. lnsome
ways we haven’t progressed much. A cave man’s grunts could be easily
mistaken as lust, fear, or even “I’m going out for some pterodactyl eggs honey,
I’ll be right home.” When my wife says, ‘I need some <insert item here>, so I’m
going to the store. I’ll be right back,” the true meaning is not what it seems. On
the surface, what looks like a simple act of replenishment, is actually cleverly
worded secret code. Having broken the code, I now know this means, ‘I don’t
really need any <insert item here>, but it’s a good excuse to go shopping.
Don’t expect me home any time soon!”

o-
oQ0u Serial  P o r t

:O
81200 Baud

o”
13 25

IR o u t

:
“I

: 74LS123
R/C CE

+5zB
I^rr

Figure 1 -Two-way serial communications between computers using IR is possible using readily available components.
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Talking with kids is not much different. For instance, (along with sen o the master PC in the
if I ask, “Is your room clean?” “Yes!” comes a quick reply.
It actually means, “I just cleaned it last month, however, comeaprobl
now you’d need a bulldozer just to get to the other side.”
Am I one who should complain? Probably not. I’ve said It’s like mounti our TV remote control 0
more than once, “Sorry, I’m not hungry tonight.” When I
should have said,“1 gorged myself on pizza today for

having to get u

lunch, ‘cause I knew you were making meat loaf tonight.” communicate over
Wl.at would happen if our household appliances fully

functioned on interpretation of our commands, a fuzzy work
logic, instead of merely black or white. We might wake up device.
to only cold water from the shower because it heard us
mumble something about how hard it was waking up in
the morning, or have the television replace CNN with
Mister Rogers just because we remarked on the amount of held IR remotes mod
violence on TV.

HOME AUTOMATION, NOT ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

I am intrigued with the idea of machines being trained
versus programmed, but at this stage I’m satisfied with
remote sensing and control of my castle by command. I’ll
leave the AI alone for now.

e “Ciurciu’s  Circuit

uitry. On the transmit
e with an LM555 timer.

It’s been about a year since I first wrote about my ho
control system plans. At that time I was just startin
addition to my home. Now, nearly a year later, the ca
ters haven’t left yet! At least there is some good news:
thebuilders were here throughout most of 1990, I can
them as dependents on this year’s federal

I originally planned on having some
output device in each room. These would a

hat method should be
communication hard-

ort, it is my logical choice.
ow to handle bidirectional

same transmission medium. This
due to the nature of I/O networks. The
which does the actual sensing and con-

a slave to the I/O network. Listening
its IR ears in every room, the PC slave
d. Meanwhile the portable IR master (the
evice) is activated, asking for main menu

information. The PC slave sends a menu screen back and
awaits further instructions. Using menu screens you ac-
quire data on the house’s systems as well as control lights,
heat, appliances, or let the cat out!

The drawbacks of the IR system include line-of-sight
communications between transmitter/receiver pairs, and
interference from other IR transmitting devices. The first
problem can be minimized by proper placement of the IR
transmitter/receiver on the wall to cover the widest area.
The second is a matter of tossing out illegal data.

To prevent self-induced collision or reception, each
transmitter/receiver is controlled by a flip-flop arrange-
ment of one-shots. Refer to Figure 1 for the RS-232-to-IR
communication adapter, keeping in mind that it takes two
of these guys for a minimum link. Both one-shots are
adjusted for a minimum time of one data word length. The
*Q outputs of each disable the other one-shot from firing,
thus preventing transmission during reception,and recep-
tion during transmission. If *RTS/*CTS is necessary, *CTS
is held inactive (high) during reception preventing the
UART from even sending out a character.

The final form of the hand-held I/O device will not
need RS-232 conversion. But for now, the converters make
it easy to test drive the link using any portable. Who
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“I mustadmitthat I originally acquired youremulatorforfieldservice
work, but it may well replace my very expensive bench emulator for
development work as well.”

27256 EPROM EMULATOR
Emulates 2764,27128, & 27256

Plugs into target EPROM socket and connects
to PC parallel port via telephone cable

Accepts 8W32K  SRAM or non-volatile SRAM

Loads Intel Hex, Motorola S, hex, and binary

Reset outputs restart target after downloading

Downloads 32K in 2 seconds (12 MHz PC AT)

Includes all necessary software and cables!

$139 $149 $179
(without RAM) (with 32K SRAM) (with 32K NV SRAM)

27010 EPROM EMULATOR
Can be Daisy-Chained to Support 16 and 32-bit  Systems

--

Emulates 2764, 27128, 27256,
27512, and 27010 EPROMs.

Plugs into target EPROM socket
and connects to PC parallel port via
telephone cable.

Reset outputs restart target sytem.

Accepts BW32W128K  SRAM or non-volatile SRAM

Includes all necessary software and cables!

$239
(without RAM) (with 128K SRAM) (with 128K NV SRAM)

knows, a sufficiently small laptop might make the design
of a special I/Ode&e  unnecessary. Until I’ve spent a good
deal of time on the menu software, I won’t know how small
of a display I can use or how few keys I can get away with.

Photo 1 --The bottom trace shows how long it takes for the Sharp
IR receiver to lock onto the incoming signal shown on top.

DATA RATES

The top trace in Photo 1 is the 40-kHz  carrier gated on
and off with a 1-ms square wave. The scope is synced to the
falling edge of the gate (start of a burst). The lower trace
indicates the length of time the Sharp IR receiver/de-
modulator needs to lock on to the presence of the 40-kHz
carrier. This is equal to about 6 cycles or 150 p.s.  To be safe,
I figure the actual bit width of a “1” in a serial bit stream
should be not less than three-fourths of the bit time for any
particular baud rate. Take 2400 baud for example. Each bit
time is430 ps. If the receiver takes 150~s  to recognize a “1,”
then the actual received “1” bit time would be (415 - 150)
or 265 ps. This time is about 64%, less than the three fourths
I’m using as a minimum bit time, so it won’t be quite
adequate. The next slower rate, 1200 baud, will work. In
this case, 860 - 150 = 710 p.s or about 82% of the bit time.

To simplify the software, I make the assumption that
devices will not speak at the same time. In fact, I tie the

Photo 2--The  one-shot output (bottom trace) shows how the
timeout is keyed to the last ‘one’ bit sent on the top trace
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Photo %-When  the last “one” bit comes late in the transmission.
the timeout extends well beyond the end of the character.

transmit and receive hardware such that one is held dis-
abled while the other is active. One-shots are used to
maintain control independent of the bit patterns. To do
this, the one-shots are adjusted for a minimum timeout of
one character time. They are triggered (and retriggered) on
each falling “1” bit edge. The “null” character has only a
start bit (the remaining eight bits are all “0”s.)  It will
timeout immediately after the character time, while other
characters will retrigger the one-shot, at each “0” to “1”
transition, extending the time out longer than one charac-
ter time. Photos 2 and 3 show how the one-shot timeouts
are affected by different characters. With this method, the

confusion of transmitted characters echoing back to the
receiver is avoided. However, a response which begins in
less than one character time could be missed or garbled if
the receiver’s one-shot timeout has not occurred, releasing
the disable to the transmitter.

CEBUS COMPATIBILITY

IR communication will be part of the CEBus  standard.
Unfortunately, it will makeboat  anchors out of all present
40-kHz  IR remote devices. The new standard will use 100
kHz. (Don’t miss Ken Davidson’s update on the CEBus
standard in this issue for more information.) When this
technology hits, and all the right pieces are available, I’m
sure my home will evolve right along with it. For now, I’ll
be satisfied with the present technology. Sure, there will
be better and faster ways of doing things. That’s part of the
excitement. The excitement many overlook is that of making
good use out of what we have available today. +

Jeff Bachiochi (pronounced “BAH-key-AH-key”) is an electrical engi-
neer on the Circuit Cellar INK engineering staff. His backgrcund
includes product design and manufacturing.

IRS
425 Very Useful
426 Moderately Useful
427 Not Useful

8 ZIF Sockets for  Fast Gang
Proarammma  and Easv

*Completely stand-alone 01 PC-driven
-Programs E(E)PROMs
* 1 Megabit of DRAM
- User  owadable to 32 Megabit
.  Y 6” ZIF Sockets RS-232

Pa;allel  In and Ooi ’
.32K  internal Flash EEPROM for eas/

fllmware  upgrades
- lluick  Pulse Algoritkm I27256

in 5 set, 1 Megabit in 17 rec.)
* 2 year warranty
. Made I” the U S A
.Technlcal  support by phone
-Complete manual and schematic
-Single Socket Pmerammer  also

available. $550.00
*Split  and Shuffle 16 & 32 bit
- 100 User Definable Macros, 10 User

Definable Conflgurabons
. lntelllgent  ldentifler
-61nary  Intel Hex. and Motorola S
- 2716 to 4 Meg&t

New lntelbgent  Averaging Algorithm  Programs 64A in 10 set 256 in 1 rmn 1 Meg (27010, 011)
I” 2 ml”  45 set 2 Meg (27C2001)  I” 5 ml”  internal card wdh external 40 p,n ZIF

*Reads. Verifies. and programs 2716, 32, 32A. 2 n. Cable 40 pin ZIF

64.64A. 128. 128A256.512.513.010.011.301.
27C2001. MCM 68764,2532,4  Megabits

- AUtomatically sets  programming voltage
. Load and save  buffer to disk
- 61nary Intel Hex. and Motorola S formats
*No  lerrooality  modules required
* 1 Year warranty
* 10 days money back guarantee
. Adapters avaIlable for 8748. 49. 51, 751, 52,

55. TMS 7742 27210,57C1024.  and memory
cards

. Made ,n U S A EMPDEMO.EXE available BBS (916) 972-8042

NEEDHAM’S ELECTRONICS Cd tar  more lnformatlon
4539 Orange Grove Ave *Sacramento, CA 95841 (916) 924-8037
(Monday~FrIday  8 am-5 pm PSI, C.O.D. @@- FAX,916)972-9960

Reodersws.33  #I91

P-C-B ARTWORK MADE EASY I
Create and Revise PCB’s  in a Flash

* HERC, CGA, EGA, VGA, SUPER-VGA
* HELP SCREENS
*ADVANCED FEATURES
* EXTREMELY USER FRIENDLY
*AUTO GROUND PLANES
* DOT- MATRIX, LASER and PLOTTER ART
*CREATE YOUR OWN FILMS with 1XART
* LIBRARIES
* DOWNLOAD DEMOS from 24 hr. BBS!

REQUIREMENTS: IBM PC or Compatible, 384K RAM

DOS 3.0or later. IBM compatible printers.

PCBoards - layout program 99.00
(PCBoards  HP or HI PEN PLOlTER  DRIVER 49.00)

PCROLlte - auto-router 99.00
SuperCAD - schematic pgm. 99.00
Demo Pkg. - ( includes all 3 programs) 10.00

Call or write for more information

PCBoards
2110 14th Ave. South, Birmingham, AL 35205

l-800-473-PCBS/  (205)933-l 122
BBS / FAX (205) 933-2954

xlersetie  XlW
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SILICON
UPDATE
Tom Cffnfrell

The MC68HC16
Stretching 8 Bits To The Limit

I started in Silicon Valley in the late ’70s as a micro- HUMBLE BEGINNINGS
processor marketer at Intel. At the time, the micro wars,
versus chief competitor Motorola, were just heating up
with simultaneous battles for eight-bit sockets (8080/85

Many will remember the venerable MC6800 intro-

vs. 6800/02/09)  and 16-bit  share of mind (8086/88  vs. 68k).
duced in the mid-‘70s. In particular, the programmer’s

Having learned to pitch everything from the 8080A to
model is incredibly simple, consisting of two 8-bit accu-

the’286,  I was trained that complexity, for want of a better
mulators, 16-bit  index register, stack pointer and PC, and

word, is good. Isn’t the need for an XTHL instruction self-
6 bits of condition code. The only way it could be simpler
is to have one accumulator instead of two (which is just the

apparent? (Actually, it was
the last 8080 instruction de-
fined before the hardware
designer exclaimed “no
more.“) Of course, 64K seg-
ments make sense. PCs re-
ally need  four-level protec-
tion-but don’t worry, the
MMU descriptor scheme
isn’t that complicated.. .

Since then, thanks to
techno-retro-backlash and/
orfewerbraincells,I’vecome
to appreciate the merits of
simplicity. Today though, it
seems like it’s time to pull
out the old habits because
ever-increasing LSI density
seems destined to lead to
more complexity-after all,
the only simple way to use
all those transistors is in
memory chips. In the micro
world, even the lowest end

Figure 1 --The MC68HCl6’s  register set resembles that of the
MC6800, but is great/y  enhanced.

controller needs a data book an inch thick. High-end 32-bit
micros are as powerful as yesterday’s mainframes but, like
those dinosaurs, practically need an MIS department to get
a “Hello World” program working.

Anyway, since transistors keep getting cheaper, let’s
put a positive spin on the inevitable. Perhaps, as some
argue for the tax code, complexity isn’t so bad. You just
have to put in extra effort to see the forest through the trees.

With that in mind, let’s take a look at the state-of-the-
art MC68HC16, a chip that carries its simple 8-bit  roots to
new, indeed arguably terminal, limits. Don’t worry, I’ll try
to keep it simple.. .

tack taken by even a sim-
pler micro, the 6502). I ac-
tually knew a guy who pro-
grammed 6800s in hex-
after all, the CPU offers
only 72 different instruc-
tions (fewer than today’s
somewhat misleadingly
named Reduced Instruc-
tion Set Computers) .
Makes you feel kind of nos-
talgic for those good old
days.

Well, snap out of it!
Times have changed as
made clear by Figures 1
and 2. The MC68HC16  is a
marvel of the ’90s with
more pins, registers, in-
structions, and I/O.

If you look closely, the
MC6800 roots can still be
discerned. Actually, some
of the evolution from the

MC6800 was seen in earlier parts. The MC6809 added a
second index register (IY) and both that chip and the
single-chip MC6801 adopted the scheme of usingaccumu-
lators A and B together as a 16-bit  accumulator D. Along
with these, the MC68HC16 adds another 16-bit  accumula-
tor (El and index register (IZ).

Beyond these simple additions, I’ve got a lot of ex-
plaining to do. As you can see, the HC16 is organized as a
series of modules (in fact, they call it a “modular microcon-
troller”) communicating via an IMB (InterModule Bus).
Just keep in mind that the entire 6800 CPU can’t match the
functionality of even a small portion of the HC16 block
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labeled “CPU16,” not
to mention all the
HC16’s  I/O mod-
ules.

CPU16

PWh4A

\I /

AD3 1
AD4

DSCLK l
8

m-6
SI

? l

The CPU16-
despite its 8-bit heri-
tage-is a completely
new design built
around a pipelined
16-bit  ALU. Never-
theless, the new CPU
is upward assembly
language compatible
with earlier 8-bit
parts up to and in-
cluding the popular
MC68HCll. How-
ever, interrupt-
driven routines will
need to be rewritten
since the interrupt
masking and context
switchingportionsof
the code are inher-
ently affected by the
HC16 architectural
upgrades.

_I I
A(0.18)

A key difference
from 68xx predeces-
sors is the provision
for greater than 64K
of address space.
Four-bit extensions
(the K fields) are pro-
vided for the PC, SP, -.

index registers (IX,
Figure  2-lhe MC68HC 16 is a marvel of the ’90s. though its MC6800 roots are still obvious.

IY, IZ), and E accumulator extending the HC16 reach to 1
MB (actually 2 MB-1 MB of code and 1 MB of data). Like
the 8086, HD64180, and other stretched 64K machines,
managing the large address space requires a degree of
softwaremachinations. The HC16 does have a “pseudolin-
ear” feature in which a calculated 20-bit  effective address
can cross 64K boundaries during instruction execution,
though the K field is not automatically updated.

applications that might otherwise require both a CPU and
separate DSP. So far, IBM (R!S/6000)  and now Motorola
have both implemented MAC to great advantage; look for
MIPSstarved  competitors to follow suit.

Perhaps the most notable feature is the addition of a
“Multiply & Accumulate” (MAC) instruction which multi-
plies the 16-bit  H and I registers and adds (accumulates1
the result to the 35-bit AM register. This primitive function
is at the core of many DSP (Digital Signal Processing)
algorithms. Also, index registers IX and IY are updated by
adding a specified offset in preparation for loading H and
I and executing the nextmc.  This nonsequential accessing
is called modulo-addressing and is helpful to speed the
execution of filtering algorithms. The bottom line is that
the simple MAC primitives allow the HC16 to serve some

The HC16 follows the trend of building in hardware
test and debugging/emulator-assist logic. The former
includes a dedicated scan-type serial port to allow test gear
to select each module, shift in a stimulus, and read out the
module’s response. The latter include a hardware break-
point/freeze scheme, outputs which indicate the CPU
pipeline status, and a “show cycle” option which allows
internal transfers to be monitored externally.

Even the usually mundane clock generator merits a
close look in the HC16 (Figure 3). Here, Motorola has a real
innovation in the use of a phase-locked loop to derive the
CPU clock (16.78 MHz) from a 32.768-kHz watch crystal.
Most notably, thanks to programmable clock dividers and
static design, the HC16 clock rate can be changed at will-
an important feature to minimize power consumption.
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I/OIntelligent
at your fingertips!

allows you to control and monitor nearly any device
or mix of equipment by putting full computing power
at each node.

One low voltage Tl3HWUNE  supports up to 127
TElHEBBOXes,  each capable of 7 I/O bits. The central
controller plugs into a standard PC expansion slot and
handles timing, self-diagnostics, and communications
- leaving the PC free for other uses.

Features:

pj 18422/48!i  serial communications

d THHEXBOX  program  stored in EEPfiOM, easily changed
and upgraded over the TETtHtlNW

d THHWBOX  supplied in die-cast aluminum cases witb gold
plated connectors for harsh envb-onments

d klternal opto-isolation ensures clean signals in
electrically noisy environments

d Watchdog circuitry, on-board regulation and power la3
detection in every TFlHWBOX

d X-10*  two-way communications supported
*lM ofx-10usA,hc.

d Compact, afferdable devices

For details, call or write:

P.O. BOX 1280  l Vesta l ,  NY  13851-1280
(6071  798 -9700  l F a x  (607)  729 - l  364

Along these same lines, the HC16 includes a LP STOP (low-
power stop) command too.

Managing all this new stuff calls for a raft of new
instructions (256 vs. 72) and addressing modes (18 vs. 6)
compared to the original 6800. Thus, programming in
assembler takes more thought than before-maybe it’s
finally time to switch to C.

As of today, the HC16 isnot  a single-chip solution like
the earlier ‘01 and HCll. No on-chip program storage
(ROM/EPROM) is provided, though 1K of static RAM
(SRAM)  is included. The latter can significantly boost
performance since access takes only two clocks and the
SRAM is organized as 512 x 16, ideal for the stack and
frequently accessed variables. Just make sure you align the
stack and/or data on word boundaries since, though the
HC16 supports “nonaligned” accesses (a must for upward
compatibility), they are twice as slow. Additionally, code
can be executed from the SRAM-a nice touch allowing
downloaded routines or even a poor man’s cache scheme.
Finally, the SRAM array features a separate power supply
input for battery back-up (VSTBY) independent of the
CPU and the HC16 automatically switches between the
main and backup supplies as required.

SIMPLE BUS

Since theHC16,and  thenatureof itslikelyapplication,
calls for external memory, major resources are devoted to
the connection of external chips via the System Integration
Module (SIM).  Besides the previously mentioned te_ t and
clock functions, the SIM offers protection, chip-select, and
external bus interface logic.

Protection features include a watchdog timer, external
bus timeout (signaled by the BERR” input), spurious inter-
rupt (i.e., no acknowledge returned during interrupt arbi-
tration), and so on. In addition, the HC16 architecture has
hooks for User/Supervisor-type protection, though it is
currently not implemented (the CPU only runs in Supervi-
sor mode).

If a lot of this sounds familiar, it’s because the external
bus interface of the HC16 owes a lot more to the 68k CPU
family than earlier 8-bit chips. 68k-like  features include the
interrupt scheme (eight inputs with acknowledge and
“autovector” modes), external bus arbitration (BR, BG,
BGACK), function codes (User/Supervisor, Code/Data),
and asynchronous dynamically sized transfers (SIZO/l,
DSACKO/l*).  The latter allows a mix of 8- and l&bit
devices to be connected.

What is new is a chip-select controller featuring a total
of up to 12 chip selects, which seems like more than enough
for most applications. Most of the pins can be assigned al-
ternate functions as shown in Figure 4 (note that though
A20-A23 are routed on the IMB, currently they just follow
A19). Each chip select area’s base address and size is pro-
grammable, as well as the number of wait states (when
using the available synchronous bus [non-DSACKI mode).
CSBOOT*  is one pin that doesn’t have an alternate func-
tion; it must beconnected to the boot ROM(s) to be selected

Recdersetie  x164
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Figure 3- The MC68HC 16’s  phase-locked loop clock speed con be changed of will.

The only thing that seems to
be missing is DRAM refresh
support. I imagine Motorola,
perhaps rightly, assumes most
HC16 designs won’t use DRAM
(especially as SRAMs get denser
and cheaper). If DRAM is called
for (e.g., a 512K setup might be
well served with four 256K x 4
DRAMS)  you’ll have to useexter-
nal DRAM refresh logic ($) or a
bandwidth consuming interrupt
and software refresh scheme.

BACK TO REALITY

We’re about halfway done,
which is pretty good considering
the HC16 ‘Technical Summary”
is over 100 pages long. What

at reset. I say “ROM(s)”  because, thanks to the dynamic
bus size scheme, the HC16 could limp by with a single 8-
bit ROM. Needless to say, performance concerns would
suggest that a 16-bit memory setup is called for, which
makes the minimum HC16 system three chips instead of
two (at least until 16-bit EPROMs are plentiful and cheap).
The extra memory chip is simply the computing equiva-
lent of “no free lunch.”

remainsare thetraditional I/Ofunctionstimer/counter,
serial I/O, and A/D-though in the HC16, even these old
standards are given quite a facelift.

Let’s start with the counter/timer module known as
the General Purpose Timer (GPT-Figure 5), since it is
largely unchanged from the module used on the HCll.
Note that the SIM includes some basic timing capabilities
(watchdog and periodic interrupt) in addition to the GPT.

68332 BASED
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

The CP-332 is a single board computer targeted for 68332
based embedded control applications. The 68332 is a
powerful 32-bit integrated microcontroller which is 680X0
compatible. Microcontroller resources include a time
processor unit with 16 independent channels, two serial
I/O subsystems, 2K bytes of on-chip RAM, chip select
logic, and system failure protection. The board supports
uptp768KbytesofEPROM/RAM/EEPROM,twoUARTS,
two parallel ports, FPU,  and a 16-bit timer/counter. An
optical daughter board with A/D and D/A will be avail-
able soon.

ALLEN SYSTEMS
2346 Brandon  Road l Columbus, Ohio 43221

614-488-7122

Reodersetie  Xlcd

SEALEVEL  SYSTEMS INC.

a d
I’ COMMUNICATIONS 6 I/O

[SO31 8 5 5 4 5 8 1
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The major functionality of the
GPT consists of eight channels with
16-bit  resolution in a compare/cap-
ture unit composed of three input
capture channels, four output com-
pare channels, and one channel that
can be programmed as either. In
addition, the HC16 (and the HC11)
has a conventional &bit  counter
known as the Pulse Accumulator.

Figure  4- The ChiD  select controller rxovides

Input capture is used to measure the time between
transitions on an input. Conceptually, it is quite similar to
the technique you would use with a regular timer. In that
scheme, the input to be measured connects to an interrupt
line and the interrupt handler reads the timer. The prob-
lem that often emerges is the basic tradeoff between inter-

The block diagram may look
complicated, but the concepts of

rupt priority and latency. If the priority is too low, accu-

input capture and output compare
are pretty easy to understand. Eve-
rything starts with a clock source
which is software selectable aseither
an external pin (PCLK)  or a division
of the system clock.

f& up to 12 chip selects,  as well as a number which can access the captured timer
of alternate functions. value at leisure.

Output compare is kind of the reverse. Rather than

racy is lost since the delay between
the interrupt and timer may become
long and/or nondeterministic. On
the other hand, setting the priority
too high will likely step on some
other real-time-critical task. Obvi-
ously, multichannel requirements
amplify the problem to the point
something gives.

What the input capture hard-
ware actually does is trivial. It auto-
matically reads the timer value into
a register when the external signal
transitions. But this small change
makes a big difference to the CPU,

the CPU can schedule an

measuring an input, it generates a timed output. Again, a

output event, and go do
something else.

timer/interrupt scheme could be used to wait the appro-
priate time and then perform an output, but the problems
of priority and latency remain. For the HC16, each output
compare channel has a register which is compared with
the timer every cycle. Then, when there is a match, an
automatic output-“1,” “0,” toggle-is  performed. Thus,

(Note 1)
Note 1. Parallel port  pin actions controlled by DDRD, OCl M, OCl  D. TCTLl, and  TCTU reglsten.

What’s new on the
HC16 is a two-channel
pulse-width modulation
unit. The PWM can gener-
ate two separate waveforms
of programmable frequency
and duty cycle withno CPU
overhead.

SMART A/D

A major advantage of
the HCl1  over a lot of popu-
lar &bit chips is the integra-
tion of an 8-channel multi-
plexed successive approxi-
mationA/Dconverter.Like
the HCll version, the new
model features “scan”
modes that automatically
perform mu1  tichannel reads
rather than requiring the
CPU to initiate and monitor
each conversion.

Figure&  The General-Purpose
Timer (GPT) is basically un-
changed from that in the
MC68HC  IT, with eight 16-bit
channels. four output com-
pare channels, undone chan-
nel that can work as either.
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On the HC16, the ADC offers 10 bits of resolution
(compared to the HCll’s  8 bits) a nice fit on the new CPUs
16-bit  architecture. Indeed, the ADC offers three complete
sets of result registers storing unsigned left- and right-
justified versions of the data and even a signed version.
The latter is interesting in that the ADC itself is unipolar
(only positive voltage). The trick is that the ADC logic
automatically sets “0” to the midpoint of the low and high
reference voltages-this can cut software that might be
needed to scale the input in the same way. Speaking of ref-
erence voltages, the HC16 goes beyond the HCll  by
offering two separate programmable reference sources.
This can ease the design of external sensor signal condi-
tioning circuits.

No, they didn’t call it the “Serial Universal NRZ Inter-
face-Queued.” Nevertheless, the Queued Serial Module
(QSM),  though dryly named, offers its own degree of
innovation.

The QSM actually includes two serial ports. The first is
theubiquitousUART(Universa1  AsynchronousReceiver/
Transmitter) for serial communications. The UART offers
all the usual features-programmable baud rate, data
format, parity, etc.-including the modem wake-up fea-
ture. These allow a party-line arrangement of micros,
typically using RS-485, to share a common set of wires. To

Figure 6--The  Queued Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPD  Is optl-
mlzed to communicate  with other QSP-equipped  devices, much
like the Philips PC bus.

prevent each node from being saturated monitoring all the
bus traffic, the UART can be set to wake up and check the
data only under certain conditions. One is when a ninth

MS-DOS EPROM
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM

NEEDS NO INTERNAL CARD
!%!%I TMS211.5’  2716
27d6,  t&,2532*,  25’64’

2804.2816A,  28C16
2817A’.  2864A. 2.9054

68X4*,  68X6*. 2732.2132A 28256+,  28C2%‘,  52813”
27C32,2164,2764A,  21054
21128,27128A,21CI28
212S6.27c2S6.27512
2lC512,21513*

874LA’.  8142’,  8148*

27011’,27COll’(1  MEG)
8748H’.8749’.  Rl49H’

27010’. 2lCOIO’
8751*,87C51’,8752*

27C1000’,  2lClOOI’
a753*,  8744’,  68705’

27CO20*,  27C2001’  (2 MEG)
*ADAPT,%  RFQUIRED

27CO40’.  27C4001*  (4 MEG)
Dvgnm  urlvdcd  with  mml
,4.%smlbkd  a‘bplerr  WT .*miMc

CONNECT TO YOOF.  SYSTEM’S

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
A FAST. EASY-TO-USE SYSTEM WORKS WlTE  ANT DESKTOP OR LAFT;;mJgINE
EWANDABLE.  FLEXABLE  DESIGN  SUPPORTS CllRRENT  AND FLITIRE
S”PPORT5  1.16  P 31 Bll  DATA FORMATS  INCL”DMC WORD SPLIT  & DO”BLE  WORD
READS AND CONVF.RTS INTEL EFX  MOTOROU S-RJXORD  AND BINARY FlJX.9
BARDWARE  PROTECTED AGAINST DEFBCTIYE  AND INCORRECTLY INSERTED  DEVICES
NO SOFTWARE MSTALLAT,ON  NECESSARY -PROGRAM TOTALLY SELF CONFIGURING

~SYSTEM  SOFTWARE COMMANDS
.PRocRAM  EPROM(sJ *AYE EPROM S, OR

\
.COPY  EPROM

FROM DISK FILE BDFFF,RTODSK B.YRiuFYEPuo  ERASED
.yRE;ISK  FILE INTO *P~XAMRAM;OM’SJ .SFLFCT  BIil”FER  FD,TOR

.SFJ.EtIT  DEVICE  TYPE
.RFAtFAD~PROM~Sl IN70 CX&PARROM(S) .DE”ICE CEECKSIJM

.SEI BUFFER (0.  1,2,3)
1 PLUSANlNTEGiUTEDBUFFEREDITOR  WITH llBVTEL.EVELCOMMANDS  1

SYSTEMINCLUDES:  PROGRAhfMIN G UNIT, POWER PACK
CONNECTING CABLF.,  OPERATlON  MANUAL & SOFIWARK $289

saRW*IIE  AYAIl.ABl.E  ON 3 lp,’ OR  I I*- 0151CALL  *mu-l  OPTmNAL  AD&rlTLIS  - *SOB-r  TRAVEL c sL?A.sE  SPrrlME IS AVAILABW  FOR II..”
TO ORDER SEND CBECK  MONEY ORDER, WRITE OR CALL:

ANDRATECH
P.O. BOX 222

MILFORD, OHIO 45150
(513) 831-9708

SEALEVEL  SYSTEMS INC.
PO BOX 1808

EASLEY. SC 29641
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data bit is set. That bit can be used to signify that the other
8 bits contain an “address” which should be checked by all.
Another approach offered detects an idle line condition.
This could be useful in implementing a collision avoid-
ance-type network protocol.

The unique aspect of the QSM is the second serial port:
the Queued Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI-Figure 6).
The HCll  also has an SPI port, but without the Q feature.
WI is a specialized serial protocol optimized for connect-
ing various similarly WI-equipped peripheral chips using
a minimum of traces and glue logic. The concept (LAN-in-
a-box?) is similar to the 12c (InterIntegrated Circuit) bus
offered by Philips/Signetics and discussed in my previous
article on their upgraded 8052-compatible  family of con-
trollers.

The Q feature, much in the manner of the A/D con-
verter scan logic, offloads the CPU by buffering sequences
of commands, transmit data, and receive data. The 80-byte
QSPI RAM is organized as 16 words each of transmit/
receive data along with 16 bytes of commands. With this
feature, the QSPI can autonomously handle multiperipheral
transfer sequences that would normally call for lots of CPU
hand holding.

THE END OF THE LINE

Arguably, the HC16 is about as far as an 8-bit architec-
ture can be taken. Indeed, it’s not even 8 bits anymore.

Motorola concedes that the HC16 is the final step a cus-
tomer can take before biting the big bullet and moving to
their 32-bit controller offerings: the 683~~  line. In particu-
lar, the latter offer the final solution to the 64K problem.
Presumably the “4GB problem” won’t be a show stopper
anytime soon for embedded applications (though the work-
station types are starting to clamor for a 64-bit address
space!).

However, the move to 32 bits means even more chips,
power, and money and shouldn’t be taken lightly. It’s bad
form to brute forcea design with processor overkill. Clever
designers will be able to squeeze excellent price/perform-
ance out of “high-end low-end” micros like the HC16. +

Contact
Motorola Semiconductor Products
5005 E. McDowell Rd.
P.O. Box 20912
Phoenix, AZ 85008
(602) 244-6900

TomCantrellholdsaB.S.ineconomicsandanM.B.A.FromUCLA.  He
owns and operates Microfuture,  Inc., and has been in Silicon Valleyfor
ten years working on chip, board, and system design and marketing.
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428 Very Useful
429 Moderately Useful
430 Not Useful

9NSI C Compiler for the HD64180/Z80

+ DOS based cross-compiler for ANSI and K&R C code
including prototypes and argument type checking.

+ Complete with high-speed assembler, linker, and
librarian. Includes macros to interface C and assembly.

+ One-pass design produces FAST compile times.
+ Full MMU support for up to 1 megabyte programs.
+ ANSI preprocessor provided at compile time.
+ Optimized code generation for char and int data types

and operators. Also supports long types.
+ Allows in-line assembly with access to C variables.
+ All code is reentrant and ROMable.
+ Fast ANSI/IEEE 754/lNTEL  floating point support.
+ 2280  and 8085 compilers coming soon.

AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $699!
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W6805, the new PC driver software converts the 68HC05  EW or
EVS board into a high performance ICE. Full symbolic debugging.
Menu driven, very user friendly. New fast on-tine assembler and
disassembler. Powerful command macro recording and playback.
Pop-up command stack recalls previous commands. Automatic
on-tine hel for each command. Windowed user interface. Data
watch wm ows for memory, registers & stack. Price: $245.00. 303
dav MBG. Call ~708~894-1440  for a free trial disk.

PC based real-time ICE. Menu driven, easy to use, low cost 8~

high performance. Complete development support for single-
chip & expanded modes in real-time and full-speed up to 14 MHz
clock rates. On-board 64K emulation RAM maps in 4K blocks.
64K real-time hardware break

g
oints. Symbolic debugger sup-

ports 25OOAD,  Avocet, Wiite and Archimedes C compilers.
Windowed user interface. Data watch windows for memory,
registers & stack. On-line assembler, disassembler, EEPROM
programming, single-step commands. Logic analyzer tri

g%%out-put. Supports ah A,E and D parts. 115.2K  bps RS-232C
30 day money back guarantee.
WICE 68HCll  emulator 9795.00
52 PLCC to 48 DIP adapter $55.00

Call: (708) 894-1440

WCE 28 emulator

86CO8  adapter w/analog comparators. $55

Reader  SeNlce  Y220



PRACTICAL
ALGORITHMS

Charles R Soegli

Filtering
Sampled Signals

A recent article 111  described a method of passing

Software DSP

sampled signals through low- or high-pass filters by load:
ing them into an array and manipulating them to obtain an
array representing the filtered signal. This modus operandi
is common in dealing with time series.

In practice, loading a time series into an array before
operating on it is undesirable, because it may contain far
too many values to be assigned to an array. For example,
a five-minute interval of signal sampled 2000 times/set
contains600,OOO  numbers, each of which, in six-digit single-
precision floating-point format, occupies four bytes, for a
total of 2.4 megabytes. This exceeds the memory capacity
of many personal computers, and the
array is vastly larger than BASIC can
handle. Using integer representation re-
quiring only two bytes per number eases
the problem. Since the raw output of
most A/D converter boards is already in
integer form, this method is advanta-
geous for real-time filtering; scaling to
calibrated output maybe postponed until
filtering is finished. The storage of a large
array of digitized signal values often,
however, quickly meets memory limita-
tions.

these points. Filters with attenuations that are integral
multiples of 6 dB/octave can be simulated by passing the
signal through the simple filter more than once.

The transfer function of the high-pass filter is

T&S
Trs + 1

where T, is the RC constant of the filter shown in Figure 1;
similarly, for the low-pass filter it is

1
Tzs  + 1

High-Pass Low-Pass
Section Section

RC=T2  T 1- -
Y z I

:igure  1 -The high-pass/low-pass combination shown in the equations can be dupli-
:ated in hardware, using a circuit such as this one.

BAND-PASSING SAMPLED SIGNALS

High- or low-passing such signals is nevertheless
possible without using an array any larger than two;
further, the operation is so rapid that the record of the
digitized signal may be read, and the filtered output
written, simultaneously. The sole requirement is for disk
storage sufficient to accommodate the entire input and
output sample trains. This article shows how it’s done.

Since high- and low-pass filters are special cases of
band-pass filters, we’ll consider a band-pass filter first.
This treatment assumes a filter made up of a high-pass
filter having a time constant Tl in series with a low-pass
filter with a time constant of T2 where both filters are
electrically independent. Figure l’shows an analog circuit
for this type of filter. A filter of this type has an attenuation
of 6 dB/octave above the frequency represented by T2 and
below that defined by T,, the response being 1.0 between

so the transfer function for the band-pass filter is

F(s)=i!hb1
Trs+l Tzs+l

The response of this filter to a unit-step input is this
expression multiplied by 1 /s, or

F(s) = T’x -1
Trs+l Tzs+l

Separation of this expression in the usual manner
leads to

(3)

The corresponding time function is

f(t) = &x [exp ($I- exp(J] @a)
1 2
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F igure  P--Low-pass  filter re-
sponse to a sine-wave input. In
this example, the corneris set to
IQ0 ordinates/cycle.

which is, precisely, which is easily expanded to

f(t) = &x ([l - exp(;)]-[l - exp(;)]) (4b)  f(t+h)=Ax  expTx l-exp( (-“)  [ ($)]+I-exp($-)])  (5b)

where the expression expfx) denotes e raised to the xth
power.

Since the time responseof a simplelow-pass filter with
atimeconstantTisl-exp(t/T),equation4bshows  that the
time response of a band-pass filter (to a unit-step input) is
the difference in time responses of two low-pass filters
having time constants T1 and T,. The problem is thus re-
duced to that of simulating the response of a low-pass filter
to a sampled signal [21.

The response of a low-pass filter at time t to a step
input of magnitude A being

f(t) = A x [ 1 - exp[G)]

the response at time t + h is

f(t + h) = A x (1 - exp[v]) (5a)

Digitized data can thus be low-pass filtered by taking
expf-h/T)  times the preceding filtered ordinate and add-
ing to it 11 - expf-h/T)]  times the next input value, where
h = 1 if the time constants are in terms of ordinates per
radian in these expressions. The load in computer memory
at any time is only two numbers for each filter.

Figure 2 shows the effects of this operation on a sine
wave of amplitude 10. The corner period being 100 ordi-
nates/cycle, the 400-ordinate/cycle  wave should be
scarcely attenuated, while the lOO-ordinate/cycle  wave
should be down 3 dB (7.07) and the 25-ordinate/cycle
wave down 12 db (2.5). The filtered record usually shows
a starting transient which can easily be seen in the figure,
and may disturb operations like finding the maximum
value in the entire record. It maybe eliminated by applying
a Hanning window to the input data, which can easily be
done while the work is in progress.

Figure J-Response of a band-
pass filter to a unit step input.

Low-pass Filter, Period - 800 ordskycleg;iJf~+’

- I I I I ~-r
0 200 400

ORDINATE
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Writing a program to fil-
ter signals is not difficult, but
theoperationoftheequations
is demonstrated much more
easily with a spreadsheet
program, all of which have
built-ingraphingcapabilities.
Figure 3 quickly demon-
strates that two applications
of equation 5b followed by
subtracting the output of one
low-passfilterfromtheother,
does indeed simulate the re-
sponse of a band-pass filter.
IEditor’s  Note: Software for
this article is available from the
Circuit Cellar BBS or on Soft-
wareOnDisk#21.Seepagel06
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ORDINATE

Figure 4-Response of a high-pass filter to a unit-step input where the time constant is set to loc0
ordinates/cycle.

for downloading and ordering information.]

HIGH-PASS FILTERING

whichis,  of course, that for the timeresponseof a high-pass
filter to a unit step input. This is identical to

To realize a high-pass filter, the time constant T2 of the ftt,=l-[I-exp($)] (6b)

low-pass part of the band-pass filter is moved to zero (that
is, the comer frequency is moved to infinity). Expression showing that the response of a differentiator is related to
(4b)  degenerates to that of an integrator of the same time constant. Figure 4,

f(t) = exp ;
( )

0%)
made with the same spreadsheet used before, shows the
time response of a typical high-pass filter to a unit step

FLASH”EPROM  Support for PROMDISKTII
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l Standard Byte-Wide Memories
l Emulates both Read/Write and
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ROM
l Half sized PC/XT Type Board
l Supports battery backed-up SFlAM’s  for non-volatile

operation
l Emulates up to three drives simultaneously
l Create Bootable ROM-based copy of MS-DOS and/or

application programs

DEVELOPMENT KIT $495
(PROMDISK”lII  with 7M-Byte FLASHm  Memory Installed)

Also Available:
l /ND-# Single Board Computers
l /ND-286 Single Board Computers
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PROFESSIONAL CIRCUIT DESIGN

QiCAD
Save time and money!

QiCAD  is a ful l - featured
printed circuit layout package
that gives you everything you
need to design circuit boards
quickly.

l ON-LINE HELP
l AUTOROUTER
l POWERFUL EDITING
l HPGUDMPL  PLOTS
l GERBER
l POSTSCRIPT
l EXCELLON (DRILL)
l EGA /VGA compatibile
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input. (Because the low-pass time constant could not be
moved to zero without causing errors, the response does
not quite attain a value of 1.0 at the beginning.)

LOW-PASS FILTERING

Similarly, the response of a low-pass filter can be deter-
mined by setting T, in expression 4b to infinity, which
moves the comer frequency of the differentiator to zero.
Then, expression 4b degenerates to

f(t) = 1 - exp($) (7)

REFERENCES AND COMMENTS

(11  McConnell, Dean: DigifalsignalProcessing.  Circuit Cellar
INK.TheComputerApplicationsJournal.February/March
1990. pp. 30-41.

(21  If the time constants T, and $ are identical, equation 4b
does not apply. Equation 3 IS an improper separation in
thiscase because of the repeated factor in the denomi-
nator of equation 2. The expression corremonding  to
equation 4a is then
For too-small differences between T, and T, the accu-

1121 racy of calculation using two low-pass filters is unac-

which is the response of an integrator to a unit step
function input.

SIMULATION BY DIFFERENTIATORS

ceptable. The program will  not allow entry of such
values.

[3f  See, for instance, Truxai, John C., Control System Synthe-
sis. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.. 1955

As a matter of passing interest, equation 4a can also be CharLs P. Boegli is president of Randen  Corporation in Blanckester,

viewed as a difference in time responses of two differentia-
Ohio. Randen  is a small consulting/engineering company that special-

tors. This treatment is akin to using the so-called z-trans-
izes in interfacing  computers to test and monitoringequipment,  and in

form [3l.  My personal experience with such band-pass
analog circuit design.

filters is that they work as well as those made with inte’gra-
tors but have a tendency to be oscillatory with sharp IRS
transients. In this respect, simulation with integrators is
preferable. $+

431 Very Useful
432 Moderately Useful
433 Not Useful
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“The Best 8051 Emulator”

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
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CONNEC-
TIME

Conducted by
Ken Davidson

Excerpts from fhe Circuif Cellar BBS

In this installment of ConnecTime,  we’re going to cover
one of the newer hard disk drive interfaces that’s recently
been gaining popularity, a method of write-protecting
hard disk drives, and a little prototyping trick. We’ll start
off talking about debouncing switch inputs (something
most embedded applications designers encounter sooner
or later).

MsgW~37170
From: WALTER CRUDUP To: ALL USERS

Does anyone have short piece of code that would be good to use
for switch debouncing of a input to an 8051 chip? The input will
come from an 8255 chip port. How long is the noise on a typical
switch closure or opening?

Msg#:37180
From: TOM MOORE To: WALTER CRUDUP

I suppose the amount of delay depends somewhat on the type of
switch used. Well, I’ll stick my neck out and say wait as long as
you can afford to. :-)

Seriously, l/20  of a second was the value I used once. It depends
also on how fast and what type of input you have and how fast
you need to react to it. Maybe some sort of hysteresis would help,
like a Schmitt trigger (you might want to use CMOS for added
help), but that’s only if you can add hardware and NEED it.

Msg#:37183
From: AL DORMAN To: TOM MOORE

For hardware debounce try the MC14490;  it works pretty well.
For a software debounce, you test the input and ask, “Is it on?
<delay> Is it still on? <delay> Has it been on for long enough?”
Then either call the input true or wait until it turns off. You may
want to test if it has been on too long, such as the “coin in” on a
slot machine (coin jam). The amount of delays for the on test will
be determined by how bouncy the switch is and how long till you
consider it to be true. Also, during the delay, keep watching to see
if the switch goes off. At this point you would bail out and
consider the entire test as false.

The Circuit Cellar BBS
300/  1200/2400 bps

24 hours/7  days a week
(203) 871-1988

Four Incoming Lines
Vernon, Connecticut

Msg#r37217
From: MATTHEW TAYLOR To: TOM MOORE

Interesting subject. Just got a keypad hooked up to our furnace at
work and it needed debouncing. Fifty milliseconds made the
keypad seem sluggish, so I tried 10 ms and it has a great feel to it.
BTW, I am using a good keypad, which does make a difference.

Msg#:37221
From: WALTER CRUDUP To: TOM MOORE

Thanks Tom and all who replied. I did not want to waste a lot of
time checking the switches, so I decided to use Timer 0 to gener-
ate a interrupt every 20 to 50 ms. I check for a closure and then on
the next interrupt, I check to see if the state was the same as the
last time. If so then switch was made. I think this might work, and
I can keep doing other things instead of sitting in a loop.

But, now I have a problem with the timer. I’m using mode 1(16-
bit) and am setting THO and TLO with values. I do reloads of the
values to THO and TLO upon entering the interrupt routine, but
the interval never changes, no matter what values I load. Based
on the time of each interrupt (I turn on a port and check with a
scope), the timer always uses FFFF (65535). Suggestions anyone?

Msg#:37232
From: ED NISLEY To: WALTER CRUDUP

I bet you forgot the “#“ in front of the values you’re jamming  into
the timer registers. That turns them into direct addresses, which
will probably have zeros or some other constant data.

Gotta tell you I’m talking from experience on this one; won’t tell
you how long it took to figure it out.. .

Msg#:37228
From: AL DORMAN To: WALTER CRUDUP

Do you MOV IE,#OOH when entering the subroutine? Otherwise,
your timer interrupt is still running and you may never get out of
it. For example, TLO and THO may be timing out again while you
are doing stuff in the interrupt routine and looping back to the
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driver and XBIOS extension to get full capacity. I’ve also used
large-sized ESDI drives. I wasn’t impressed. Mine were big,
power hungry, noisy, and needed expensive and hard-toobtain
controllers. I’m sticking with IDE for now.

Msg#:36501
From: JAMES D STEWART To: VICTOR PORGUEN

You are correct: you cannot hard format the drive. Rest assured
that it comes formatted with the fastest interleave that the drive
can support. Probably it doesn’t even have standard size or
format sectors. Since the host can’t get to the physical drive, it
doesn’t matter. Here is a quick description of the bus:

Reset, Data O-15, *IORD,  *IOWR,  *IRQ14,  ALE, %Sl, *CS2,1016,
GND, *PDIAG, *SLV/ACT

When the drive is connected to the PC/AT bus with a trivial
interface, the ROM BIOS in the AT will run the drive. If you need
more information, call Conner at (408)  433-3340 and ask for a
product manual. Their 44-meg IDE drive is the CP3044.

Msg#:36546
From: VICTOR PORGUEN To: JAMES D STEWART

Thanks, I will call Conner. The subject has interest for me from an
unusual viewpoint: infection with computer viruses. Some of
them try to play unusual tricks with various portions of the disk.
What you say implies that it will be far more difficult for them to

do so on the new IDE drives. It also means, however, that if they
do manage to get to it, it will be also much more difficult to
remove their effects.

Msg#:36903
From: MICHAEL KOEPKE To: ALAN SANDERS

I work with laptop designs that use the Conner IDE drives. The
two signals *PDIAG and *SLV/ACT are defined as follows:

*PDIAG - Passed diagnostic. Output by the drive if it is a slave.
Input to the master if it is a master. This low-true signal indicates
that the slave has passed its internal diagnostic command.

*SLV/ACT-Signal from thedriveisusedeithertodriveanactive
LED whenever the disk is being accessed or as an indication of a
second drive present.

The Conner IDE drives let you run two drives off an IDE interface
board. By changing several jumpers on the drives, you can run in
a master/slave environment.

Also, if you are planning to use an IDE drive for an embedded
system, you might consider the Prairie Tek drives. They support
the same signals as the Conner but with one additional feature:
You can use the drive in either XT @-bit) or AT (16-bit)  mode. A
signal (AT/*XT)  controls which mode the drive operates in. Most
Conner drives can only operate in 16-bit  (AT) mode. Model
numbers for PrairieTek  are Prairie 120 (20 MB) and Prairie 240 (40
MB).

Z8 a Z80

W ASSEMBLER, DISASSEMBLER
n BREAKPOINT / TRACE
n OEM OBJECT LICENCES AVAILABLE

n PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE
n 2764.27 128 OR 27256
W MAY BE GANGED FOR 8, 16 OR 32 BITS
W UP TO 1 MEG. TOTAL MEMORY CAPACITY

W TEMPORARY SERIAL PORT FOR DEBUGGING
W USE UNDER 2764,27128,27256  OR 27512

W USE MANUFACTURES OPCODES
n INTEL / MOTOROLA HEX OUTPUT
1 LOCAL SYMBOLS

Control Resources
P.O. Box 8694
Rowland Hts, CA 91748

“:zT (818)912-5722x3100

BC151” BASIC cross compiler l integer math with 4 integer
data types l arrays of any length l print, print#,  pwm, even
on a plain 8031 l call a compiled program from BASIC-52,
pass values back & forth l in-line assembly l blazing speed
l exceptional support l with assembler & utilities $299

Systronix Inc.
754 East Roosevelt Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84105
801-487-7412 FAX: 801-487-3130

Reader Sewice X15
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Speaking of hard drives, have you ever wanted to protect
your hard disk from accidental OY malicious changes by
pulling it out of your system, putting a sticker over a little
notch, and sticking it back in? lf so, you might find the
following conversation interesting.

MS@36933
From: TOM MOORE To: ALL USERS

I’ve been toying with the idea of adding a small circuit to the hard
drive controller I now have (an RLL unit). It would go something
like this: take write gate before it leaves for the hard drive and
using a logic gate switch either let it pass through or disable it by
forcing it high. The gate(s) would be wired to a toggle switch
mounted on the case of the computer. Does this sound workable?

The only gotcha I know of might beduring  power up/down if my
add-on circuit would accidentally glitch the ‘WG line causing, of
course, an unwanted write. Maybe I could nab the “WG signal
BEFORE it gets to any anti-power-glitch circuitry on the control-
ler board? I realize not everyone might be able to use this type of
write protect (e.g., SCSI drives), but what about those of us that
have MFM or RLL systems? Just a passing thought.. .any ideas?

MsgY:37015
From: VICTOR PORGUEN To: TOM MOORE

The hardware write-protect you describe is perfectly feasible.

F
- -

l Real Time Capture
l RS-170A Video Input CORTEX-I
l RS-170A Display Output
l Dual Resolution
l 256 Grey Levels
l PC/XT/AT Compatible
l Programmable Input LUT
l Interrupt Capability
l Fast Dual Port Video RAM
l External Trigger Input
l Easy Software Interface
l Complete Documentation

i

Introducing truly affordable, precision image capturin  Tar eted
for OEM ap lications  where on board processing an /or co or are
not requirecp

c? ?
Superior spatial accuracy, small board size, and price

open up many applications. It features dual resolution of either
512 x 484, or four images of 256 x 242, both with 256 grey levels.
Software support includes a menu driven control program,
‘C library with source, TIFF files with LZW compression, and a
novel RAM disk emulator which provides DOS access to the
board’s images as files!
Simple yet flexible software interface saves development time.
For example, all rows and columns are accessible wrthin  a single
RAM segment, allowing fast searches.
Custom board designs and software services are available.
CORTEX-I OEM pricing : Quantities of 100 plus, $325.
Call for brochure and specifications.

OM~@ENATION  CORPORATION
Soecializina  in Commuter  V i s i on

I’ve beenemploying it for over a year now to work with computer
viruses, as a means of ensuring total security against unwanted
writes and yet leaving the disk fully readable.

As you say, all you need to do is wire a SPST switch across wire
number 6 of the controller-to-disk ribbon cable. That’s the Write
Gate line. Some really interesting effects are seen: DOS has NO
IDEA WHATSOEVER that it can no longer write to the disk. It
thinks it has written and, if you keep a modest BUFFERS=
statement in CONFIG.SYS, the name/size/date of the new file
are entered there, as if the file had been written to disk. If you then
reboot, the information is gone!

If, in addition to doing the above, you also use a largish (1.5MB
or so) disk cache, you end up with a system on which you can
work with fairly large files, create new ones, delete them, and so
on, without ever writing a single byte to the disk.

I have never experienced any problems due to glitches on bootup
or any other. The only caution I would have is the following: the
ribbon cable consists of two kinds of wires: signal-carrying and
ground. The even ones are signal, the odd ones are ground. They
form 125/150-ohm  transmission lines. If you extend wire num-
ber 6 to the switch by any appreciable distance, you should take
pains to also extend the accompanying shield/ground wires, so
as to keep the impedance more or less even and prevent rounding
the shoulder of the square wave signals. I think their rise time is
fairly short.

8031 CONTROLLER BOARDS

A&T: $129 - Partial kit: $70 - PCB Board kit: $25

l 11.0592 MHz clock
l 8/16 K EPROM socket
l 8/32 K RAM socket
l M A X 2 3 2  serial  I/O
l Two 20-pin expansion

headers
l Monitor, applicatron  notes

& support software
included

l Accessories available

A&T: $80 - Full kit: $82 - Partial kit: $38

L.S. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN
2280 Camilla Rd.. Mississauga, Ont. L5A  2J8 Canada

Phone/Fax: (416) 277-4893
Terms: Shippmg US/Canada $6. Check or Money Order please.
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Finally, how is one supposed to build a prototype of a
circuit when the chips being used are intended to be surface
mounted? Sockets are sometimes available, but often only
with solder tails. The following messages talkabout a neat
trick for making a home-brew prototyping socket.

Msg#:36549
From: JAMES D STEWART To: PAUL SHUBEL

I’ve used them several times and they fit tight. I’ve had no
problems.

Msg#:36479
From: EDDIE WHITE To: ALL USERS

Does anyone know of a wire-wrap adapter for 52- and 68-pin
PLCCs? JDR is selling a 68-pin PLCC prototype adapter, but
nothing for 52 pins. By wire-wrap I mean something with stan-
dard 0.100” vector board spacing and has either wire-wrap legs
or could be fitted into a wire-wrap socket by some fashion.

Msg#:36505
From: JAMES D STEWART To: EDDIE WHITE

Buy a PLCC through-hole solder-tail socket and plug it into a
PGA wire-wrap socket.

Msg#:36548
From: PAUL SHUBEL To: JAMES D STEWART

Thanks for the great suggestion on using PLCCs. This really
makes my day! One question though: The solder-tail socket I
have seems to have thin leads. Will they fit snug enough in the
PGA socket to be reliable?

f-b 4

SOFTWARE EN6lNEER
ABC Laboratories is an environmental testing and instrument
manufacturer with over 300 employees. For over 20 years we
have provided a climate of opportunity and job stability
through our steady growth and expansion into new markets
and products.

Thib position develops software for automated laboratory
instrumentsandinvolves  translationof  Assemblercode  to
the ‘C’ language Software development also utilizes Metalink
MicroICE Emulator/Debugger system.

A BSEWBSECE  degree or equivalent, plus a minimum 3 years
experience is required, with the following capabilities.

l Strong Assembly Language Programming & Hardware
Interfacing skills for Intel 8051 family (or similar)
microcontrollers

l Extensive ‘C’ Language programming in microcontroller
bystems

l Experience with PC-based emulators/debuggers/EPROM
programmers

l Experience in Instrument Design is a strong plus

Join us as we continue to grow and expect competitive
compensationandbenefitsplusanEquitySharingProgrdm  Also
take advantage of living in Columbia, Missouri, a prosperous
community ranked “5th most desirable place to livein the US.”
by Money Magazine

For consideration send your resume and salary history in
confidence to: ABC LABORATORIES, INC., Attn: Human
Resources, Dept. 09, F’.O. Box 1097,Columbia,  M065205.

The Circuit Cellar BBS runs on a lo-MHz  Micromint
OEM-286 IBM PC/AT-compatible computer using the
multiline version of The Bread Board System (TBBS
2.lM) and currently has four modems connected. We
invite you to call and exchange ideas with other Circuit
Cellar readers. It is available 24 hours a day and can be
reached at (203) 871-1988. Set your modem for8 data bits,
1 stop bit, and either 300,1200,  OY 2400 bps.

IRS
434 Very Useful
435 Moderately Useful
436 Not Useful

SOFTWARE and BBS AVAILABLE on DISK

Software  on Disk
Software for the articles in this issue of Circuit Cellar INK may be downloaded free
of charge from the Circuit Cellar BBS. For those unable to download files, they are
also available on one 36OK,  5.25” IBM PC-format disk for only $12.

Circuit Cellar BBS on Disk
Every month, hundreds of information-filled massages are posted on the circuit
Cellar BBS by people from all walks of life. For those who can’t log on as often es
they’d like, the text of the public message areas is available on disk in two-month
installments. Each installment comes on three 36OK,  5.25” IBM PC-format disks
and costs just $15. The installment for this issue of INK (Junel/July  1991) includes
all public messages posted during March and April,  1991.

To order either Software on Disk or Circuit Cellar BBS on Disk send check or
money order to:

Circuit Cellar INK - Software (or BBS) on Disk
P.O. Box 772, Vernon, CT D6D66

or use your MasterCard  or Visa and call (203) 8752199. Be sure to specify  the
issue number of eacfi  disk you order.

Steve Ciarcia has assembled a team of engineers, designers,
and programmers to design and manufacture products ranging from
the multiprocessor Mandelbrot engine to ROVER and the Serial
EPROM Programmer. Now, the Ciarcia team can work for you.

Steve Ciarcia and his staff have designed in fields as diverse as
fast video digitizing, control networks, multiprocessor design, and
wireless communications. Current capabilities include every phase
of design and production, from initial concept through product
packaging.

Whether you need an on-time solution for a unique problem,
complete support for a startup venture, or experienced design
consulting for a Fortune 500 company, the Ciarcia Design Works
stand ready to work with you.

Remember...a  Ciarcia design works!
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STEVE’S
OWN
INK
Steve Ciarcia

Reach Out...

M aybe I’ve given some of you the wrong impression.
It’s my own fault, of course: Over the last three years I’ve written
about fixing a BMW with a 2 x 4, how not to automate a sunroom,
and then, in the previous issue, why I don’t carry a laptop
computer. Some folks could read all of this and decide that I don’t
likecomputers or, worse yet, that I’m somehow not participating
in the modern age. Let me assure you that nothing could be
farther from the truth. The fact of the matter is that my life is full
of intelligent machines, but I’ve learned to pick them so that they
do necessary jobs. For me, one of the most necessary jobs is
simply keeping in touch.

If you‘ve been reading my articles for very long, you know
that I’ve put a lot of time and effort into my house. My toys are
there, the Circuit Cellar is there, and I like spending time there. In
fact, it’s usually pretty tough convincing me to go away. When
someone does pry me away from the house, it makes me feel
good if I can know what’s going on there. Two years ago, we
made ROVER. In some ways, ROVER is the ultimate way to stay
in touch since I actually get to see what’s happening at the Circuit
Cellar. There are limitations to the system, but it’s nice to be able
to see who’s driving up the road when I’m not there. As much as
I like ROVER, though, there are times when it’s just not practical.

For instance, if I’m scheduled for a day of meetings away
from the office, carrying ROVER will put a definite crimp in my
style-not to mention my arm! Since I haven’t wired my car with
110 VAC (yet...), driving down the highway is no good for
ROVER. For times such as these, the voice synthesizer I described
in the special section lets me stay in touch. It’s not as good as
seeing the action, but at least I can take my house’s word that
everything is as it should be. There are computers and controllers
attached at every point of the transaction, but they take a back
seat to the communications involved. As communications tech-
nologyevolves, I plan to go even farther in my “keeping in touch”
projects, but there is, in the middle of all this, a paradox.

The paradox doesn’t really involve the technology, it in-
volves me. I have a feeling that the same paradox will eventually
hit a lot of people, even if it takes longer for them to get to the same
point. The paradox is this:

The more communications evolve to let me stay in touch
when I’m away from home, the more they reduce the need for me
to leave home in the first place.

I’ve already said that I like being at home, and as the
technology for bringing more services into my house increases in
capability, the pressure to travel decreases. I like the idea of

videoconferencing from the Circuit Cellar. It would be nice to see
the range of information available through telephone and cable
systems increased. With enough bandwidth in and out of the
house, I could even go to the next step with ROVER, simply
sending live video, rather than digitized frames, to wherever I
happened to be. This last idea is where portable computers and
I finally come together, too.

I still don‘t want to type letters using a pizza box that sits on
my lap. What I do want is a fully functional multidata terminal
that isn’t a burden to carry. If there were a small (say, small
notebook size) terminal that let me connect to telephone or cable,
display the information that came to me, and respond, then I’d
carry it everywhere. Admittedly, there aren’t a lot of services
taking advantage of those capabilities today, but I want them
now and I’ll need them before long.

Looked at in one way, the history of computers has been
about communications. Yes, computers process data, but pri-
marily so that information can be transmitted between groups of
people. Yes, computers control, but much of that control has to do
with transmitting commands to a device and results back to the
user. My needs may be out of the ordinary, but they fall well
within the basic march of computing. Now, I just need someone
to make the products I need. Or maybe I can find that small
surplus case that was lying around here.. .
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